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INTRODUCTION and PREAMBLE
(June 2012)
This addition of the Civano Neighborhood I Design Manual [See Note#1 below on the
distinction between "Manual" vs. "Guideline"] builds on its predecessors. It is more
complete, better organized, easier to use, and more user friendly. It is broken down into
topics, and within each of its sections references are made to various other documents
which impact and regulate the "look and feel" of our Community.
Creating this new comprehensive edition of the Design Manual and ensuring its
accuracy was no small task. The Community of Civano owes a debt of gratitude to the
Design Guidelines Task Force.
The purpose of this document is the same as it predecessors: to help this Community
retain and enhance its special look and feel and characteristics, while providing room for
individual creativity. This is a "living document", that is, it will be periodically reviewed
and revised as required to continue to become more comprehensive and user friendly.
We should note that if you have become a lot owner in Civano, or if you are
contemplating purchasing a lot in Civano Neighborhood 1; you are obligated to have
changes to your property and any plans you have for building on your lot reviewed for
compliance with the governing documents of this Community. See the Visual Index as
a place to get started: it will help the user determine which part of the Manual best
addresses what they are doing with their lot. The key parts of this Manual are also
posted on the Civano Neighborhood 1 Website, along with instructions on how to use
them and make application for changes to your property.

How this Design Manual is Organized
This Guideline addresses everything from pre-approved items for existing homes to
zoning rules, and a description of the process for the review of new construction. The
Guideline components are as follow:
• The Visual Index
• Guiding Principles
• Easy Guide. (Section #4) This is a chart that helps the user quickly find
where to go in the Design Guidelines and Landscape Design Guidelines
to find answers on a given topic.
• The Design Guidelines. (Section 5a) This Section is the main part of the
Manual, and will be the one most people will use, since it deals mostly
with existing homes or yards that a homeowner may want to modify, add
elements or small structures to, or in some other way change the
appearance of the property.
• The Landscape Design Guidelines. (Section 5b) This Section deals
with all issues relating to landscaping, including ground cover, walls, entry
gates, suggested and prohibited plants.
• The Civano I Planned Area Development or PAD. (Section 6) This
Section deals with the zoning for the Community. Zoning gives guidance,
rules, and limitations for the uses allowed in a community; and for the
spatial relationship between structures in the Community. Civano is a

(
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special zoning district overlay to the basic Land Use Code of the City of
Tucson. This Section has a short introduction on how to use the Civano I
PAD. You will be most likely to use this section if you are contemplating
doing one to the following:
• Adding a new addition to your home.
• Building an entirely new structure on your lot that already
has a structure on it.
• Building anything on a vacant lot.
• Putting a non-residential use into an existing home, or new
addition or structure.
Commercial Design Guidelines. (Section 7) This Section addresses
the special needs and design requirements and rules for commercial
properties in Civano, especially the Civano Center. Both owners and
tenants in commercial properties need to be familiar with these
guidelines.
Design Review Process for New Construction. (Section 8) This
Section describes the submission process and requirements for the
review and approval of new construction on vacant land in Civano. In
addition to providing a complete set of architectural, engineering, and site
plans; new construction documentation must demonstrate how the
planned construction will meet the basic resource conservation goals for
Civano. This section has advice on how to approach this task.
The Appendix. (Section 9) This Section shows examples various
documents:
o The various application forms to be used for design reviews, and
gives some advice on how to use them.
o Copies of key documents that impact the look and feel, and
construction of Civano; and gives directions to reach sources.

Note#1: In this document, a "Guideline" is a document that gives specific guidance on a
specific topic like architectural topics or landscape design topics. The word "Manual" is
used to refer to the entire collection of guidelines and documents relating the regulation
of the look and feel of this Community.
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General Design Concepts and Guiding Principles
Note: This document, from the 1998 edition of the Civano Design Guidelines, is
included in the Design Manual to give a sense of what the original design
intentions were for the Community. It addresses broad principles and goals. The
various design guidelines included in the Manual provide the manner in which
these principles. as they have evolved over time, can be implemented.
There are four main conceptual principles integrated into the Civano Design Guidelines
and recommendations. These factors are were viewed as guiding principles in both
conceptualizing and detailing the original community plan, and should continue to be
used as first principles in any specific programming for spatial layout, design details, or
zoning interpretations or decisions. The four conceptual principles are:
Building Community
Civano is about building community; about connecting with each other. The Civano plan
is designed to encourage face-to-face meeting and interaction. Gathering places,
meeting areas, cafes, safe and livable streets where automobile traffic is encouraged to
slow down; all of these create a fine-grain mix of uses, and the ability .to reduce the time
spent in an auto.

The plan is based upon principles of "New Urbanism" of which "Neo-Traditional
Planning" is a part. The plan is laid out with important gathering places like the
Neighborhood Center, the Community School, and recreational facilities located to
encourage connection. There is a rich hierarchy of public, semi-public, semi-private and
private spaces. Streets are laid out in short segments ending in important views or
deflect in direction so that the street environment is easily defined visually, avoiding the
anonymity so prevalent in most suburban areas. The streets are designed almost as if
the auto is an intruder, certainly to be tamed and to be slowed down to the speed of
pedestrians and cyclists. As drivers enter into the territory of the Civano streets, they
become aware of the human scale and the need for care and caution. The streets are to
be lived in as well as the homes. Pedestrian spaces are designed to be comfortable and
to make the any walking trip as pteasurable as possible, with shade and places to rest
and meet with neighbors.

Connection with the Land
The form of the land and the way it has weathered .over time speaks to its potential for
development. The drainage and erosion patterns, its visual setting, the way vegetation
has grown on it; all form a pattern to impact the built forms to be placed on the land.
The Civano plan seeks to respect these forms and patterns and further develop their
connections with the built fabric. The richest parts of the land, in terms of drainage
patterns, water resources and resulting vegetation patterns are preserved. As the built
environment is superimposed upon these patterns, it is designed to enhance the pattern
of the land--by directing the flow of water runoff into areas which support vegetation and
wildlife, by making connections both visual and physical between the built environment
and the prime natural areas, and by expanding the extent of heavily vegetated areas into
the built environment.
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Respect for Climate
The Civano plan seeks to acknowledge the natural patterns of the sun, the wind and the ·
seasons in a number of ways: through attention to orientation of buildings relative to
these factors; through the creation of public spaces which support human comfort
through natural means: by planting shade trees nurtured by natural runoff: and by
minimizing the amount of heat absorbed--in buildings and in streets, resulting in
minimizing the energy needed to reduce the impact of that heat, both for energy
consumption and human comfort.
Regeneration
Principles of sustainability include strategies for conservation, regeneration, and
stewardship of resources. Because of a general lack of responsible stewardship of our
resources over the past several decades, conservation alone does not appear to be
sufficient to restore the ecosystem to a natural balance. Therefore, strategies of
regeneration need to be applied also. Regeneration implies that each action and
resource be viewed as an opportunity to actively create energy and balance, rather than
"status quo," and each "improvement" can serve more than one purpose.
Examples of regenerative principles embodied in this plan include restoration of natural
riparian habitats, planting of food-producing crops which serve not only for shade but
also for community income and community ritual in planting, tending and harvesting
crops.
Design standards and restrictions have been developed to implement the design
philosophy of Civano. Minimum standards of design provide direction to Owners and
Builders in the development (planning, design, and construction) of their Residences and
other structures to insure compatibility with the general philosophy of Civano. However,
the purpose of the DG is not to create conformity, but to create a harmonious
architectural approach compatible with these principles. The DRC will encourage
creativity in design, innovative use of materials, and unique methods of construction so
long as the final result is consistent with The Community of Civano overall philosophy
and the DG.
In addition to these four conceptual principles, there are two other general issues
that were given much attention as being critical to creating a unique "look and
feel" for Civano: color and exterior lighting.
The Colors of Civano
The Colors of Civano are designed to reflect Civano's unique attributes of a community
focused on sensitivities to both the natural and human environment. Community is
diversity within unity. Color can match the activity and attitude of the architecture, the
location and the area use. Color is used to promote community while reflecting
individual styles. Large exterior surfaces would vary in shade and intensity. Brighter
more saturated colors would be used to accent architectural details and smaller
utilitarian objects such as mailboxes. In other words, muted colors soften; bright colors
strengthen. All colors enhance individual as well as community environments. Color
should be viewed as the expression of the intended and existing attitudes and uses of a
given area. And, Color should enrich the Civano experience through its vibrancy and its
subtlety.

Color Palette
A color palette has been created for Civano by the Community of Civano, LLC Design
Team and the Color Consultant, Leslie Johnston of Have A Nice Design. The colors in
this palette represent only those colors which would be applied by paint, stain, or
pigment and include such exterior elements as walls, doors, roofs, fences, and trims.
There are no restrictions on natural building materials, such as rammed earth, brick, or
adobe. Landscaping should also be viewed as additional color enhancing materials.
The 3 criteria which serve as the foundation of the color palette are 1) the density layout
of the community, 2) the broad range of personality preferences within the buyer base,
and 3) regional and local color schematics. Generally speaking, the Neighborhood
Center Density colors are most intense with the greatest contrast and difference in
values to exemplify the increased activity and urban environment; while the
Neighborhood Edge District colors are more subtle with an emphasis on the natural
environment, exemplifying the transition into the natural desert environment.
Additions/Deletions to the Color Palette
The Color Palette is meant to serve as an evolving palette that may include additions
and deletions at any time as deemed by the Design Review Committee. Any builder,
resident or commercial tenant may suggest additions to the color palette. These
additions must adhere to the system established by the color palette and all changes
must met with the approval of the DRC.
Application· of Color
The Community of Civano requires that the paint used for exterior surfaces be classified
as low or no volatile organic chemical (VOC) paint and contain no more than 120g/l and
be applied by spray technique to minimize the impact on the environment. High VOC
paints produce ground level ozone and photochemical smog, both of which are known to
cause adverse health effects. The application technique of spraying reduces wastage of
paint thereby decreasing costs and cleanup. All excess paint must be disposed of
properly. Washing of application materials on-site is prohibited.

Exterior Lighting
An overall exterior lighting concept for The Community of Civano was carefully
developed. The intent of this lighting concept is to create a unified, natural effect that will
not interfere or compete with the dramatic night-time panorama of views of the desert,
and the surrounding mountains. Proposed exterior lighting schemes must be approved
by the DRC.
"Site lighting" means lighting mounted on the ground, on site walls, or by other means as
decorative accent lighting or for the purpose of providing safe passage around the
Improvements. Site lighting must be directed downward onto vegetation, the ground, or
boulders, and not upon the building. ·
"Building lighting" means lighting built into or mounted to buildings on walls, ceilings,
eaves, or other locations for the purpose of providing decorative illumination, area
illumination, general illumination, or security illumination for select and specific locations.
Building lighting must be directed downward away from adjacent Building Envelopes and
Common Areas.

All exterior lighting must provide for complete shielding of light sources. No bare lamps
will be permitted. Care should be taken to shield the lamp from view. One should see the
effect of the light, not the lamp itself.
All lamps shall have a rated lumens initial value equal to or less than a standard
incandescent general service 60-watt lamp.
Up-lighting will generally be disallowed, as will an excessive number of fixtures, or
excess light levels and glare.
All lighting must meet the Pima County Light Ordinance regulations as a minimum
standard.
Each Owner is responsible for complying with the above outlined standards during the
development and subsequent occupancy of their Residence. However, the DRC shall
reserve the right to require an Owner to correct, repair, replace, or remove any exterior
light or combination of lighting that is determined by the DRC to not comply with these
standards.
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GUIDELINES:

In accordance with the Master Declaration, §4.7 and Civano 1: Neighborhood 1
Covenants Conditions & Restrictions (hereinafter "C1N1 CC&R's"), §4.7, the following
actions require prior written approval from the Design Review Committee (hereinafter
"DRC"):

9

1.1

All improvements, alterations, repairs, excavation, grading, landscaping or
other work which, in any way, alters the exterior appearance of the lot or
parcel, and

1.2

All buildings, fences, walls, pools or driveways, or any other structure,
improvement or grading which is to be commenced, erected, maintained,
altered, changed or made on any lot or parcel at any time.

10
11

12
13
14

15
16

PURPOSE AND INTENT:

17
18

2

19

The following Guidelines and Pre-Approvals are expressly written for Civano·1
Neighborhood 1 owners to assist in the clarification and identification of improvement
items which will require prior DRC approval. In addition, every effort has been made to
identify improvements items that do not need prior DRC approval.
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21

22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29

3

SUBMITTAL OF APPLICATION:
3.1

All applications will be submitted on the ap'plicable attached Civano 1:
Neighborhood 1 Design Review Submittal Form.

3.2

Applicants are required to adhere to all the guidelines and proced.ures
contained in the Civano Design Review Guidelines, Civano Landscape
Design Review Guidelines and the Submittal form. If the form is not
completed in accordance to with the guidelines and procedures, it will be
returned and the process will be delayed.

3.3

All applications must be submitted no later than the last day of the month
in order to be on the Design Review Committee's next month's meetiQg
agenda.
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MAY REQUIRE A PROFESSIONAL ARCHITECT'S REVIEW:

41

42
43

44
45

4.1

The following alterations, modifications and additions are considered ·
major projects by the DRC and may require a professional architect's
review.

4.2

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ll

12

These projects will strictly adhere to the Guidelines as outlined in the
Civano Planned Area Development (hereinafter "Civano PAD"), City of
Tucson Land Use Codes (North Ridge and The Orchards), Master
Declaration and Design Review Guidelines, Civano 1 Neighborhood !
Declaration and Design Review Guidelines and Revised Memorandum of
Understanding . These documents will be repeatedly referenced herein
and can be found in the Civano 1 Neighborhood 1 Homeowner's
Association (hereinafter "HOA") website at
www.civano1 .com , or
www. tucsonaz.gov/planning/codes/luc/, or
www.tucsonaz.gov/plan ni ng/plans/redevelopmentlcivanopadall.pdf
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4.2.1 ADDITIONS TO EXISTING STRUCTURE: See, restrictions in
Civano PAD and City of Tucson Land Use Code regarding
setbacks and height restrictions .
4 .2.2 ENCLOSURE OF PATIOS: See, restrictions in Civano PAD and
City of Tucson Land Use Code regard ing height and setback
restrictions.
4 .2.3 EXTENDING OR ADDING PORCH OR PORCH COVER:
4.2.3.1 See, restrictions in Civano PAD and City of Tucson Land
Use Code regarding height and setback restrictions .
4.2.3.2 Patios and courtyards shall be designed as an integral part
of the adjacent building .
4 .2.4 OUTBUILDINGS: See, restrictions regarding type of use, height,
coJor, energy requirements and setback restrictions in Civano PAD
and City of Tucson Land Use Code.
4.2.5 EXTENSION OF WALLS: See, yard perimeter requirements , site
view triangle and other restrictions in Civano Master PAD and City
of Tucson Land Use Code.
4 .2 .6 REMOVAL OF WALLS . This section is deleted and left void .
4.2.7 MAINTENANCE OF WALLS: Unless otherwise expressly agreed
in writing by the HOA, in the case of walls or fences : (1) between
Common Areas and Lots or Parcels; or, (b) situated on Common
Areas within or adjacent to a Lot or Parcel, the Owners and
Occupants of such Lots or Parcels shall be responsible, at their
expense, for all maintenance, repair, painting and replacement
thereof (See, C1N1 CC&R's, §5.2.15.5).

1
2
3

4

4.2.8 INCREASING HEIGHT OF WALL: See, restrictions in Civano PAD
and City of Tucson Land Use Code. Pay particular attention to .
restrictions regarding placement near sidewalks.

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

4.2.9 ADDING WROUGHT IRON OR OTHER MATERIAL TO WALL:
See, restrictions in Civano PAD and City of Tucson Land Use
Code regarding height and percentage of open space required
above walls located near sidewalks or walking paths and other
walls of six feet (6').
4.2.1 0 OUTDOOR KITCHEN with a height over five feet (5') and which
can be seen from neighborhood homes: (See, C1N1 CC&R's
§ 1. 58: "Visible from Neighboring Property" refers to, with respect to
any given object, that such object is or would be visible to a person
six feet (6J tall, standing at ground level on neighboring property.)
4.2.11 OUTDOOR FIREPLACES, CHIMINEAS, BBQ'S with a height over
five feet (5') and which can be seen from neighboring homes.·
(See. C 1N1 CC&R's §1.58: "Visible from Neighboring Property"
refers to, with respect to any given object, that such object is or
would be visible to a person six feet (6') tall, standing at ground
level on neighboring property.)
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4.2.12 COMPLIANCE WITH SET-BACKS: All improvements, including
any alterations to the undisturbed natural desert such as, but hot
limited to, any excavation, site grading, driveways, parking areas,
retaining conditions, walls, patios, and structures must comply with
the setback requirements as set forth in the Civano Master PAD or
for North Ridge and The Orchards and the City of Tucson Land
Use Codes.
4.2.13 SITE DRAINAGE:
4.2.13.1 Site drainage must be accomplished with minimum
disruption to the Lot and shall not impact adjacent Lots or
common Areas, except as established by existing natural
drainage patterns, nor cause a condition that could lead to
soil erosion on any natural area. All drainage shall exit
from any Lot in a manner identical to the original run-off.
4.2.13.2 Drainage from hard surfaced areas such as driveways,
roofs, and patios must be retained on-site so that the offsite quantity and rate of flow shall not be greater than the
original hydrology conditions at any exiting point.
Developed drainage way, if lined, shall use native site

1
2

rock (Catalina rock). Small rock check dams, collection
and detention areas, and other such treatments are
encouraged to direct drainage flows as a supplement to
irrigation into appropriate landscape areas.

3

4
5
6

4.2.13.3 The DRC shall reserve the right to require a written
certification from the Owner's licensed Engineer stating
that the overall characteristics of drainage run-off from the
Lot have not been affected by volume, rate or flow as a
result of the Improvements' design and execution.

7
8

9
10
11
12

4.2.14

l3
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

26
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31
32

33
34
35

36
37

38
39

40
41

42
43
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5

Other structures as the Association Board may from time
to time designate as requiring review.

ANIMALS: (See, C1N1 CC&R's, §5.3.3 and §5.4.5)
5.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
5.1.1 A reasonable number of generally recognized house pets (and,
subject to applicable zoning and other ordinances and
governmental regulations) shall be maintained on or in any Lot.
5.1.2 Any structure for the care, housing or confinement of any animal
that is not visible from neighboring property. (See, C1 N1 CC&R's,
§1.58: "Visible from Neighboring Properly" refers to, with respect to
any given object, that such object is or would be visible to a person
six feet (6) tall, standing at ground level on neighboring properly.)

5.1.2.1

The Board may determine, in its' sole and absolute
discretion, whether a particular animal is a generally
recognized house or yard pet, whether a particular animal
is a nuisance, or whether the number of animals is
reasonable.
5.1.3 Guard dogs kept or maintained within buildings or fenced areas.
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Telecommunications Act of 1996 [47 C.F.R. Sec. 1.4000 and ("HAM") radio
See. 47 C.F.R. §97.15

4
Per FCC regu lations, the Association does not have absolute say as the ·
installation of location of antennas and satellite dishes. The Association does
requests that you keep visibility at a minimum. Devices should be shielded from
view whenever possible and feasible. www.fcc.gov/mb/facts/otard.html).

5
6
7

8
9
lO
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12
13
14

6.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

6.1 .1 Exposed cables to be painted the same color as adjacent surface
6.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:
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6.2. 1 Any antenna on a mast that extends more than twelve feet (12 ')
may be required by the DRC to have a permit for safety reasons .
(Refer to Submittal Form regarding application requirements.)
6.2.2 The DRC, in addition to adhering to the Civano governing
documents, will also follow all FCC guidelines in review of all
applications. (See, Telecommunications Act of 1996 (47 C.F.R.
§1 .4000 and ("HAM") radio, See, also 47 C.F.R. §97. 15 and
(www.fcc.gov/mb/facts/ota rd.html).

(
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7

2

AWNINGS, SHUTTERS AND SI::IADE CLOTH: (See, also C1N1 CC&R's
§5.2.19)

3

4
5
6
7
8

7.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

7.1.1

9

10

Shade cloth, which is not visible from neighboring properties. (See,
C1N1 CC&R's,§1.58: "Visible from Neighboring Property" refers to,
with respect to any given object, that such object is or would be
visible to a person six feet (6') tall, standing at ground level on
neighboring property.)

11

12

7.1.2 Fabric solid color awnings with metal armatures on the first story.
Awning color to match the body or trim color of the house. Metal
armature to match the body color of the house. Awnings to be
retracted when not in use.

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42
43
44

7.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

7.2.1 All awning, shutter or shade cloth projects not specifically listed
above and that are visible as defined in C1 N1 CC&R's ,§1.58
("Visible from Neighboring Property" refers to, with respect to any
given object, that such object is or would be visible to a person six
feet (6') tall, standing at ground level on neighboring property.).
7.2.2 Refer to Submittal Form regarding application requirements.

8

CLOTHES DRYING FACILITIES: (See, C1N1 CC&R's §5.2.10)

8.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

8.1.1

8.2

Clotheslines or other faciJlties for drying or airing clothes may be
placed on any Lot or Parcel provided that they are not visible from
the public walkways and streets and provided that they are
retractable.

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

8.2.1 All other clothes drying facilities that are not specifically listed
above.

(

4

DOORS AND WINDOWS: (to include securi~ doors, screen doQrs, ent~
and·garage doors, window and door screens and wrQught irQn window
securi~ ba~l (See, §37, "Windows & Doors"l (See, also C1N1 CC&R's
§5.2.191

5
6

Window or door glazing that is mirrored is not allowed.

1

9

2

3

7

8
9
10
11

9.1

[2
13
14

15
16

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

9. 1.1

New or replacement of door and window screen material with
black, bronze or existing screen color.

9.1.2

Metal security screen doors painted in a single color of black,
"rusted metal" or to match adjacent house body or trim colors.

9.1.3

Replacement of items in this category with exact items and
installation per original approved colors and construction.

9. 1.4

Windows and door frames shall be finished with anodized metal,
baked enamel, vinyl clad or wood.

17

..

lS

19
20
21
9.2

22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

9.2.1
10

All items that are not specifically listed above.

DISPLAY OF FLAGS (See, §38, "Yard Ornaments")

Flags displaying advertising are not permitted.
10.1' ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
10.1' 1 Official flag of the United States of America ("American"), or
official flag (or replica) of the United States Army, Navy, Air Force
Marine Corps, Coast Guard, if the flag is displayed in a manner
consistent with the Federal Flag Code (See, A.R.S. §33.1808).
10.1 .2 POW/MIA flag, Arizona State flag, and the Arizona Indian Nations
flag (See, A.R.S. §33-1808).
10. 1.3 Outdoor display of the American flag by a bracket and extension
mounted on the house.
10.1.4 Freestanding flagpoles: The following quidelines must be
followed:
10.1.4.1

Maximum height shall be no more than twelve feet
(12').

1
2

10.1.4.2 Flag shall be no larger than three feet by five feet
(3'x5').

3

4
10.1.4.3 The pole and flag shall be of materials to minimize
noise. This should include a wood rather than metal
pole, rope rather than metal cabling, and heavy gauge
flag material.

5
6
7
8
9
10

10.1.5 Holiday Flags: (See, §38, "Yard Ornaments")

11
12
13

10. 1.6 Noise generated from cables clanging against the pole during
windy days must be controlled so as not to disturb neighbors.

14

15
16
17
18
19

10.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:
10.2.1 All items that are not specifically listed above.
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20
21

11.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

22
23
24
25

26
27

11.1.1

Enclosures built to shelter garbage containers that match the
existing architecture and colors of the property (buildings, walls
and/or gates).

11. 1.2

Containers shall not be visible from neighboring property. (See,
C1 N1 CC&R's §1.58: "Visible from Neighboring Property" refers
to, with respect to any given object, that such object is or would
be visible to a person six feet (6) tall, standing at ground level on
neighboring property.)

28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

11.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:
11.2.1

All other enclosures that are not specifically listed above.

36
37

""12"'===~G~A"'T""E""'S:

38
39
40
41
42
43

12.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
12.1. 1 Gates, if wood, that match the existing wood stain color or match
The adjacent body or trim color of house. If wrought iron, gaints
that are painted black, "rusted metal" or match color of house.

44
45

46

12.1.2 A gate replaced with a decorative metal gate.

(

1

2
12.2

3

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW

4
12.2.1 All items that are not specifically listed above.

5
6
7
8
9
10

13

GUT1J;RS AND DOWNSPOUIS:
13.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
13.1.1 The installation of gutters and downspouts shall not require
approval of the DRC IF they are painted to match the color of the
house or trim adjacent to where the installation occurs, and if such
installation does not result in undue drainage onto neighboring
properties. A chain in lieu of a downspout is appropriate.

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

13.2

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
13.2.1 All items that are not specifically listed above.

20

22

14
LANDSCAPE: This section deleted and intentionally left blank. See Landscape
Design Guidelines which follqw these Design Guidelines.

23
24
25

15

21
(

LIGHTING:

26

27
28
29
30
31

An overall exterior lighting concept for the community of Civano has been
carefully developed. The intent of this lighting concept is to create a unified, natural
effect which will not interfere or compete with the dramatic night-time panorama of
views of the desert and surrounding mountains. (See, Master Guidelines & C 1N 1
CC&R's §5.4.4)

32
33

15.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

34
35

36
37
38
39

40
41
42
43

44
45

46

15 .1.1 Accent low voltage type lighting shall not require approval if less
than fifteen (15) lights are installed and the bulbs are white, do not
exceed eighteen watts (18W) per light bulb, do not exceed twenty
four inches (24") in height from ground level and do not direct the
light onto neighboring properties. (See, C1N1 CC&R's §1 ..58: "Visible from Neighboring Properly" refers to, with respect to any
given object, that such object is or would be visible to a person six
feet (6') tall, standing at ground level on neighboring properly.)
15.1.2 The light emitting element and reflecting device of all lighting·· or
illumination units shall be hooded or shielded so that it is not
visible from neighboring property.

1
2

15.1.3 Individual fixtures are limited to sixty watts (60W) each.

3

4

15.1.4 Lights or illuminating units shall not direct light, either directly or
through a reflecting device, upon an adjacent real property.

5
6
7
8
9
10

15.1.5 Motion lights must turn off within five (5) minutes.
15.1.6 Pole lighting is prohibited.
15.1. 7 All exterior lighting shall be compatible and harmonious
throughout the covered property; and, shall be in keeping with the
specific function and building type being served.

11

12

13
14
15

15.1.8 All exterior lighting must use low voltage lamps or incandescent
lamps. All lamps shall have a rated lumens initial value equal to
or less than a standard incandescent general service sixty watt
(60W) lamp.

16
17

18
19

20

22

15.1.9 Holiday lighting may be installed forty-five (45) days prior to the
holiday and must be removed fourteen (14) days after the holiday
associated with the lighting.

23
24
25

15.1.1 0 All lighting must meet the Pima County Light Ordinance
Regulations as a minimum standard.

21

26
27

15.2

28
29
30
31
32
33

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:
15.2.1

All flood lights shall require prior approval.

15.2.2

Up-lighting will generally be disallowed, as will an excessive
number of fixtures, or excess light levels and glare.

34

15.2.3

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

15.2.4

The DRC shall reserve the right to request that the Board direct
an Owner to correct, repair, replace, or remove any exterior light or
combination of lighting that is determined by the DRC to not comply
with these standards.
All items that are not specifically listed above.
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16.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRS REVIEW:

44
45
46

16.1.1

Replacement of ground mounted mechanical equipment of similar
size to the original approved construction so that no changes or

(

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

additions to the original approved screening method are required.
16.1.2 No replaced mechanical equipment shall be seen or heard from
neighboring properties. (See, C 1N 1 CC&R's § 1.58: "Visible from
Neighboring Properly" refers to, with respect to any given object,
that such object is or would be visible to a person six feet (6) tall,
standing at ground level on neighboring property)

8

16.1.3 Replacement equipment must adhere to the Civano Model Eriergy
Code and the Sustainable Energy Code.

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

16.1.4 Replacement of rooftop-mounted mechanical equipment of similar
size to the original approved construction so that no changes or
additions to the original approved screening method are required.
No replaced mechanical equipment shall be seen or heard from
neighboring properties.
16.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

16.2.1

Replacement of ground-mounted mechanical equipment or
rooftop mounted mechanical equipment which requires a change
to the original approved screen method.

16.2.2 All mechanical equipment projects that are not specifically listed
above.
17

OTHER IMPROVEMENTS INSIDE PROPERTY WALLS:

17.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

17.1.1 Other improvements inside the property walls that are not higher
than the perimeter wall.

33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

17.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

17 .2.1 All items that are inside property walls that are above perimeter
wall height.
17.2.2 All items that are inside property walls and can be seen by
neighboring properties. (See, C1 N1 CC&R's §1.58: "Visible from
Neighboring Properly" refers to, with respect to any given objecl, .·
that such object is or would be visible to a person six feet (6') tall,
standing at ground level on neighboring properly.)

PROVISIONAL
18. PAINTING
18.1. Pre-Approvals (Items Requiring No DRC Review)
1. Interior house painting
2. Flat roof painting
Note: Window frame colors are not considered trim colors

18.2. PURPOSE:

1. The Community of Civano and the Civano colors are unique. This Section on painting is
derived from what is viewed as Civano's guiding principles: Building Community,
Connection with the Land, Respect for Climate, and Regeneration.
2. The purpose of the color design principles is not to create uniformity, but to create a harmonious
approach to a subtle blending of people, residences and other buildings, and the blending of the
existing desert into a harmonious and aesthetically pleasing community ..
3. To assist Owners in their color selections, the Civano HOA office has a selection of paint
swatches from several major paint manufactures. These swatches can be borrowed with a
refundable $25 deposit. The Civano HOA Office is located at 10501 E. Seven Generations Way,
Suite 109. Phone number: 520-546-3862. Call for hours.

18.3. CIVANO COLOR PRINCIPLES:
1. The selected colors should complement the color spectrum of the Arizona desert.
2. The most commonly used color palette has five general base color groups which are:
Red, Yellow, Brown, Green and Purple.
3. The color palette is meant to serve as an evolving palette. The paint manufactures
continue to add, delete adjust colors in their individual palette. Owners should consult
sec. 18.2.3 for color examples. 4. Owners are encouraged to use their creativity while
respecting the concept of the desert spectrum colors, with more vibrant colors reserved
for trim and accent application. (Note: As a general rule Owners should avoid pastel
colors. The pastel colors are usually described as "near neutral", "milky", "washed out",
"desaturated", lacking strong chromatic content. Muted colors soften, while bright colors

strengthen. Owners are encouraged not to duplicate their immediate neighbors' color
schemes.)
5. The color palette for Civano does not include black, white, light gray, fluorescent colors or
unusual visual effects, such as strips or polka dots.
18.4. COLOR CRITERIA
1. Paint colors with a LRV (Light Reflective Value) greater than 64 are not acceptable and
will not be approved.
2. Owners who plan to purchase paint that does not include LRV values must submit color
swatches to the DRC when submitting their application. (Note: Owners should check
with the paint manufacturer for the paint's suitability for being applied to fresh cement
stucco. Some paints are affected by the alkaline nature of fresh cement and will fade at
an accelerated rate. Interior paint colors will fade faster when used in exterior
applications.)
3. House paint must have a flat sheen while trim paint may be flat or satin sheen.

18.5 THE FOLLOWING REQUIRE DRC DOCUMENTATION AND/OR REVIEW
1. Body and Trim of House: Use of the original "approved" exterior colors
requires documentation submittal and verification by the HOA Manager
("Original" exterior colors must still meet the new color criteria in Sec. 18.4) New
colors require documentation and DRC review and approval.
2. Front/Rear Doors: Repaint to match existing door, body or trim colors. Use of
the existing "approved" exterior colors requires documentation submittal only.
("Original" exterior colors must still meet the new color criteria in Sec. 18.4) New
colors require documentation and DRC review and approval.
3. Security Door: Painted in a single color: Black, "rusted material" or match
adjacent body or trim colors. Use of the existing "approved" exterior colors
requires documentation submittal only. ("Original" exterior colors must still meet
the new color criteria in Sec. 18.4) New colors require documentation submittal
and DRC review and approval.

4. Garage Door Border: Match existing body or trim colors. Use of the existing
"approved" exterior colors requires documentation submittal only. ("Original"
exterior colors must still meet the new color criteria in Sec. 18.4) New colors
require documentation submittal and DRC review and approval.
5. Rear Patio/Balcony: If wood, match existing wood stain colors or match
adjacent body or trim colors of house. If stucco, paint to match body colors of
house. Use of the existing "approved" exterior colors requires documentation
submittal only. ("Original" exterior colors must still meet the new color criteria in
Sec. 18.4) New colors require documentation submittal and DRC review and
approval.
6. Gates: If wood, match existing wood stain colors or match adjacent body or trim
colors of house. If wrought iron use black, "rusted metal," or match colors of
house. Use of the existing "approved" exterior colors requires documentation ·
submittal only. ("Original" exterior colors must still meet the new color criteria in
Sec. 18.4) New colors require documentation submittal and DRC review and
approval.
7. Privacy walls: If stucco, paint to match body colors of house or repaint to match
existing finish and colors of the wall. Natural materials are to be left in natural
state. Use of the existing "approved" exterior colors requires documentation
submittal only. ("Original" exterior colors must still meet the new color criteria in
Sec. 18.4) New colors require documentation submittal and DRC review and
approval.
8. Wrought Iron Fences: Black, "rusted metal" or match body colors of house.
(The colors of the wrought iron to be consistent throughout the Lot or Parcel.)
Use of the existing "approved" exterior colors requires documentation only.
("Original" exterior colors must still meet the new color criteria in Sec. 18.4) New
colors require documentation submittal and DRC review and approval.
9. House-mounted utility boxes and cabling: Match adjacent body colors. Use
of the existing "approved" exterior colors requires documentation submittal only.
("Original" exterior colors must still meet the new color criteria in Sec. 18.4) New
colors require documentation submittal and DRC review and approval.

10. Window frames are not considered trim colors. Use of the existing "approved"
exterior colors requires documentation only. ("Original" exterior colors must still
meet the new color criteria in Sec. 18.4) New colors require documentation
submittal and DRC review and approval.

18.6

REPAINTING HOUSE WIJH

ClRFI:NI'~PPROVEP"COLORS

1. The Owner will obtain copies ofthe necessary documents approved applications forms
from the Civano HOA office or from the Civano 1 HOA website. If the Owner plans to
repaint the house and trim with the current approved colors (i.e., no changes), the
Owner does not need to paint color swatches on his/her house, but must attach color
samples to the DRC Improvement Request Form. The original" exterior colors must
still meet the new color criteria in Sec. 18.4
2 . It is not necessary to have three neighbors' signatures on the DRC Improvement
Request form.
3. When completed, the documents arebbesubmittedtothe HOAoffice.
4. The HOA Manager will check the OIMle!'s file to determine if there are any previous
color citations pertaining to existing colors of the house. If there are citations
pertaining to the existing colors of the house, the Owner will be advised of any
necessary changes that must be made to his/her color selections.
5. If necessary, the Owner will be advised to follow the procedure in Section 18.7
for repainting house with new colors.

18.7 REPAINTING HOUSE WITH "NEW" COLORS
1. The Owner will obtain copies of the necessary approved paint application forms
from the on-site office or from the Civano website
2. If the Owner is planning to repaint the house and trim with different colors, Owner is
required to paint at I east a 1' x 1' color swatch on the structure or on a piece of
cardboard that is attached to the structure.
3. It is necessary for the Owner to have three neighbors' signatures on the DRC
lmprovementRequestforms.
4. When completed, the documents will be submitted to the HOAoffice and at

month's fine.
5. A notice of the non-compliance will be placed in the Owner's file.
1

The procedures set forth in this Section 18.8 are an authorized exception to Civano HOA Amended
Resolution 12-01A on "Governing Document Violation Procedure;" however, before a monetary fine is
imposed under this Section, the pertinent Owner will be given notice and an opportunity to be heard by
the Board of Directors.
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PLAY. EXERCISE AND RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT:
19.1

ALL ITEMS NEED DRC APPROVAL (NO PRE-APPROVALS):

23

24
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40
41
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44
45
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19.1.1

The DRC shall consider play, exercise and recreational
equipment if it adheres to the following guidelines:
19. 1.1.1

Placement of climbing platforms and slides must allow
for mitigation to protect the privacy of neighboring
property owners. (See, C 1N 1 CC&R's § 1.58: "Visible
from Neighboring Property" refers to, with respect to
any given object, that such object is or would be visible
to a person six feet (6) tall, standing at ground level on
neighboring property.)

19.1.1.2 Play or exercise equipment should not exceed the
height of eight feet (8') from ground level to the crossbar or the highest point and should be placed a
minimum of ten feet (15') from all neighboring
boundaries. All such equipment must comply with the ·
foregoing requirements, except that screening and·
painting the play equipment will not be required.·
Temporary and/or portable recreational
equipment (excluding basketball poles) which is stored
away each day when the equipment is not in use:

(

1
2

19.1.1.3 All portable and permanent basketball backboards.

3

19.1.1.3a Written opinion of adjacent lot owners will be
taken into consideration as part of Submittal
Form.

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

19.1.1.3b DRC approval shall be for a period of one (1)
year.
19.1.1.3c After one (1) year, the homeowner must remove
the hoop or re-apply for approval.
19 .1.1 .3d Permanent basketball bracketry must be painted
black of body of color of house.
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14
15
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19.2.2

19.2.2.1

22
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45
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Play or exercise equipment exceeding the height of (8) feet from
grade to the cross-bar or highest point and/or not placed in a
minimum of fifteen feet (15') from all rear yard privacy walls.
Homeowners shall propose a method to provide
adequate screening from the adjoining properties by
shrubs or trees, which will equal the height of the play
equipment. (See: "4 Alterations", "14 Landscape 14.6
Overhead Encroachments", "Sec. 7 Awnings, Shutters &
Shade Cloth", "17 Other Improvements Inside Property
Walls", "21 Roofing" and in the Landscape Review
Guidelines, "6.5 Trellises")

19.2.2.2 TheDRC may require that the equipment be painted a
color compatible with the house on the subject lot.
19.2.3

Play or exercise equipment with brightly colored canopies, roofs, or other
visual distractions will be discouraged and the DRC will take into consideration
the opinions of neighboring property owners.
19.2.4 Trampolines.
19.2.4.1 The DRC will take written approval of adjacent lot
owners into consideration as part of this submittal.
19.2.4.2 Approval of trampolines shall be for a period of one (1)
year.
19.2.4.3 After one year, the homeowner must remove the

(

Trampoline or re-apply to the DRC for approvaL

I
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19.2.5 The DRC approval will also take into consideration any excessive
noise generated by the proposed installation.
19.2.6 Equipment is to be removed when no longer used.
19.2.7 Applicant is to Provide with their Submittal Form:
19.2. 7.1 A layout of the area where recreational equipment is to
be installed.

11

12
19.2.7.2 Description of equipment.
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19.2.7.3 Proposed color.
19.2. 7.4 Design and dimensions of equipment.
19.2.7.5 Sample brochures, pictorial drawings or photographs of
Similar equipment are helpfuL
· ·
19.2.8. All recreational and play equipment that is not specifically listed
above.
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RECREATIONAL VEHICLES: !See. C1N1 CC&R's. §5.3.5.2 and §5.3.5.51
20.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
20.1.1

20.1.2

38

39
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20.2

A recreational vehicle may be parked on the driveway or the
street in front or behind the Lot for a period not to exceed f\A!entyfour (24) hours in any seven (7) day period, for the purpose of
loading or unloading the vehicle, or for the purpose of providing
temporary parking for a transient guest of an owner who may be
traveling in, ·or towing the recreational vehicle.
An Owner's guest may use the motor home or recreational
vehicle as sleeping quarters only on a temporary basis, as
described above while visiting the Owner, or as may be limited by
the Board.

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:
20.2.1

Any other parking of a recreational vehicle that is not speeifically
listed above needs DRC review and/or as determined by the·.
Board of Directions (See, C1 N1 CC&R's, §5.3.5.2

1

21

ROOFING AND ROOFING-RELATED ITEMS:
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21 "1

21.2

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

21.1.1

Re-roofing with exact materials and installation per roof's original
approved colors and construction.

21 "1.2

Replacement of metal flashings painted to match the house body
color or be of unpainted galvanized metal or copper.

21 .1.3

Replacement of gutters, scuppers and downspouts painted to
match the house body color or be of unpainted galvanized metal
or copper.

21.1.4

Replacement of miscellaneous roof penetrations (i.e., plumbing
vents) to match the roof color of the roof they penetrate.

21 .1.5

Replacement of tubular skylights per the original approved
construction.

21.1.6

Replacement of skylights with flashing or frames colored to blend
or match with the roof or the structure below.

21.1.7

Replacement of water harvesting barrels/culverts at the rear of
the property or hidden within patio walls per the original approved
construction.

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

21.2.1

21.1.2

Roofing and roof-related items that are not specifically listed
above. (See, restrictions in Civano PAD and City of Tucson Land
Use Code.)
At time of Submittal Application, provide samples of materials and
Products, including color. Any proposed white or reflective roof
coating shall not be visible from neighboring properties.

STORAGE SHEDS:

All sheds shall require written approval by the DRC.
SOLAR TUBES:

Solar tubes shall not require approvaL
SKYLIGHTS: (See, Master Design Guidelines}

24.1

1
2

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC APPROVAL:

3

24.1.1

4
5
6
7

24.1.2 Flashing or frames must be colored to match or blend with the
roof.

8

25

9
10

Skylights must be developed as an integral part of the roof.

SIGNAGE IN COMMON AREAS - OWNERS:
25.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

11

12

25.1.1

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

25.1.1.1

"Open House" and "Garage/Yard Sale" signs which
have been purchased or by made by Owner, however,
the DRC shall reserve the right to request reasonable
modifications of such signs if deemed inappropriate by
the DRC.

25.1.1.2 Signs in Common Areas must not block any sidewalk or
motor traffic or impair visibility of such traffic.
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"Open House" and "Garage/Yard Sale" signs in Common Areas, if
in accordance with the following provisions:

25.1.1.3 Signs in Common Areas must be placed no sooner
than sunrise and removed no later than sunset of the
same day.
25.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:
25.1.1 All other signs that are not specifically listed above.

26

SIGNAGE IN COMMON AREAS - RESALE. BROKER OR BUILDER
26.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
26.1.1

"Open House" directional signs in Common Areas are permitted
by a realtor and shall not require approval if in accordance with
the following provisions:
26.1.1.1

One (1) "Open House" metal standing A-frame may be
displayed in the front entrance/walkway or visible area
to the entrance of the home for sale.

~6.1.1.2

One (1) directional "Open House" metal standing Aframe sign may be placed in other Civano Common
Areas directing visitors to an open house. The "Open

l

House" and directional signs are only to be displayed
when the agent is on site at the home for sale.

2
3

26.1.1.3 Signs in Common Areas must not block any sidewalk or
motor traffic or impair visibility of such traffic.

4
5

6
26.1.1.4 Signs in Common Areas must be placed no sooner
than sunrise and removed no later than sunset of the
same day as the open house.

7
8

9
10

26.2

11

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

12
26.2.1 All other signs that are not specifically listed above.
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27.1

17
18

(

SIGNAGE ON PRIVATE LOTS- OWNERS (See, A.R.S. §33-1808l:
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ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

27.1.1

One (1) "For Sale", "For Rent", "Open House" or "Garage/Yard
Sale" sign which has been purchased or made by Owner.

27.1.2 "For Sale" signs must be in conformance with industry standards
in relation to size restrictions specifying that the sign cannot
exceed eighteen inches by twenty-four (18"x24") inches and a
sign-rider cannot exceed six inches by twenty-four inches (6"x24")
(See, A.R.S. §33-1808).
27.1.3 One (1) reclaimed water sign installed by the City of Tucson, if
appropriate.
27.1.4 Up to two (2) signs (front and back) identifying the home is
protected by a security system.

33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44
45
46

27.1.5 Signs must not block any sidewalk or motor traffic and may not
impair visibility.
27.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

27.2.1

28

All other signs that are not specifically listed above.

SIGI'!IAGE 01'!1 PRIVATE LOTS- RESALE, BROKER OR BUILDER:

28.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

28.1.1

One (1) free-standing placard-style "For Sale" sign, placed by a
resale, broker or builder, may be displayed in the front yard of a

home for sale.

1

2
28.1.1.1

3
4
5

Such sign may be the color of the logo of the company
selling the home.

6
7
8
9
10
11

28.1.1.2 "For Sale" signs must be in conformance with industry
standards in relation to size. restrictions specifying that
the sign cannot exceed eighteen by twenty-four inches
(18"x24") and a sign rider cannot exceed six inches by
twenty-four inches (6"x24").

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

28.1.1. 3 The sign can stand no higher than six feet (6') from the
ground and the total length of the arm can be no more
than three feet (3') from the base of the base pole.

22

28.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:
28.2.1 All other signs that are not specifically listed above.
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29.1

All mixed-use signage requires DRC approval.:

29.2

Business/commercial signs: stone or metal signs are preferred.
Weatherproofed wood or tile signs will be considered individually. The
sign shall be mounted on a flat surface such as the building or on the wall
in front of the building. In addition, mixed-use signage shall contain all
required permits. Verify with the City of Tucson for sign permit
requirements.

23

24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31
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32

33

30.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

30.1.1

Cautionary signs regarding children.

43
44
45
46

30.1.2

Signs must be used and displayed in residential areas only.

30.1.3

Signs cannot be taller than three feet (3') in height.

30.1.1.1

Signs must be removed within one (1) hour of children
ceasing to play.

30.1.1.2 Signs can only be displayed when children are within
fifty feet (50') of the cautionary sign.

1

30.1.4

Signs must be professionally manufactured or produced.

2
3

30.2

ITEMS THAT DO REQUIRE DRC REVIEW:

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

30.2.1

All other signs that are not specifically listed above.
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Plants. See, www.tucsonbotanical.org for ideas)
31.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
31.1.1

Plant signs that are no more than six inches (6") off of the ground
and constructed from metal.

31 .1.2

The sign itself shall be more than three inches by five inches
(3"x5").

18
19
20
21

31 .1.3

Plant signs should be made to enhance the experience of the
garden and/or plant and not distract from the beauty and
tranquility of the environment.

22

31.1 .4

Plant signs are to be maintained and immediately removed when
showing evidence of wear and tear.

16
17

23
24

25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

31.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:
31 .2.1

All plant signs not specifically listed above.
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32.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
32.1.1

Political signs may be displayed up to forty-five (45) days before
the election and no later than seven (7) days after the election.

32.1 .2

The size of said signs shall be no larger than twenty-four inches
by twenty-four inches (24"x24").

32.1.3

Each household shall only have one (1) political sign displayed .

38
39
40
41

32.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

42

43

44
45

46

32.2.1 All political signs not specifically listed above.

1
2

33

3

4
5
6
7

SOLAR DEVICES:

33.1

Solar devices must be consistent with A.R.S. §44-1761.

33.2

Review and approval must be obtained from DRC for the location of the
solar device only to ensure that its installation will need impede the
effective installation of solar devices on adjacent properties.

8

9
10

34

SWIMMING POOLS AND SPAS:

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

34. 1

All swimming pools and spas shall require DRC approval.

34.1.1

Plans for pools should include water saving features.

34.1.2

All pools must be equipped with some manner of cover to prevent
excessive heat loss and gain.

34.2.3

Only Solar heating shall be approved. (See, 2005 Civano
Revised Impact system, Table A, Pg. 7)

34.2.4

Provide design layout specifications noting the type of pool
filtering system, wall upon/down access to pool area during
construction, lighting enhancement around pool area, location
and height of pool and spa equipment (filters, heaters, diving
boards, slides) and drainage plans ..

34.2.5

Provide verification of the distance from the pool to the lot
property lines.

34.2.6

Homeowners are encouraged to consult with the City of Tucson
Development Services as required to determine the specific
requirements of their project.

34.2.7

All other water-filled recreation items that are not specifically
listed above.

34.2.8

Applicant must sign that he/she has read and acknowledges the
State of Arizona pool safety requirements.

33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

35

WATEB HARVESTIN!:2 CONTAINERS {barrel!2}:

35.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

35.1.1
35.1.2

Water barrels for water harvesting inside patio walls or at the
back of the property.
In all cases, water barrels shall match the color of the house, or

be of a natural material or formed
from galvanized material.

I

2
3

4

35.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

5
6
7

35.2. 1 Water barrels at the front of the property.

8

35.2.2

9
10

ll

All water harvesting methods that are not specifically listed above
and which can be seen from neighboring properties.

~36~~WMA~T'="E,o;R~F~E~A;!JT~U!,!;R!!<E~S:

12

13
14

36.1

15
16

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
36.1.1

Water features that are in the front area must be fully enclosed by
a courtyard wall and no higher than four feet (4') in height.

36.1.2

Water features that are in the back or side yards must not
protrude above the wall height and must be within the perimeter
walls.

17
18
19

20
21

22

36.2

23
24
25
26
27

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:
36.2

All other water features not specifically listed above, including, but
not limited to, those that protrude above wall height.

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
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and garaae doors. window and door screens. and wrouaht iron window
security bars) !See. §9 "Doors and Windows". and See. also C1N1 CC&R's
§5.2. 19)
Window or door glazing that is mirrored is not allowed. (See, master Design
Guidelines.)
37.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

39
40

37.1.1

New or replacement of door and window screen material with
black, bronze or existing screen color.

37.1 .2

Metal security screen doors painted in single color of black,
"rusted metal" or to match adjacent house body or trim colors.

37 .1.3

Replacement of items in this category with exact items and

41
42
43

44
45

46

installation per original approved colors and construction.

I

2
37.1 A

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

37.2

Windows and door frames shall be finished with anodized metal,
baked enamel, vinyl clad or wood. (See, Master Design
Guidelines)

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:
37.2. 1

All items that are not specifically listed above.
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exterior wall ornamentation. yard ornaments. holiday decorations. roof
ornamentation. statues. hanging ornamentation [wind socks. banners.
holiday flags. wind chimes. etc.l\

Statues, depictions, artifacts or decorative ornaments shall be reflective of the
Sonoran desert flora and fauna and be limited to three (3) in number.

18

19
20

Permanent roof-mounted ornaments are not permitted (See 38.2)

21

Displaying advertising is not permitted. (See 38.2)

22
23
24
25
26

27

External wall murals are not allowed. (See 38.2)
38.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
38.1. 1

Plant trellises that are wrought iron, natural wood or a material
painted to match one of the house colors. (See, §6.5 Trellises,
Landscape Design Guidelines, 8/2010)

38.1 .2

Lawn furniture or lawn ornaments in a walled yard, which do not
exceed the height of the wall.

38.1 .3

Lawn ornaments of natural materials (metal, stone, wood or clay
- no plastic) which do not exceed thirty inches (30") above
natural grade in a non-walled front yard compatible with the
overall architectural theme of Civano (connection with the
Sonoran desert , respect for climate, regeneration,
conservation and development of natural resources) and limited
to a maximum of three (3).

38. 1.4

Exterior wall fixtures on front walls of home shall be of natural
material (metal, stone, wood or clay- no plastic) and shall be
compatible with the overall architectural theme of Civano.

38.1 .5

Holiday decorations that are consistent with the theme and time

28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39

40
41
42
43

44
45

46

of the applicable holiday. (See, a/so,§15 Lighting §15.1.9)

1

2

3

38. I .6

Holiday decorations can be installed thirty (30) days prior to the
holiday and must be removed no tater than fifteen (15) days after
the holiday associated with the decorations.

38.1. 7

Singular event decorations can be installed one (1) day before
and must be removed one (1) day after the event (i.e.,
graduations, birthdays, anniversaries, and the like).

4

5
6

7
8
9
10

11
l2

38.2

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

38.2.1

l3

14

All other yard ornaments that are not specifically listed above
require DRC review.
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1
2
3
4
5

3

6
7
8
9
10

SCOPE OF RESTRICTIONS:

3.1

These restrictions apply to all common, public areas, and individual lots.
These restrictions do not apply to already designed and installed
landscapes.

3.2

Public areas and common areas shall be landscaped using native and
near-native plants (as defined in the Recommended Native Plant List and
Recommended Near-Native Plant List). Community gardens may use
appropriate non-native plants. Parks and recreation areas shall use native
and near-native trees and shrubs from the above-mentioned lists as well
as appropriate turf grasses for playing fields.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

4

ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT INFORMATION:

4.1

All plants incorporated into any landscape project must comply with the
Civano Approved Plant List or as otherwise approved by the Design
Review Committee (hereinafter 'DRC'). Plants on the Prohibited Plant List
shall not be permitted. (See, attached Civano Approved Plant List)

4.2

Civano Homeowners are encouraged to use native or compatible droughttolerant species for all yard landscaping. (See, attached Civano Approved
Plant List.)

4.3

High-water consuming plants, when used, should only be used in small
areas close to residences or in rear yards.

4.4

In accordance with the Civano 1: Neighborhood 1 Covenants, Codes &
Restrictions, paragraph 4.2.2, all portions of the lot or parcel, excluding
driveways and parking areas, and in the case of a lot, excluding that
portion of the Lot which is enclosed by a perimeter wall, shall be
landscaped with a combination of inert and living materials approved by the
DRC unless otherwise pre-approved in these Landscape Design
Guidelines. Inert materials shall include crushed native rock, boulders and
river rock, unless otherwise approved by the DRC.

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27

28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

40

4.5

4.6

This section deleted and intentionally left blank.

Vegetation is encouraged to help shield utility boxes, etc.

41

42

4.7

Turf is not an approved ground cover in areas outside of parcel perimeter
walls. Turf may be allowed in common areas.

4.8

Common Bermuda grass, Fountain grass and all other grass prohibited in
the Prohibited Plant list of this document, together with all Pima county

43

44
45
46
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1
2
3

restricted grasses, shall be prohibited on any area of any lot. Installation
of grasses shall not interfere with lot drainage or cause seepage problems
through property walls, etc.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

4.9

When installing landscaping and/or irrigation, care should be given to
maintaining proper grading on the lot to eliminate any undue drainage
onto neighboring Jots.

4.10

Landscape design shall include passive water harvesting which shall
include, but not be limited to, ground swales and berms.

4.11

The DRC shall reserve the right to require a written certification from the
Owner's licensed Engineer stating that the overall characteristics of
drainage run-off from the Lot have not been affected by volume, rate, or
flow as a result of the improvement's design and execution.

4.12

Rear yards shall be maintained to avoid excessive dust.

4.13

All landscape projects must be maintained within property lines.

4.14

Temporary fencing, staking, and plant protection shade cloths must be
properly maintained when visible from neighboring property. (CINI
CC&R's, paragraph 1.58: "Visible from Neighboring Property" refers to,
with respect to any given object, that such object is or would be visible to a
person six (6) feet tall, standing at ground level on neighboring property.)

4.15

No tree, shrub or planting of any kind shall be allowed to overhang or
encroach upon any public right-of-way, bicycle path or any other
pedestrian way from ground level to a height of seven (7) feet without prior
written approval of the DRC, unless such landscaping was intended to
have that effect as part of the overall landscaping plan for the Covered
Property, as approved by the DRC. (See, CINI CC&R's, paragraph
5.2.16.)

4.16

No landscape or other improvement (other than decomposed granite) will
be permitted between sidewalks and street curbs without specific written
approval from the DRC or City of Tucson (as applicable).

4.17

Unless the Board of Directors determines, in its' sole discretion, that the
Association shall provide and maintain the landscaping on the Lot or
Parcel, each Owner is responsible for the proper maintenance of
landscaping in the following locations. (See, CINI CC&R's, paragraph
5.2.4):

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42
43

44
45
•16

4.17.1 on the Owner's Lot or Parcel (including set-back areas);

Civano Landscape Design Guidelines
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1

4.17.2 on those portions of the Common Areas adjacent to an owner's
Lot or Parcel and which are on the Lot's or parcel's side of any
wall erected on such Common Area; and

2
3

4
5

4.17.3 public right-of-way areas between sidewalks (or bicycle paths)
and the street curb on the Owner's Lot or Parcel, or other public or
easement areas adjacent to the Owner's Lot or Parcel.

6
7
8

9

5

10
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

SUBMITTAL OF APPLICATION:
5.1

All applications will be submitted on the applicable attached Civano 1:
Neighborhood 1 Design Review Submittal Form.

5.2

Documentation that is to be submitted with Design Review Submittal
Form:
5.2.1

5.2.1.1 A conceptual landscape layout plan identifies location of
vegetation, botanical and common name of vegetation,
materials of ground cover, irrigation installation, any gravel
and/or pictorial samples.

20
21
22
23
'24

5.2.2 Provide material specifications, irrigation methods, samples and
brochures as required to explain concept.

25
26
27

5.3

Applicants are required to adhere to all the guidelines and procedures
contained in the Civano Design Guidelines, Civano Landscape Design
Guidelines and the Submittal Form. If form is not completed in
accordance to the guidelines and procedures, it will be returned and the
process will be delayed.

5.4

All applications must be submitted no later than the last day of the month
in order to be on the DRC's next month's agenda.

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Provide layout of proposed landscape projects:

6

GUIDELINES:

37
38

6.1

BACK-FLOW COVERS:

39
41

Towels, blankets, tape, and other miscellaneous items used to cover
back-flow pipes are prohibited.

42
43

6.1.1

40

44
45

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
6.1.1.1

Back-flow covers by "Polar Parka", or equal.

46
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1
2

6.1.2 ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

3
4
5
6

6.1.2.1

6.2

7
8
9
10
11
12
l3
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

All other covers that do not meet the specifications of the
"Polar Parka" cover will require DRC approval.

HARDSCAPE (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PAVING, BOULDERS AND
ROCKS, RIPRAP. INERT GOUNDCOVER):
6.2.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:
6.2.1.1

FRONT YARDS & SIDE YARDS VISIBLE TO ALL
PUBLIC STREETS.
6.2.1.1.1

Inert ground cover shall be one-half inch (1/2")
decomposed granite or one-half inch (1/2")
screened decorative rock; Color shall be
Desert Gold by Kalamazoo or approval equal.
In areas of predetermined erosion, threequarter inch (3/4") screened decorative rock of
the approved color may be used. (8/5/10)

6.2.1.2 Native rock, river rock, and riprap may be used in drainage

swales and areas of erosion.
6.2.1.3 Stone and boulders may be used on the site.

26
27

6.2.1.4 Boulders shall be buried into the grade a minimum of one-

28
29
30

fifth the height of the boulder to enhance a more
natural appearance.

31

6.2.2 ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

32
33
34
35
36

Any other hardscape that is not specifically listed above
requires DRC approval.

6.3

PLANTS:

37
38

6.3.1

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

39
40

6.3.1.1

41
42
43
44
45

New and replacement of approved plants, irrigation and
other landscape items in compliance with the Civano
Landscape Design Guidelines and the attached Civano
Approved Plant List.

6.3.2 ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

46
47

6.3.2.1
Civano Landscape Design Guidelines

Unless specifically listed above (§6.3.1.1) all landscape
Page 6 of8

I
2
3

projects require prior review and approval by the DRC.

5
6

PLANT SIGNS: To include all signs on residential lots indicating the type
of plants (See, www.tucsonbotanical.org , www.plantsigns.com/Piantsigns
for ideas).

7
8

6.4.1

4

6.4

ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

9

6.4.1.1

10
11
12
13
14
15

Plant signs that are no more than nine inches (9")
high and constructed from metal, copper, stone or
handmade markings on small boulders/stones.

6.4.1.2 Sign itself shall be no more than 3"x5".
6.4.1.3 Plant signs should be made to enhance the experience of
the garden and/or plant and not distract from the beauty
and tranquility of the environment.

16

17
18
19

20

6.4.1.4 Signs are to be maintained and immediately removed
when showing evidence of wear and tear.

21
22
23
24

6.4.2 ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

25
26

6.4.2.1 Unless specifically listed above (§6.4.1.1 - 6.4.1.4) all
other plant signs require review by the DRC.

27

28
29
30
31

6.5

TRELLISES:
6 .5.1 ITEMS THAT DO NOT NEED DRC REVIEW:

32
6.5.1.1 Plant trellises, pergolas, arbors and mesh no higher than
eight feet (8') that are wrought iron, natural wood or a
material painted to match one of the house colors.

33
34

35
36
37

6.5.2 ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:

38
6.5.2.1 All other trellises, pergolas, arbors and mesh no higher
than eight feet (8') not specifically listed above shall
require prior approval by the DRC, including those that
protrude above wall height.

39

40
41
42
43

44
45
46

6.6

WATER FEATURES: (also, See, "§36. Water Features" in Civano
Design Review Guidelines)

Civano Landscape Design Guidelines
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I
2
3
4

6.6.1

ITEMSTHATDONOTNEED DRC REVIEW:
6.6.1.1

5
6
7
8
9
10

6.6.2

Water features that are in the front area must be fully
enclosed by a courtyard wall and no higher than four feet
(4') in height.

ITEMS THAT DO NEED DRC REVIEW:
6.6.2.1

11
12
13

All other water features not specifically listed above shall
require prior approval by the DRC, including those that
protrude above wall height.

14
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LANDSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES OF·
CJVANO 1:NEIGHBORHOOD
~ ASSOCIATION,
INC.
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SYNOPSIS
ASonoran desert plant palette should dominate Civano's landscapes. Our
landscape designs should draw on the wealth of Sonoran desert plants, as well
as near-native and adapted plants, to create a place with desert character: a
sense <lf ptace·r.·: ·,,:, . · ·
· : · . ;,!;•

... :_

.

.. ·,~;

•.

.Ctvano Landscape Design Guidelif'\es ....
·
Design Philosophy .
:· ·_ ' ·
Clvano Landscape Design Philosophy-Creating a Sense of Place: "
With Civano's_warm climate and enough water, lt is po~$ible to grow many .
plants-:that-one:could also grow in Los Angeles, Southern France, or Sy<;ln,ey,
Australia; Although these exotics may grow fn Cfvano; V(e, feel strongly that a
Sonoran:desert plant-patet~e should dominate Clvano's lands~ape.:~. ,The$e. : , .
landscape designs should draw on the weatth-ofSon.9r~f1-,Q~~r.t,p\1;1,11ts,.as well
as near-native and adapted plants to create a place with desert character,
rather than Imposing a "tropical paradise" theme on the land, Our h.OR~ Is. this:
if you were magically whis.ked around the world and set down in tlv~n'o; y6u ,..
could tell what part of the world you were 1n just by looking at the vegetation.
You douldsay, '-'Ofc:<lu'rse,' I'm in ·the Sonoran desert:" In ~hart, Civanu's , · ·
tandscapes'should hetp create tf"sehse bf plalle"•uniqueto their desert setting.
Of course, these Sonoran style landscapes will also conserve water~naturally. ,

Design Restrictions
Purpose'

.. -:;'

_.,

•.

~

,:-,,.
,><,.

,,

..

,.~ /_•

:.,:_.
. !',· -

<

The,purpose,of these restri~tions 1$ to ensure.vis~~lharmony ~long,Clya~~{
streetscapes, protect vistas and solar access, enc;_ourage Y-(ater cons~rvation, ..:
(

I

Turf·

·,.!. :· . ' , .

Turf is prohibited in front lot areas. The front lot area is defined as that
portion of the lot which Is not enclosed by a perimeter wall of at least 3 feet in
height, In addition, no t4rf,l]:ll!Y beylac;~~eWiJ;~in the public right of way. area ..
Only non-seeding grasses are permitted. Turfcis permitted In .eh!=losed lot areas
provided tha.t no tu(f or spray
. lrr!gaticm. sha(l abut waHs or fe.rices,
.

).~

-~, .. ·•,

..

.,'

Civano P_rohi~.i~~d Plant Li.st

:·;~

'·,•••~;:1'·.,

f .• l ,. .

...

;.\·-•.'.

The following pro.h).Q!~ed plant list_ is designed to protect Civano's vistas and
individual' horTit:iowner!s solar access, eliminate highly invasive and allergenic
plants, anq pre,~erve the·dese,rt character of the site ..
.:. ·_!,,\

t

,:: ·•

::t ·.

;Y'; ~: :··.:

Key to sy1111lpls ..
~••:

\

'fM<

J il

•

Accent Plan ..,:.
C ,. 'Ca¢tu'S
A

'f't

F
Ge_

s

; ::/, .

Flq¥1~r.
Grob.11dc<:>ver

··sWrJf;"
''

''\
..••·.· t

. ;,···::•' ',

•.;,

''I'

; Sc

Succulent (other than. cacti}

T

rr~e

V

Vine

:·":,·,
',.

'·

·/·I• _;:

·:'

•'

~- :, '

. :}~

Reasons for Prohfk.1.tl\>I'\,,;,.. , ., .
..~ :/i,

1'

.~:~,

. Sky)jl')g Tree:

Thtse are tr~s that gr.ow to e!(cesslve heights. These trees will
grow large,enough to cast shadows that may,block homeownei-1s solar access.
They will also impede sunset views an.d change, the nat,llral desert skyline.
:,:-:; ·.:-:.;1,:f1f.- ,

Allergenic: These are plants that are''Wi'dely:'recognized, a1fbeing highly
allergenic.
'·' 11 .,. , ·.
;•i n,, , .,, .

... ,: '\ . ' .
lnvaslve:..I1_1~.~e ;plants are Knowr ;t.~,!',S~r,es~fye,ly, inve~.e Q/l.J1ffha,bitats. They
· may also invade adjacent private property.a!1.d create fuel for wildfires,
.

(

•

Placeholder:
Recommended Plants??

Civano Recommended Plant Lists
In the spirit of Civano's mlssfon to educate, :the-following recqmm.f!oded, lant.
lists are intended to enllghten and strongly en<;o,urage, rather than mandate,
landscaping that respects Civano's Sonoran. des~rt character and. g1tting .
· ·,ri • i --: •

.

-~

Recommended
.

'

..

..

.

.

: •··.~ •

• :

Nat'ive 'pt~nf List
.

,,
.

·,

,• ,,: ..:,;f.,i ••.• ~• .

These plants are native to· th(l Sano.ran desert ahd when planted. according· to
their habitat' type.am recQmmenqed:foral! areas of the site except where•·
noted.
·
·
'
.;• ·: ·' '1 .'··. •

Habitat Type
1
2
3
4

Upland Habitat/Dry Wash t ,Use throughout.the site including·
., :
resldentfaflandscapes. . ,, · .· , · :.. ,, : .
. . ·,.. , , ;·
Dry Riparian Wash • Use throughout the site including residential
landscapes.
Wet R)Pa.t;l~q yv'.ash • LJ.se,onl~ Jn.(eter_t,i?nldet~nt!or ~reas or where
there 1s· a·s □ roliJS'of reclaimed water. .,., •. · ., ..., ·
Desert Aquatic • Use only in water saturated soils or shallow open

W'titer,~ :-.~:r
1

• ,•

.!i-1;,

{

,.

·.i:.. ,F· ::; • .

:i::1;,·:~

l'

,r.,· ..

i,,·..

!

• •

. ;,::

....

.

'\

:

•

,Recommehded Nati,ve·Ac.cen.t Plants'. ,·, -,
..
1
:

Botanical Name ..
A11ave amer,ii::ana. ... ..
A2ave. huachuchensis .
Aqave mun:ihevl
AQave na/mer/, -.
A11ave oarrvl
A~ave schottli..
·-·
fouauferfa solendens

..~

:

·... . .

f

/'.

< l

-~

•

.

Common N·ame·./, ·.•
century Plant ·:.,;, '-;:·,.. .
Huachuca Agave . ..?,·.
Hohokam Ali'iive ... ":·,:. ,:_
Palmer's A!!av:e·,,' _,.,,, : ..
Parrv's Agave r;·; ·_;,:_;.:, ,•
Amole
..
Ocotlllo .. ...... ,,1;.·f ..
'

"

~

,,f!,;,

Botanical Name..

• •

'.r

..

., >. t "'' ~';f','~ ' ..,...

Habltat,_T11r,e".

f'.

.. ,,

.1
; it

i'':.'~\

.;_,-,, · .. ·

,::i?:·,'

··;

....

., )f.':j/.'.'· _'. ··,,;:: ..
'
'"1"','.

..

··,.•

·•··•

1. ,.. :

:·-'·:i:•1·

. . -~:~:•1, ;., \

l;lablti\t T .· e . _:
1

'

·,· ~ . ..
..

... ,.. '· ., !

· ... Common Nanie . , ,
S ua.r:o .•," .•. ...... ,... ,

·'

\.' )

..

•

,,·

Mlmulus quttatus
Oenthera caesoltosa.
Penstemon
oseudosoectabflls
Penstemon su/;w1atus
Phacelia camoonularia
Ps/lostrooht;1. i:oooerl
Sotanum htnsldnum
Sohaera/cea •amb/t;tua
Zinnia acerosa
Zinnia grand/flora

Yellow Monkey Flower
Tufted EveninQ Primrose
Beard Tongue ··', : ·.

I!.

4
i•

)

Beard, fOJ)RUe . ,.
Desert B\Uebells
..
PaperdaJsy.
SoMran NiQhtshade
Gtobe•Mal.low
Desert Zinnia
Little G.olden Zinnia

1.2
1

."'

~

..

...,,'

.1 ...

,.

1.2
· 2,3 '

.,

.

. ' v·

' .···-·. . ..2.:~
1,2,
1. '
..
,.,
1
..
'

·'.

.

:-,

.

~

'•

..

~eco~mended Native Ground~over~ ..
.

·--~-

Botanical Name
Aolooaoous (arldfollus
Aolooannus tenulsectus.
· Arlstida ourourea
Carex snn, {Natives). ~Clematis /lgustlclfolla

,·

••

~~

. Dvssod/a acerosa
£rlogonum fasc/culatum
.,var. oollofolum
Hilaria mutlco
Melampodlum
/eucanthum
Scirous soo. '(Native)
Tvoha soo, ·•· .
Verbena gooddiMli
: Vltls arlzontca

· Habitat ·rvne
.. -· 1
,: ,:,;_." . ·' ..
c •
1
..
1,2;3. ,' ...

Cdm·mon Name ._ .. .,
Turpentine Bush '
·,·,.
..
Burro Weed·"
Purole Threi'i'Awrl',
..
SedQe
Clematis, Virgen=~
Bower
Shrubby D02weed
California Buckwheat
.,

... :,.-·(
..

,·

.Tobosa ~rass :'.·
. Blackfoot Daisy'

4

,~

•'

:,. ~'· .. ••. ..

"::·:;: .c.-,:, ...

..

..

' <.

Bulrush
'<·· ,,.. '.· . . f.
·-,•";:·,
•
c;atJail ..
Goodfng..s, 'i'erbena ·
:-.
Arizona, Graoe

. )\-(

..

•-;l , .

1-;2•

. .....

'

.

·;· .-

..... ~ 1-': ~ ·: ...

. 'i·;, ~:i•

..

<' '. ~

..

1

,.,

'1
·::: ;_ .. ,-!
,~:1

..
...

. ;, H~.'.t

:4.,•,•·

·: ''.j_1t

·.

.,

.'

2,3

..

'.

~

I~\ •

I'

,.,

:·.,,.:;,;_j :;.-.·'.t :_1· ;--, . ·: .·,

., ...,·.;•·,

,.,., :,i ·· ..;3

,,

•rr

f.,:.-:

' .,

·.· ;/-f'

Recommended

.!{i';•. ·

.. Botanical Name

..

·(,<

Common .N!lme
Cardiosoerni.um cor/ndum Lantern Vine ".:; · .. ·•
..
.. .
Clssus Inc/so
Desert GrapfJyy;
.
-~-~. ·.~ _- '. /' r.; ,v.
·re. trlfloliataJ
' . ..
... .
.... ',• .. . ,·. ;·,:,
·•

• ~ ,·. :· .,

Nati~~ Vines.

,

.. ;

,i'."r::~•/_} •:

Habitat' Tvoe
·1,2:".'f .' ..
.. .

,I

~.•

,,·,·.·

'

. ·.:
'

~'

•

Catclaw, Walt·a·mlnute
Bush
Mimosa dvsocarpa
Velvet Pod Mimosa
Salazar/a mexic/Jna , '. '. . Paper,l;lilg !lush:,; t,·,,; "'"
Senec/o dour.1/as/f
Threadleaf Groundse\
Sfmmondsi_a cbln~nsis, , ... , Joioba, GoatNuL . ,......
TrlXl~.q,a/tto,rh/i::ii. ,., .... .. T_r:ixls ·
Vauauellhtq.,ca(Jforntca
Arizp]la Ros~,woocj. .•,,.
..
Viizufera de/toidea
Go1den•eye
Yucca elata
Soaptree Yucca
Z/z11nhus obtusifolia
Gravthorn
Mimosa b/uncffera

~

.

r·; ... ,
.

.

• •-.,

2

Botanical Nam~.
•

Lyslloma thornberl

•

~··.· .•. /. ···:·•.·.,
~. ,. . . .~ ,,.:;~--~--. . -·
f~iithfr T.r~e, Feather
__

Blish ·: .....

Olneva tesota
Platanus racemosa var.
wr/<1htl/
Populus fremontli •

'•

-I

Habitat Tvo'e. ·.:' ' .
1;2,''. : .

. ...

1,2· ,

. ·/;
,- ---.:

M

Chi/oasis lfnearls
..
De.$ert yyHlow
Fraxlnus velutfna var,
ArJ;z:oqa,~b ·
q/abra
···
...
Jug/ans major
, , . ,, !',r.l~o_li~.W-~fnut
.~.-

(

' ,.

·.. ·: 1•,~: ,_: ...

Acocla constrlcta , ,:;
. White_tb.orn Acacia
Acacia gregg/1
· · ·. S,9.u_;cy:,r9,s!'i!'rh Sweet
.A~a½ia;.;Catctaw Acacia
Canotfa ha/ocantha,.,
Cr.ucffixi9n,Thorn
Celt/s·retlculata ···
Netleaf or.Western
(C.douglas/f. ·c, tat/J
Hack6efr~t , ·
· Cercfdlum -florldum
Blve.l'alo· V,erde
.._

•.;

'~

Trees'; .. ·.. ·

,, Cqmmon Name

,

....

2
1
1.2
1,2,3

...

:~·\~-:-\
••<>
'i

....

2
,1 ;:z

1
1

~

.,

~•.·

..

'

.r,-.· R.eeomrriende·d Native

,·

2

..
. ,•·••'

,,,~

.. ·

..

1,.2 ..
. "'"

;-:J-1..

..

. .. ,

..

'

2, 3 For P,ll\b.f/rig iri · ,
..

Pub(ic M~-~s:~nJv

··.

2;J'For·ptc1~i!pg !ti
Public At"ell's 'b'ntv· ·
,,

1

:

..

lr6nwocid, Tesota
Arizon,i. syc;:amore
.)

'

'

·'

-_Fr~epi()Jtt~ottonwood
"••. ,j I I.

~-·
L

d , . , . . '.
~ "'" •• • . . .
\.

••'

••

Prosopfs jullflora var. · .. Velvet irtesq9ite
veivutlna . ..
. . ,.. " '·,_.,i:.:::.r,, 1 :· -Prosoofs oubescerrs '
·screwbea1fmesquite
Sa/Ix qood/nqff
Good!ng=s Willow
Salix taxlfolla
Yew Leaf Willow
Sambucus mex/cana
Mexican Elderberry

2,3 For pta6tirig in ,,
oublic ar~:as'dntv '
2, 3 For p,l 9~_tin_g iti ; ,;
nubile ar\ias'bn(v .. · ·

3
3

1

•

. Recommended . Near-Native Cacti.·.
.

.~.' .. '
CommpnNM\e ..
Golden Barrel CactLJt :· < · ..
Organpipe Cactus ·
Totem Pole Cactus ..
Senita
Beaver Tail Prickly J?ecir .·.
. ..
All species .
...
Slinner Plant
-

Botanical Name
•'•
,.
Ech/nocactus grusonif
•·
..
Lema/reocereus thilrberl .
. ,.
Loohocereus schott/1 forma .·
Lophocereus scbottll:::
·
.. .
.
oountla ba$f//irfs
...
..
-·- ' . '
Oountla so, ·
.
.
..
Pedilanthus moctOtarbils
'"'

.

.

'

.....

Common Nai:n.e
.
Agastache aurontiaca
..
Orange Hummingbird Milit
ArJastache cana
Texas Hummingbird Miht ·
.. ... .
Licorice Mint, Sunset Hyssop· .
Aqastache ruoestris ..
Allon/a lncamata
.
·
Trailing
Four O'Clock ... . .. .. ··,. .
,,.,, .
...
..
Purple Aster
Aster bl.,;ietov/1
...
.. ... . .
Purple-AsterAster tanacetlfollus
. .
Berland/era /yratcf ..
Chocolate ·flower .... ,.
. ,.
'.
BebblaJuncea
Chuckwalla's· Delli!llt
..
Collins/a heterophylla
Chinese Houses ·'·. ..
.
Desert Coreoosis
Coreoosfs bl11elovlf
'{1 .
Bat•faced Cuphea
•Cuphea L/aveo
..
..
Eschschottzla. mex/cgna
· Mexican Golden PoDoy
Arizona blanketflower · '• '
Gall lard/a arl:tdhlcd
Gaillard/a pulchella ·
Indian blanketflower
..
. Gaura llndhelmer/
,,
. .·whirlimi·Butterflies.
.. ... ..
HeUanthus maxfmf/lanl
.. . Maximilian's sunftowe.r . .··. .
· Hvmenoxvs acaulis
Anaelita daisy "
loomoosls lonqif/ora
Pale Blue Trurnoets
Kallstroemia qrandiflora
Arizona Pooov
Machaeranthera-tortltolla .
Mohay;e Aster
.. "oenothera drutnmonall ·
BaJa Even1n1i Primrose ·
Oenothera m.acrocaroa v.. incana
Silver Blade. Evening Primrose
·oenothera mtssourehsis :•;
Missouri Eve·nlh,!'Prfmrose
·:n_; '.·'
;•:.. .~'.Oenothera stub.be/
Chihuahu.an Primrose•· . ·
..
. .
.Orthocarous ourourascens
Owl '.s Clover
. .
·.. \
... , .· .. ,.,1'·.J
P.enstemon .
All.soec1es
,.
Penstemon barbatus
Scarlet bugler
.
,.
.... _,.
.,.,·

.

,

(

.

,'"

...

,.,

•Botarilcal Narii'e

....

.

< -

;.,

'

~ .. ;._ •

',

.j.

(

·;• •'

,.•'

_•.l'

,,

•

(

Mascaim/a mdcrootera . .
Merreinla aurea

Yellow Orchid Vine·
Merrimfa, Yellow Morning Glory, Wait·
a-Minute Vine
Native Passion Flower.
Pink Trumoet Vine
Rosarv Bean
Snail Vine

'

PassTilora foetlda
Podranea r/casol/aha
Rhvnchosfa pyamfdalls
V/qna caracalla

.

,,::_

. ,~,.

.

,·,·.
'.

•._

.

.

.• • .

.

~~- ·-

.

. >:.•

•' i" '. _,.

Recomniendeq Near"Native Shrubs ·.
. v·
.'.
Botanlc11I Name- •.:•.
Common Name·>·.·
. ,;-;.: '•r::.:.
. . ;):",
Alovsfa wr/qht/1.
WrieM's Bee Blish
. y ··''
..
,: .
..
Anisacanthus auac/r(ftdus •·. ,:. ··.. . ' ::
Mexican Flame
' .
i ;-•·;,·.
.'>:':,~
Ascteritas .linerta .. ,, ...
Pineleaf Mi.lkweed
;,,,at,
~.
.
.
Atrfo(ex canescens
Four-wine Salt Bush
,. . ·, ., ·'
.. ,
Atr/nlex lent/rorm/s
Quail Bush
..
. ' ..
:· .;.. :,;
..
Nevada Saltbush
Atr'"lex tarrevt
·1· ., ,. ,.._,
·.•.
';_1.
.
i.
..
:· ,{ ..
8accharfs q(ut/nosa
. Seeo Willow.
Bauh/nfa conqesta
Anacacho Orchid Tree
Buddleva marrubTfolla
Woolv Butterflv Bush
caesafofnla aillesll .,.
,Yellow Bird of Paradise ,,
,_ :
Caesatnlnla ml!Jcli::'1:i'na
'
• 'Me'x!carl Bird of Mradlse'
Caesalofnla au/cherrlma
Red Bird of Paradise
Calllandra callfornlca
Bala Fafrv Duster
Cassia qo/dmaoif.., .....
Goldman.'s Cassia ,
..
,·Chrvsactlnfcfmiixlcaha
Damfanita
..
..
..
Canvolvulus cneon1m.. ..
Ground Morning Glorv
··
... ..
. Cordia bofsserl/ ·
,,
Texas Olive
..
Cordia oarvtfolla
Little-leaf Cordia
.. . "
..
· Dalea caoftata
',•. "Sierra Gold"· · ·
"
Dalea frutescens .. "
Black Dalea <>Sierra Nelii'a':..
..
. .', Sferra Moonrise.
,.
Da/ea /utea . , ...
., .
.....
.,..
.....
Dalea -,,ulchra, . . . , .
. ...... lndfoo· Bush ... :
,.
. ,.
·Dalea verslcoloi'
"Mountain Delhiht" .. .... ..·,.,
..
'•
Er/Qonum wr/Qhtf/ ·
· Desert buckwheat
.....
.. . . ~. _. ...... .."
.. '... .. ..
.,.
'••···
·Gualacum cou/ter/··
.
. '... ·- ..
..... ,.'.. ; · Guavacan
..
." , -~ ' ....
...
..
'
"
,;Justfcla ca/Tfornfca ·
,..,,.
'
' ' "". ' Chuoerosa ... .,' ••-··•··· -'
: ··~- ... ,:i. ' '.:
:Just/cla· (:.anc;lican.s, .: ..
Red Justicla
....... ,,,
.
. ... .... _,
·,
, ... ,
.. .
"
. .
Justicla srifc/Oeri:1 '. · ·..
. ' " Mexican Honevs4ckle
\•'·•·
Leuconhy/lum candid/um . ·.'.-:· .. · '· : ; Texas Ran11er;"Sllver Cloud", , , ... · ,.
'Leucopnvllum Candldum ,;·• ··
, Texas Ran11er ''Thunder Clblid'' : · ·.
leuconhiil/um frutescens·· ···· .,., .. ... ·, "Green Cloud"
..

..

•1' .

~

'.

(

~

'•

,

•

.

'.

~

-:---.,

.,,

v,

~

~

-

•,I••••

(

•

Prosoors.ph/1e/15/s ..
Prosools r.rland.u.losa, ... · ,..
n11ercus arizoniqus : --: l·J ..
Robinia° ne,¢roexkana,;:. ·
Soohora secundltlora
.
\1,'

:-

•

.ChW~91i Mesouite

'

.-...•.,· ,,:

Honev Mesauite
Arizona Oak
Deseii¥ Locust
.Texas Mq,untain
Laurel
..

··-_:/.

·,•

::_

.

-

'

·,

.'•· -·

Native Edible Plant List
~(

.. '

The followltig n~tlve·. edib_te plants are appropriate for most areas of the site
includirrg froiit lots areas and common.space •. This lis.t is.in no way meant to be
comprehensive.. ····
·
·•;:: · £ ·
:( •" ,;
·

· .: .,•, ·
.

'

·: Native Edible Plants
"

.

Category
Cactus
Shrub
Shrub
Tree

...

.. ,._.
. . ...

.

. ,

..

t

·Botanical Name ·

Oountfa £nqe/mannl/
Caris/cum annuum
1 ,!cf1.1m fremontli.
Prosopls ve/utia

..

..-..

..

Common Name
Prlcklv Pear
Chiltepine Hot Penner
•

.

,,Wolfberrv ,.:; , .'

Mesquite (beans are
edible.I..
..
...

Non'-'Native Edible Pl·ant List

..•

-

The following plants are appropriate non-native edible plants for Civano. They
could be used in community gard1ins qr or~h~rds, rear lqts ~n¢ other .
appropriat~ areas of the ,slf~. T.hey ~J\ou\d. not·b~ used in5ommon areas where
native desert•character ls desired, Aga1n<, this list:fs In hirway m·eant to be ..,..,.
comprehensive.
.,,, ,·, -.c~. i
·
:

.

:;

Cateaory

Tree

Botanica.l Name
F11i10Q s11/lowtana ..•..
Citrus..J?.aradlsi
.

(

..·~

'.-'.,

..~ ., .
(.

Tree

Citrus $0,,.

Tree ....

E:rfobotrva i.aoonica

Cqmmon Name
Grapefruit (Ruby Red,
.. ,::. Duncan, Marsh,.jnsure
. var,leties)
.. .
.
Citrus, all species
.. LOQU(lt ·

,/

:;,

•

Rosemary;-._
Rosemarlnus
. - Mediterranean
..
officlnalls
. ·- •.;
Groundcover
Teucrium
Germander
Mediterranean
-.
..
chamaedtvt ' .
Shrub
Anlsodont,ia, 1
So, Africa
Cape Matlow.
hvb6mandarum
.:•.
·•.:~~I
Shrub
Dodonaea. , --.
Small Leafe(j._Hop . Australia
mfcroZV_~a
,.;l "; ,,
_..,.,
.
.
Tree
. ., .,
Acacia abvsslnfca EthioPian Ac~cia .Africa
.·,· '•.
Tree
Acacia aneura
Mul~a -,,.
Australia
Acacia
nee.1 ,, ..
Umbrella Mulga, , Australia
:,
brachstachva
Tree
Acacia cavens
Espino Cavens
Australia
Tree
Acacia
Leather Leaf
Australia
crasoedocaroa
Acacia
Tree
Aca.cia gerrardf}. : , ijrev•hair Acacia
Australia
Tree
Acacia karroo
Karroo Thorn
Australia
Tree
Acacia
Narrow-leaf
Mulga
Australia
... ...
·. • .
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Section 6:
Zoning in Civano: the Civano
Neighborhood I PAD
May 2016

Neighborhood I PAD
What it is and How to Use It
The Civano Neighborhood I PAD (short for Planned Area Development) is the basic
zoning document for the Community. It contains the general ideas behind the planning
of Civano, and it contains information about assumed traffic loads, the interface with
climatic factors, and other information. The Civano Neighborhood I PAD is contained in
the larger Master Civano PAD (4/7/2005 Version), and is found on pages 127 through
173. Old versions of the Civano Neighborhood 1 PAD were called the Civano Specific
Plan 6a. You can get a copy of the Civano Neighborhood 1 PAD through the HOA
Office. A copy is also included at the end of this section.
Probably the information in the PAD that will be most frequently used has to do with the
three zoning districts in Civano: The Neighborhood General, Neighborhood Center,
Neighborhood Edge, and the Villas. See pages 154 through 161. For each of these
districts, the PAD gives regulations and guidance as to:
a. Building massing, height and lot coverage and its relationship to adjacent
lots.
b. The requirements for walls on the edges of lots.
c. The uses allowed on a specific lot.
d. Parking requirements.
A copy of a map of Neighborhood 1 showing the Districts is found at the end of this
section. It is also found as Exhibit 40 on Page 163 of the Neighborhood 1 PAD.
The Civano Neighborhood 1 PAD does not stand alone. In terms of allowed uses, it ties
back to Tucson's Land Use Code. Figuring out the interconnection between the PAD
and the LUC can be complex. You probably want to let your design professional look
into this, or you can go to the City of Tucson Planning Department and ask for
clarification.
In terms of the Civano Neighborhood 1 design review process, people falling into one of
the following categories area most likely to use the Civano Neighborhood 1 PAD:
• Anyone doing new construction on vacant lots.
• Anyone doing large additions to existing properties, because you need to pay
special attention to:
o Lot coverage
o Building Height
o Screening of solar devices
• Anyone planning to install a business in your home, or in a separate structure on
your lot. You will need to check:
o Allowed business uses
o Parking requirements
• In some cases, if you are selling or purchasing a house in Civano; consulting the
PAD may be important to determine whether representations being made about
the uses allowed on a lot, the ability to add on to an existing structure, or other
representations which change the current status of a property are accurate.

CIVANO NEIGHBORHOOD IPAD
(Being a portion of the Master Civano PAD)
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Neighborhood
Edge DisiT1c.,_
The BLUE line shows the
area originally covered by
the Neighborhood One PAD
(or Specific Plan as it was
originally called). Block
Three was incorporated into
the Neighborhood One PAD
as part of the master Civano
PAD, as approved in April
2005.
3/2011 Provisional Release:
Block Two may or may not
be included in the Neighborhood 1 PAD: the Civano PAD
exhibits are contradictory.
This will be reviewed and
determined.
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F-1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Ptuposc, Scope, Main Concepts and Goals
The purpose of this Planned Area Development is to direct the development of Civano's first
neighborhood and portions of the Town Center and to assure its consistency with the
currently-adopted Civano Master Development Plan and other related city plans and policies.

The original Planned Area Development bounda1y is amended to include the sollthern portion
of Block, Z, and lot 527 of Civano 1 Bk. 52, Pg. 34 of Maps and Plats as shown in Exhibit la.
The southern portion of Block 2 and Lot 527 which was zoned SR shalt now fall within the
Neighborhood Center District as defined in Exhibit 11 and 12, The amended Planned Area
Development covers approximately 237.54 acres ofland within the 815.42 acre. This Civano
project and includes a mixed-use neighbot•hood center, a variety of residential living
environments, recreation and cultural facilities, and Sllbstantial open space preservation.

Main Concepts
There are four main conceptual elements which are integrated into the proposed Phase 1
Planned Arca Development: Building Communi1y, Connection with the Land, Respect for
Climate, and Regeneration. These factors are viewed as guiding principles in both
conceptualizing and detailing the plan and should be used as first principles in any specific
progmmming for spatial layout, design details, or zoning interpretations or decisions. These are
briefly discussed below;

Building Community
rJmt settlcme11t is good which enhances the co11llnui{v ofa culture 11nd the survfVtJl ofits pcopk~ in~TClises the
sense of conneatfon ill time and space., tt.t1d_permils or spun i.ndindurdgrowtb: devalopme11(. wifhin con!Jimity, via

I

l

openness 1111d co1mectio11.
--Kevin Lynch

Civano is about building community; about connecting with each other. The Civano plan is
designed to encourage face-to-face meeting and interaction--gathering places, meeting areas,
cafes, safe and livable streets where automobile traffic is encouraged to slow down, a fine,.
grain mix of uses, and the ability lo reduce the time spent in an auto.
The plan is based upon principles of "New Urbanism" of which "Neo-Traditional Planning" is
a part (see Development Agreement, Exhibit numbers 6 and 8). The plan is laid out to
encourage connection with important gathering places: the neighborhood center, the Town
Center, the Community School and similar spaces, A varie1y of social and cultural spaces for
recreational activities are provided as public, semi-public, semi-private and private spaces.
Streets are laid out in short segments which end in important ~iews or deflect in direction so
that the street environment is easily defined visually, avoiding the anonyr11ity so prevalent in
most suburban areas. The streets are designed almost as if the auto is an intruder, certainly to
be tamed and to be slowed down to the speed of pedestrians and cyclists. As drivers enter into
the territory of the Civano streets, they become aware of the human scale and the need for care
and caution. The streets ru:e to be lived in as well as the homes.
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The Planned Area Development is designed to encoumge a human connection between the
house, the street and the pedestrian spaces.
Pedestrian spaces at'e designed to be comfortable and to make the trip as pleasurable as
possible, with shade and places to rest and meet with neighbors.

Connection with the land
How do we return to flw sac1iXIY How do we acknowfcd,_-sc ii? For mo,; iFs being out in fhc lnncf. You arc ,,;imply 1/1
th.1.t pPese.tzcc:•~in. the ,w!mncss of thnt moment of walidng on rcdrock, ofJumd on stone1 ofhe.m:ing llw sound of tho
1'flvan, ofkclin,s· tile wind ncross your lace. IFs aof somcfhing that onciws to sca1td1 for, One is simply standing in
the cv"ntcr ofiL
~ -Tony To1t1pcst Willia.ms

111e form of the !and and the way it has weat.11.ered over time speaks to its potential for
development. The drainage and erosion patterns, its visual setting, the way vegetation has
grown upon it to support the animal kingdom--a!l form a pattern to either support or reject
the built forms to be placed upon it.
The Civano plan seeks to respect these forms and patterns and further develop theil'
connections with the built fabric. The richest parts of the land, in terms of drainase patterns,
water resources and resulting vegetation patterns are preserved. As the built environment is
superimposed upon these patterns, it is designed to enhance the pattern of the land--by
directing the flow of water runoff into areas which support vegetation and wildlife, by making
connections both visual and physical between the built environment and the prime natural
areas, and by expandins the extent of heavily vegetated areas into the built envil'onment.
Kespect for CfimBle
,.. tllere is an inhorrmt logic in the structure .and nature of'or;gnnisms tk-1.t have grow:11 on this planet. Any
:rrchitccfurc, any urhlll1 design, and any social ordel" that viol:itcs that s/.Jucturc and nature is destnzctivc ofitself
and ofus. Any architcctun1 urban design ar social order that is basrxi upon organic pnizciplcs is VRlid and WJ1!
prove ifs own validity.
--Pctr:11· H.1-a.ke

The Civano plan seeks to acknowledge the natural patterns of the sun and the wind and the
seasons: through attention to orientation of buildings relative to these factors; through the
creation of public spaces which support human comfort through natural means--shade trees
nurtured by natural runoff; and by minimizing the amount of heat absorbed--in buildings and
in streets, resulting in minimizins the energy needed to reduce the impact of that heat, both for
energy consumption and human comfort.

"A regene1'£lfive systemp1vvklcs for continuous Peplacc111e11t, through its ow11 functiottnlpJtXesscs; of the. energy
and m,aferials used in it operation, Rcgencra.don Ju1s lo with rebirth ofJJfe itself, thus with hope for the future."
.. -Johll T. £yk

(

Principles of sustainability include strategies for conservation, regeneration, and stewardship
of resources. Because of a general lack of responsible stewardship of our resource~ over the
past several decades, conservation alone does not appear to be sufficient to restore the
ecosystem to a natural balance. Therefore, strategies of regeneration need to be applied also.
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Regeneration implies that each action and resource be viewed as an opportunity to actively
create energy and balance, rather than "status quo," and each " improvement" can serve more
than one purpose.
Examples of regenerative principles embodied in this plan include restoration of natural
r iparian habitats, planting of food-producing crops which serve not only for shade but also for
community income and community ritual in planting, tending and harvesting crops.

1.2 Confor.mn.nce with Existing I,o.nd Use Plo:ns
In December of I 984, The City of Tucson adopted the South PantMo Area Plan, establishing
planning and developmen t policies for a several square mile area including and surroundin,g
the Civano site. These policies were developed after substantial analysis of the general area
(South Pantano Inventozy, October, 1983), but prior to more recently adopted regional policy
initiatives (transportation, parks, trails access). The Cily of Tucson's general planning' policies
for this area are included within this adopted plan, most recently amended during the Civano
planning process on May 6, 199 1, by Ordina nce No. 15655. This area plan incorpor ates the
"village" concept in accordance with the concepts embodied in the Civano Master
Development Plan.
Following is the general policy, as amended, for the specific su barea which includes the Civano
site (Subarea Eight):
"SUBARBA EIGHT PROFILE
This is approximately a four square mile area between Irvington and Valencia Roads and between the Harrison
Road alignment east lo Pantano Wash. Appmximately 85% of the land is Slate Tnist la11cl, 10% is owned by the City
an d about 5% is p rivately owned. Houg hton Road is the main arterial through this subarca also and furnishes
direct access to ln tel'Statc JO to th e south and the total metropolitan area to th e north. Melpomen e, Drexel, and
Valencia Roads are major streets within the interior of this suba1'Ca."
"PROPOSED US£

Submban lo midurban densities in tegrated with job site Park lndustrial developmen t al'e appropriate .in this area.
Higher densities should be lccated along arterjal an d collector str eets, while Park Indust.rial type development is
best suited near Vrueucia and along Houghton Road. Main access to job site development should be limited to
major s treets.

It is recommended that development transition to suburban densities toward the interior of this subarea and
adjacent to Panta no W ash. Special care m ust be taken to ensure residen tial development is sensitive to the existing
natur al e1wi.r onmenf. During design stages of non-residential development special consideration must be given
which emph :isize.s minimal impacts on properties e ither developed residentially or having poten tial to be developed
residen tially. Cut and fill, and grndinz of proposed developmen t should be kept to a minimum.
Davis-Month an Air Force Base may expand its activities iJ,1 the future. Sin ce the land parcel west of Houghton Road
is COHLiguous lo the Air Base, it may be appropriate to use it for expansio n of military operations.

If this land p,u·cel is not lo be used for base operations, then it slwuldbe developed w ith land uses compatible to
base activities with special considcratiou for building setbacks aud open space/recreational uses between DavisMonlha.t1 Air Force Base and proposed developrue11ts.

· The General Plan was originally adopted as the "Comprehensive Plan" pursuant to the Tucson Zoning Code and, subsequently,
tl1e Tucson Land Use Code. The term "Comprehensive Plan (CP)" was changed to the "General Plan" by Ordi.naucc 9517, which
was adopted by Mayor and Council on February 12, 2001. This change in title does not affect the content of the Plan.
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Drexel at1d Valencia Roads extend cast through this fil'Ca. from Houghton Road and Currently scl'VC as access to sand

and.gravel operalio11s located adjacent !o Pantano Wash. Houz:hlon, Melpomene, Drexel anct Valencia are maj(?l'
stree[,g Jn the adopted _pjnza. County M:efor Sil'ccfs lllld Routes Plan. Their classification and any additional major
strccfs will be reviewed and necessflry tights-of-way determined at the time the area is.annexed."
Ovc_r_800 acres of State Trust Land has been reserved to develop Civano) an energy cfficicnl communily. Tho
(~Jlage"' concept su.pporls a core containing a mix of supportive usc-.:s, Generally) land·uscs bclWCCn the cora and

Houghton Road should .i11.ctuck employment uses. Ra!liatlng aw~y from the core arc dcc.rcasin2; residential dcnsilies
toward the periphery. The area reaching north of ihe core and a1ot13 the east and south sides of Ci:vano should be

developed as subur);,an In midwurt,an de110-ity residential. The area between suburban rcsidcntia_1 dcvclopmcn{ and
the core is provMed as a. transl.Hon zone. In this zo~M lt is approprJatc to gra.d.1.wlly it1crcasc the intensity of
development through a mix of mid-t.u'ban and urban densities. We.shes and other 1mdcvelopabk areas will pmvidc
open space for the public. The illustrative insctt... displays. a conceptual range of land uses anct their tt'a.tisiUon from
t~~-~r~_!o the J?Crimctcrs.

_,.;.,,:,.-,;-

· · · ·· AlXISTING LAND USEPLANNJNG POIJCIBS

The aj:eaim!)ledil!tely to the south of this pll!nf\!ll~ !lt¢ll is covered by the Esmond Station Ami
l'lan, adopted by the City in March, 1986. II is anticipated by the City that this
will receive
-i
·· ·" · sti!~f~!!U :itew development over the next <Xluple of decade$, litls pli.rt oQY\')~ the area soµth of
tlie PoorrnaifGt111nery Range of Davis-Monthan Air Force Base and north of lilterstate 10 · ·
·',:I,·.,,··
· 'rillfw~tl''f-oZo-l!fRoodth··· and Phantano ~fash. ill incluli9es Rita Rllnch, the Air fmiloroe Base Airport
..
· Apptol!cu · ne, e Soul ern Pact 10 Rm way ne, and severa1square · es of primarily vacimt
,.-.,,+eo,~~ cs;c~"-'--·----~ ,§tAtx~~tJ,\lti:~.•~JJJ.Pf.,Hd,.(}.!1$.hI9!!.fOad.'a,Th<, RA~ Riwchplanneddevelopment consists of a .
, .·
_- : -~jiatlf)Ji!.<c>f !Uc:uium ens1ty resfdeniiiililiglifiiidiistrjal;attd ruinft\ilro1albusii1ess. School
r
sites h;w.;been designl!ted and. substantia!Trura.~tfua:ure'Iias been ii\sli!lled: Ti5 ailte;
i
development has been slow, partially due to the general economic conditions in Arizona:

area

i

t·

····· Recently'atloptedregional open space, trails and circulation plans proposed incrrosed access
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landscaped medians and side areas and limited automobile access. ln addition, Houghton Road
is proposed to contain a regional bikoway route adjacent to the site.

l.S Rationale and Benefits for Using Pkmned Area Development JJistrict
There are several reasons for using the l'lanned Arca Development District for this project,
rather than other existing zoning districts. One of the primary reasons is to mix uses in the
Neighborhood Center to create a place of social interaction. The Planned Area Development
District also creates an equivalent to overlay zones which set forth design characteristics for a
variety of urban and rural enviromnents and to allow more specificity and control over the
general design of the built environment.

1.4 Suitability ofPlanned Area Development District
This proposed district is generally consistent with the existing zoning on the properly. It is
sufficiently large to adequately guide planned area development for the next 2-3 years. It is
designed to allow and encourage a relatively-balanced mix of uses to be developed
concurrently. These include a variety of residential densities and environments, some
commercial services, and both office and manufacturing jobs.

1.5 Compatibility with Adjoining !,and Uses
Immediately adjoining land uses are primarily single-family residential, although most of the
land is vacant. There are some remaining sand and gravel extraction operations along the
Pantano Wash directly east of the property, although these are slowly being phased out in
preparation for construction of the regional park and trails system along the major washes.
There are two operating horse stables immediately to the north of the property, on both sides of
Houghton Road at the Pantano Wash. There should be no interference to these uses as a result
of community development on the Civano property, although added residents may wish to use
the stabling and riding services available.

I. 6

Physical and l!conomic Suitability and Feasibility with Existing
Infrastructure and Services

When the Civano site was originally selected through a community-oriented State Land
selection process, it was determined that one of tbe primary advantages of this site was that
infrastructure already existed and could be extended with relatively little added expense and
with minimal impact upon the existing infrastructure system.

AB noted elsewhere, all significant infrastructure necessary to support this development is in
very close proximity and can be effectively extended into the property for the proposed
development. In concert with community understanding and Mayor-Council decisions in
supporting this project, impacts on infrastructure and public services are being planned and
designed to be as minimal as feasible, using best-known and available technologies, and to be a
demonstration of these impacts can be minimized for future projects.
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F~2.0 PLAN OBJECTIVES
2.1 Conservation and Development ofNatural Kesowr:es
2.1.1 Solar Energy Resources
All building in Civano is intended to meet the "Civano Standards'' relative to energy
ronservation and !he use of solar energy resources as delineated in the Development
Agreement between the City of Tucson and Community of Civano, LLC, and specifically
delineated in the Mayor and Council Memorandum re Civano Performance Targets dated
October Z, 1995.

Celcbmtion ofSolar Orientation
Seasonal events such as the summer and winter solstices and the vernal and autumnal
equinoxes are opportunities for community and individual celebration which enhance the
awareness of our connection with, and reliance upon, the sun as a primary source of energy.
In public gathering places, opportunities to acknowledge significant seasonal solar patterns
should be observed. This can be done by aligning buildings with solar positioning, by creating
public art which interacts with significant solar positions, and by maintaining views of sunrise
and sunset at these times of year.
Because of the direction of the natural site topography, the plan layout acknowledges the
summer solstice sunrise and winter solstice sunset in many of the street angles (63 degrees
west of north; 63 degrees east of south) and in the orientation of the buildings within the
neighborhood center plaza, View corridors are maintained between the neighborhood center
plaza in both directions so that visual and shadow alignments can be made on those days.

2. 1.2 Wind Resources
While normal wind velocities are not sufficient to maintain efficient ener,s;y generation from
wind power, wind and natural site breezes can be an effective tool for cooling, both for interior
and exterior comfort. The wind patterns generally run in a southeast-northwest direction,
parallel with the direction of the Pantano Wash. In the mornings, cooling breezes from the
Santa Rita Mountains flow in a northwesterly direction and can be used for refreshing the air
and pre-cooling interior spaces in preparation for the daily warming pattern. In the evening,
the flow is the opposite, but the breezes are also warmer and also carry airborne pollutants
from more densely populated areas of the region. These afternoon breezes can be used, with
proper building design and management, to create a negative pressure within buildings which
can be used to "pul!'' warm air from the buildings, Those buildings and public spaces along
the rises adjacent to the Pantano Wash are particularly suitable for taking advantage of these
wind patterns. This can be accomplished by locating public walkways along this area and by
designing those homes to be oriented so that wind can be a more effective cooling technique in
their design. In addition, wind catchers should be designed into the homes to catch the
morning breezes and bring them into the interior and exterior spaces. These devices should be
exceptions to building height limitations.
The plan carefully positions single-family homes on the bluffs and palisades adjacent to the
Pantano Wash to take advantage of these wind patterns. Community orchards are also located
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in this area, with a public pathway winding through it, for the same reason. Because of the
additional moisture inherent in the cultivating of trees in this area, it can act as an additional
evaporative cooling technique.

Z.1.3 Water Resources

Pofllble Warer Usage
Tiie Development Agreement between the City and the developer includes a water use goal to
"reduce potable water consumption significantly below metropolitan Tucson baseline levels;
and use non-potable water, such as reclaimed water, graywater, or rainwater harvesting for
landscape irrigation."
In accordance with the Civano IMPAC!' system, individual houses will be designed to provide
an interior use of 53 gallons per person per day (a 54% reduction from 1991 residential
baseline) and 28 gallons per person per day for exterior uses. Commercial uses are planned
for 15 gallons per employee per day, subject to a case-by-case review of businesses, such as
restaurants, with above-average water requirements.
Community swimming pools will be built with the first development phase to discourage the
need for private swimming pools. If private pools are installed, it will reduce the allowable
water allotment for landscape irrigation.
P.ach building will be designed with a dual water supply system, one for potable water and one
for reclaimed water which will be used for all outdoor irrigation. There remains some
question relative to the use of reclaimed water for all outdoor uses, including the cultivation of
edible crops and the need to control bodily contact. 1n·any case, all landscape irrigation will be
accomplished with non-potable water, graywater, and/or rainwater harve.,ting. The City's
reclaimed water service, rainwater harvesting or graywater equipment will be provided at all
Civano properties.

Xeriscape Principles
The basic concept of xeriscape design is establishing hydrozones in the land.scape. The _three
hydrozones are the mini-oasis, transition, and arid wnes. The mini-oasis is located in areas of
high use and where higher water-use plants are planted. The transition area radiates outward
from the oasis area and includes plants that require itTigation but are not water-greedy. The
arid zone usually is the perimeter areas in which selected plant materials are drought tolerant
or low water use .
.Established xeriscape principles shall be used for all outdoor landscape design. There are
seven horticultural principles of xeriscape landscaping: (1) good landscape planning and
design, (Z) appropriate turf areas, (3) efficient irrigation, (4) use of soil amendments, (5) use
of mulches, (6) incorporation of low water use plants into the landscape and (7) appropriate
maintenance of plants and irrigation systems.
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Natural 8.Jld Surface Drainage. Systems
All on"site drainage shall be conducted as surface drainage, except as necessary to pass acl.'oss
and under roads and pathways. The surface drainage system shall be designed to maximize
on-site water detention in sufficient volume to irrigate landscaping within it, supplemented as
required by reclaimed water. This landscaping shall be designed so as to create substantial.
shading along streets and public pathways.
The sections dealing with General Landscape .Program and Drainage .Plan, following, discuss
this in more detail.

Use of water tor public enjoyment
Water features such as fountains arid small ponds can be used effectively for both general
enjoyment as well as cooling features when properly designed. These should be used carefully
in public spaces.
·
Cool towers (devices whic.h use evaporative cooling techniques without the use of fans) can
also be effective tools for cooling in both public and private spaces. Misting devices which use
lar,ge amounts of potable water for evaporative cooling should be discouraged.

2.1.4 Soils Resources
The soils on the developable portions of the site are not especially good for plant growth. In'
order to encourage more lush landscaping, soils resources should be improved. On-site water
retention will help over time to improve the soils. On-site composting of yard wastes through
the Civano Community Association will provide a source for soil supplements.
Community orchards are planned on a community-wide basis. In addition, areas are planned to
be set aside, both on private properly and adjacent to natural washes for small individual
gardening plots.
Studies will be ongoing throughout the development process which focus on the follmving
o~ectives:
Develop a regenerative agricultural model that focuses on the nutritional needs of
Civano residents. This model may be manifested as community gardens, organic home
gardens using native plant species, access to locally grown organic food, or other such .
examples.
Develop a comprehensive waste treatment facility that addresses 1'ecycling and organic
waste treatment through composting or vermiculture (use of worms in composting).
Responsible use of reclaimed water for food production systems.
• Establishment of a pennaculture-type model for residential development that integrates
food systems into the overall land use plan.
• Develop regional food resources (stores/ food cooperatives) for the community that
se1-ves to support local farmers and to integrate food systems into the overall Civano
development model.
Develop organic (synthetic-free) landscape management.
Reclaim lands damaged by overgrazing and roadway filling in natural drainage ways.
.Provide local employment opportunities in regenerative agriculture.
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2.1.5 Native Vegetation and Wildlife Habitats
Primary natuml vegetation and wildlife habitats are to be preserved as delineated in the site
analysis (see Exhibit 2, Native Plant Preservation Map and Section 2.7.2, General Landscape
Program). Enhancement of these areas through water detention and retention should be a
priority. However, City flood control policies which prohibit "in-line detention" currently
prevent th:is strategy. Supplemental native landscape enhancement will be made in those areas
wh:ich have been disturbed. In addition, a public landscaped open space corridor will be
developed to link two significant natural washes on the east and west: sides of the area.

2.2 Preservation ofScenic Natural Features
There are few sce11ic natural features on the site itself. Those considered scenic, however, are
the steep bluffs along the Pantano Wash boundary, the natural washes, and the gentle slopes ·
dividing the upper and lower terraces. The bluffs and major washes are preserved in their
natural states through the delineation of land uses. At the base of the bluffs along the Pantano
Wash, community orchards are planned to meet the base of the bluffs and provide a
landscaped foreground to better delineate the landform from the public viewpoint. This
orchard ls planned to extend into the developed area along the natural slopes which separate
the upper and lower terraces. This will further accentuate this landform.

Offsite are significant views of the Catalina and Rincon Mountains. These views are m0$t
prominent from the bluff areas and at the top of the slope which separates the upper and lower
terraces. Public areas and house siting design is planned to :ma:ximize these views. A
constraint to these views exists in the form of overhead electrical utility towers and lines.
Sh:idics are underway to relocate these to be less obtrusive. However, should these not be
feasible to move, siting for specific buildings can be such that these will be a minimal
intrusion.
At the first neighborhood center, the "borrow pit" provides an unnatural change in elevation
which allows a more open view of the Catalinas, Rincons, and Reddington Pass. The siting and
orientation of buildings in the neighborhood center is designed to keep this view open and
frame it to be more signific,mt.

2.3 Drainage Plan
As noted in other sections of this Planned Area Development, it is the intent to utilize natural
drainage for the benefit of the landscape within the project and to keep as much of the
rainwater runoff on the site. Any excess runoff during unusually heavy storm events will be
directed into the natural arroyos which drain directly into the Pantano Wash.
E.-.;isting and newly-created sheetflow problems will be relieved by directing the flow into
newly-created swales and channels, landscaped to become natural-looking arroyos. Civano
Boulevard is designed to be used as water harvesting area with a swaled median. Additional
runoff is designed fo flow through the unpaved sections of alleyways in order to foster plant
growth and to end up in existing natuml drainageways which lead to the Pantano Wash.
One existing wash (between the residential area and the Town Center) is cm-rently overtaxed.
The plan is designed to remove existing drainage from this area and allow it to flow into a
newly-created pedestrian path and recreational system traversing the area of the plan to follow .
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};xhibit 36

Future Houghton Road
Urban Gateway
at Residential Areas

Future Houghton Road
Urban Gateway
at Town Center
Building setbacks: 10 ft excluding fences,
walls, overhangs for roofs and porches and
shade structure overhangs and supports;
which can extend up to the Houghton Road
property line.
Note that 27 feet of width is provided for

Rear Alley

landscaping, sidewan.:.s·and blkeways between
Houghton Road travel lanes and btiildlng fronts.

10' Land!'ir.apingi Sldewl:tlk

:(

l'
!

'

8'_Parking Bay/ lnndsc-dping
12' Travel La~ (Qne..Way)

···: j··· 20' UindS{.lape &
:: 1 Drainage he.a

Nole regarding median landscapmg·
Trees over 4K callper may be plented

_81 wl ribbon curbs
wnt1ln 3 feet of travel lani,$
-gf-12• Traye! L~ne (One-Way)
.j _-8;-Pi'lrkir19 Bay l landscaping
!

10' Land13caping f Stdewafk

. hb h d ACCeSS Stree t belween
Note: Median narrows w/ 2 lanes each way
Houghton Rd. & first s<reel east.
N0 tg Qr QQ
(Houghton to N'hd Center) w/ Parking
10' Landscap\n9 / Sidewalk

--~•_.Bikeway wf wedge Cl.Arb {6' pevi:!d wid!h)
12' Tnwel Lane (One-Way)

20' Landscape &

Drainage Area
0

w/tibbonaurbs

w"

t-tote regarding median lands,.;;eplng:

Trees over 4" caliper may be plruited
wiu-in 3 feet of lra11e! lsnes.

'.i2• Trnvel Lane (One-Way)

·-· -~~t

Bik.eway w/ wedge curb (6' paved width}

1O' Landscap!r1g / 8klewalk

Neighborhood Access Street
(North-South Direction) w/ Bikeway

Thoroughfare Standards
Exhibit 37
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3.3 Planned Area Development Districts
The following districts are proposed for the residential area: Neighborhood Center,
Neighborhood General, and Neighborhood Edge. Exhibits 9 through 12, following, describe
these districts in more detail. Applicabiliiy of the land use regulations shall be in accordance
with the Development Agreement adopted on July 1, 1996, by Resolution # 17 345 and as
subsequently amended.

3.3.1 Neighborhood Center District
Re.sklenttal Ure Group
fttmily DweHi:ng1 mhtimu:m Jot si?..c, 1800 sq. ft.;
no ma.."<lmum number of units on ea-ch lot 1

Purpose: To provit:k an tJI'Cli for attached and detached
dwcJJJir,gs n! densities up to44 u11its pel',gross /3.Cl'C.i to
provide p/a.ccsfor public asscmb~ J'Cl.,Teational and

except as requil'ed to meet density caps.
Group Dwelling
Home Occupation: General Applicatiot:, as a
second~ry use, accordinz·to &!c. 3.5, 7.Zt and
allowing up to two (Z) nonresidents to be
employed. on the premises.
Home Occupatio:t1: Day Care, as a secondary uw,
according to Sec. 3,5.7..3
Home Occupation: Group DwcJJing, as a secondary
use, according-to Sec. S.5.7.9, A,~ C., and D •

educational pwposcs/ and ll.) p1vvidc biisJC
neighbo1·.Jzoodp1vfcssion.1l and commercial sc.,.-vices,

P=11/cd Uses: The following pe1:milled Land Use
Classes are clusteretl compact nnd at a 11e{1shbor,.,hoc<l
scole and are to Ix: in accordance with t}lc Tucson Land
Use Code with exceptions noted Regional activilie$ and
us~ suci2 as large. 11ote.!s 01· outdoor.perfo1:mfl11r:es1 ttrc
lo be accommod.<tted at the Town C"enk-r.

.,_._JJomc Occupation: rravcle.l:.'S' Accommodations 1

Civic Uoo Group
Civic Assembly

Lodging~ as a secondary mm, subject to Sec.

3,5, 7,4,A and .F through .L.

Cultural Use
Educational Use (as per 6.3.4,6. A and C)
Membcn1hip Organization (Llmlfcd to -a total of
I 200 s.f. for the entire district)
Postal Service

Residential Care Services

Retail Trllde Use Group
FOOO and .Beverage Sales
General Merchandise Sales subject to 3,S.!3,Z.A,

Religious Use

Swap ~ccts and Auctions
ii,.

Commercial Services Use
Gmup

.Miu; Rt:silknlia/IJensi(y: 44 du per acre. kl per the

Development .Aztecmcnt, low rise apartments (1 and
Z~story) shall not exceed ZZ units per acre ,md midrise apartment, (3 and 4-story) shall oot exceed 4 4
units per acre. Should there be a conflict bc..iwccn the
stated densily in this distdct and• Exhibit I Z, Ute density
in this district shall apply,

Administrative and .Professional Office
Alcoholic Beverage Service subject to 3.5.4.19.A.
Communications subject to 3,6.4.20.C,D,F,&G

Day Qirc
Entertainmenl, subject to 3.S.4.4.A. and C.
Financial Set'vloo
food Service, suqjcct to S.5.4.6.D.
fricd.ical Service - Extended Health Care
~

Buildfng Hdg1tt$. 40 feet, excluding cool towers, wind
catchers, chimneys and other vertical extensions with
sim:ita:r purposes under 260 sq. feet in 3ectlon and
limited to GO feet in height.

Outpatient

Parkins
Personal Service
Technical Service
Trade. Service and Repair, Minor
Travelers' Accommc<lations, J..odging

PerfttKJfer Yard llequirements:
.Hvni:0', Continuous walls and/er build.ins
facades are required on frontages facing
Neighborhood
Square within 4' of front property line:: (see
d1agra.m, Exhibit 9).

Industrial Use Group
Craft.work

1/ea.r:()'

Recreation Use Group
Neighborhood. Recreation
Recrefition

Side: O'
Buildfng Cove.trigt;t Maximum Jot coverage as per
L.U.C. Section 3.2.9 shall not exceed 76%.
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3.3.2 Neighborhood General District
Fwposc: to provide 1m at-ca fol' rJfta.cfzcd and dQtached dwcllhigs nt dansifies up to 25 u11its pru·gross acre and lo prov1dc
pl11cas for Jimlted i.t1-ltome profc:1sionnl of/:ice.5.1 in-Jwme warksl1ops snd cmfi m-c1g; }jmj/cd.ndghbol'i1ood com1,1crr,i1.d
utcs; public: asse.Jnbl.Yj 1rxreatio11al imd educationalpwposcs.

Permitted U$&:

:rtw following Lnnd Use Cln.Jses111-c pe1'lnitted J:md uses wilhin this disflict in accord,wcc wit/2 the Tucso11J,a11d Use

Code with cxccplio11s 11oted:

Civic Use Group
Membership Organization (limited to a Lotal of 1200 d. for the entire cHstricl)

Religious Use
Educational Use as per B.3.4.6.A

Commercial Services Use Group1 as an accessory fo.nd use,
Aclnth1i:slralivc and Pl'ofess.ional Office
Day Care
Food Service
Personi.iJ Se:rvicu

Tcchrik:a.1 Service
Trade Service and Repair, Minor
Travelers' Acconunoda.tions, Lodging
Industrial Use GroUp7 as an accessory land use.

Craff.work

Recreation Use Group
Neighborhood Recreation
Re&dontial Use Group
Family .D'W'elling, .tttinitnum lot size, 3,000 sq. ft., except as noted on Exhibit 9. Two or more dwemngs arc permitted..
cm one lot subject to 1740 sq. ft. of lot area per unit, The lot area is measured to the centerline of abutlittg public

righfs-of-way.
Group Dwelln1g
Home Occupation: General Appllcation, as a secondary use, according to Sec. 3.5.7.2, and aUow.ing tip to lwo (2)
nonresidents to be employed on f.he premises.
Horne Occupation: Da.y Care, as a secondary use, according to Sec, S,5. 7.:3
Home Oce11pation: Group Dwclllng, as a seconcfocyuse, according to Sec. 3,5.7.9, A., C., andD.
Home Occupa!ion: Travelers' Accommodationsi Lodging, as a secondary use, subject to Sec. 3.8. 7.4.A attd .P through
,L,

R~sidcntial Care Services
M1JX. Reskk1ttiJ11 lJemi(y: 25 du per acre. As per the DcvcJopmcnt Agt>ecmcnt, low rise apartments shall not exceed 22
units per acre. Should there be a con.tlicl between the stated density in this disll'ict and Exhibit l 2 1 the density lti t'his
di:ltricl shall apply.

BuilditJg Height: 35' .max., e.xc1udlng c0ol towers, wind catchers, chinmeyt: and other vertical extensions with similar
purposes under 250 sq. ft. in section .and limited to SO feet in height
Pe.time/er Ylll'll Requirements:
.front· 121 min. to porch; 16' to maitt stn1cfurc and second floor .
.Rea.r:3' min. af ground floor, 7' miri, to gai'ag;e doors. 121 min. for second floor.
Side:Tofal of sick: yards, 200/4 of ave-rage lot widfh wifh 4 1 minimum if not on lot B.ne. i\1.hrimum 8' belw~n ho-uses if
no! attached. Side yards fronting on a street must be 6' minimum. Garages arc not subject to side yard

rcquLiaements.
See Exhibit 9 for "Villas" lot yard requirements.

Illlllding Q:,yem~ Maximum lot coverage as per 1.U.C. Sectlott 3,2,S. shall not exceed 70%,
Fer.ime/N' Walla:Not required but if constructed, max. 42" height when facing pedestrian way. This Planned Area
Development supercedes the LUC landscape and screening: requirements of the Lattd Use Code. wans wilt not exceed

30" within fmff"Jc sight v-JslbilHy requirements.
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Civano Nursery
Pilrpose: to provide tm n1ea. /Or on-site pla.11! salwtgc and reclamation1 propags.r1'on ofn&tivc and oiltcr drought~tolcn-mt

plin1f species, dcmonstn1tio11 a.nd cx11ibilion ofw.11tm'-t:l1Jcientgt11'(fCtJ81 plfmt 1md1da.tcd Jm1dsca.pc m,1.tc1ial soles}
cduc·atio11 odcntcd toward w;zfCl'- and cnCJgpcffidcnt /a.n.dsl'llpo pal!erns.

1111:,; is inlr::ndcc.f as tm overlay zone fol' a spec:JBc m-ca wifi1in the NG dk!ll'icl.

Agriotrltural Use Group
Cmp P.roducUo.tt

Civic Use Group, as a secondary use:
Cultural Use

Educational Use

Commercial Services Use Group~ i~S a scconda1y use:
AlcohoHc .Beverage Service
Constl'Uction Service
Food Service
Industrial Use Group, as a secondary use:
Crafiwork
Retail Use Group 1 as a secondary use:
construction Material Sales (lm1dscape materials)
Food and Beverage Sales
General Merchandise -Saks (landscaping and yard mainienancc matcdals and supplfosj

Vvholesaling Use Grou.p, as a secondary use:
Business Supply and Equipment Wholesaling (pla.nts1 landscape materials & supply)
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and

3.3.3 Neighborhood Edge District
1'll1pose: to provida m1 a.r'eti Im· attaclled and detached

dwellings at densities up to 15 tmits pcr,gross tll-'l'C/ to
provide places for 11c~ghbol'iwod rcc1C:1.fion)· and topmvide
,:Ut¾l.S forcommw1ity gardcni11g 1J.J1dfood pPociuction.

Fennitred U=,:
The following L:wd Use Classes ara _pcnniffed land uses
witiui1 this dfstdct ilt acco1ti1mce. wit/1 the City ot''f'ucson
.Uwd Use Codr.,• wz/h exceptions noted·

Building Height: ~,o f,:;x,1t maximum (20 foo r. max. if
within the "Commtrnity Orchard arcil/'): exciudi112;
cool towers) wind catchc.rsJ chlmnc.ys, and othct·
vertical cxlensiott.S wi\h sjmilar pUt'posi;:s under Z50
square feet in section and 40 feet in height
Perimeter Yard Reqttirements:
Front (l'edes/J'ian Way}: At lci\sl SO percent of ihe
building fronlage must be set baek a minimum
of 12 feet. 12 feet minimum setback for second

floor,
.Kear (Sf.J:eet): Minimum setback lo main

Section 1.02
Crop Production

structure may be "<:Ji feet but at least 60
percent of the builcUng along this rear
property line must be set back a minimum of
12 feet. Minimum setback of 18 feet to
garage. doo.r except 'i)" feet if garage door is
perpendicular to the street or unit is or, the
last Iol at the end of the street. 1z fool
minimum to second floor.
Sich If a sidcyard(s) is not O feet, H requires a
minimum 4 feet. Sid:~ yards fronting on a
street can be ~'O" feet but at least 50 percent
of buildin3 wall must be set back a minimum
of 0 foci. In mty side yarc.l, ' 10" foot setback
fo.r trellis patio covers that are at least seven
feet above the ground. Structural support
(wallsi columns) for trellis patio covers may
<1-100 have a "O" foot setback Trellises under
seven feet above Lhe ground will be set back
at least six feet.
Sec ExhibJt 8 for ."Villas'' lot yard requirements.

Agrlcultttral use Grcttp

Section l .0S
Civic Use Group
Membership Organi.zation (limited to a total of 1200 s.f,
for lhc entire district)
Religious Use
llim:ationul Use- as per 6.S.4.6.A
Sootion 1.04
Neighborhood Recreation

Recreation Use Group

Residential Use GI'Oltp
Family Dw-eUing:1 minimum lot size, 31'300 sq. ft., except
as noted on .Exhibit 9. Two or more dwc.llit1gs are
permiU.ed on one [ot subject to Z,900 sq. ft. of Jot area
per unit. The lot area :i:l measured lo t·hc centerline of
abutting public rights--Of-way.
Group DwelHng
Home Occupa-fio11: General Applica.lion, as a secondary
use, nccording to Sec. 3,5.7,Z, and allowin;;; up to two
(2) nonresidents t-o be: employed on the premise,.,__
Home Occupation: Day Ca.re, as a secondary use1
accord!ns lo Sec. 3.6.7.3

Home Occupation: Group Dwelling, as a secondary use,
according to Sec, 8-5,7.9.A1 ,C, and .D
Home Occupation: 11'avelers' Accommodalions, I..odging,
as a secon<lary use, subject to Sec. 3.8.7.4.A and ,F
through .L
Residential Care Services; Section 8-5, 7_g_ i1Gi), srtbjccL to
Sec. 3.6.7:8.C, l and .D

Du1lding eovemge. Maximum lot coverage as per
L.U.C. Section 3.ZJ:'.l shall not excee.d 60 percent,
c.xcept as noted on E.."<hiblt 9 for 11 Compound:,,- lots,
Ferfmeteti Walls: Not required but if constructed,
maximum 4Z inch height for solid walls when

facing pedestrian way. Any part o.f a wall within six
feet of !he property Jine facing pedestrian ways,
above 42 inches mus! be SO pcrce,nt open for
visibility. Total wall height not to exceed six feet in
any yard unless wall is required a.<: a. flrewa.11. Walle;.
may exceed 30 inches in h~ight within traffic sight
visibility requ.ircmenls on streets fhat do not exceed
140 ADT.

Thfa Pltmncd Area Development supel'cedes the.
land.scape and screening re.q:tiremeuts in the Land
Use Code.

Article II.
At'lick III.
Retail Use Group
Food. and Beverage Sales when accessory to Neighborhood
Recreation use

!
i(

Muimum Residential Densily: 15 dl! per acre. As per the
Development Agreement~ low-rise apartments shall noi
exceed 22 units pe1· acre.
Shonld there be a cont1ict between the stated densliy in lhis
di.strict and Exhibit 12, the density in this district shaJI 157
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3,3.3.1 Yill!!S J,ot Lay®t
Em.nt Yan:t Minimum Setback val'ics {.smnc as provisfom for
Rear Yard Aufo Access Street) in Neighborhood F.dge Disttict.

Any part of tl wan above 42 inches must

be 50 pcrc011t open forvis.ibility, Total
Perim.t:Jcr Wa.lk Maximum heigh! 42 inches for solid walls
within sb:: feet ofpe<lcstdan way properly line. Any pa.rt of a
wall above 42 inches mwil be BO percent open for visibility.
Total wtlll hc.i.ght .not lo exceed six feet 1n <my yard u11less
waJJ is required as a .firewall.

wall height may net exceed six feet
unless wall is ttqHircd. RS a firewall.

111ter.ior Yard 1111d Ac= Frovisio11.
'

1

0" foot setbacb on Private Parking/Access Court.

Private Park:in3/ Access Court docs not require separate
.sidewalks bu! sh~U bu designed as A.D.A. accessible.
Pedestri~n refuge areas !o be provided at each house

Minimum Setback to Garase Door from Public Street
Property Line:
18 feet. Maybe "O" feet lf garage door is JX~pcndkular
to the Slt'CCl.

pedestrian e11tey.
28 fool minimum cross-section, including Jandscapjng1
for Court access per Exhib:if 9b.

Private Parking/Access Court Provisions:

waa.

A continuous access court wilh a smooth stabilized
earth with no separate curbs and sidcwalks 1 as
supported by the advocates for persons wi!:h
disabilifics.

in /-ront 12 foot Sc/back AtM
Maxitnum heizhl is 42 fochcs for solid walls within six feel
of a Pedcstrfanway property line.

20-foot minimum tvm-wa.y travel Ia.nos required.
Maximum number of garage access points is l 7.
Parking may be contiguous with fravcl lanes,
perpendicular, ans;ufar, or parallel.
Private garages may o_pc;m dlre(;tly onto court and
access way.
Rear YJl11i$; Perimeter walls and trellis roofs may extend
into rear yard.

3.3.4 Guidelines for Apartment Development
Within the Planned Area Development Area, the number of apartment units shall be consistent
with the Development Agreement (cutrently not more than 20 percent of the residential units shall
be a.partments). Development review guidelines should alkiw 1-elativcly few apartments within the
Neighborhood General and Neighborltood Edge Districts, and a much higher percentage should be
within the Neighborhood Center District. This is designed to encourage a higher density of people
to live within a short walk to and from the neighborhood center.
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Exhibit 38
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Villas Lot Courtyard Access Cross Section
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Exhibit 38a
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Projected Land Use Intensities
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8.4 Motor Vehicle and Bicycle Parking Kequirements
Due to the integrated land use mix and pedestrian orientation of the Civano
Community, such that neighborhood retail services, recreation, civic, employment
centers and tra11sit services are provided within walking distance of 1:esidential
uses, motor vehicle parking requirements are deemed to be below the parking space
requirements of the !,and Use Code. The reduction of these requirements, though,
will be offset by an increase in the bicycle parking and landscaping regulations.
Spatial dimensions of a parking space and accessibility will be in conformance with
the Land Use Code, Development Standards, and ADA requirements.
In orde1' to demonstrate that parking is available each development plan submitted
will include a Parking Inventory and Monitoring Program. This Parking Inventory
and Monitoring Program will define the parking requirements for the particular
use and identify the on-site and off-site parking spaces it is utilizing to meet the
requirement. The Inventory will identify and monitor the available existing spaces
that have been utilized to meet previous development approvals so that ex.isling
spaces that are already credited towards meeting a previous appro\•al are not
utilized.
Neighborhood Center District
Motor Vehicle parking requirements for each Land Use Group/Class permitted
within this District maybe reduced by 50% of the parking spaces as required by the
Land Use Code. Each parking space and parking area will still comply with
performance criteria 1·elated to size, surfacing, striping, etc. The following
provisions may also apply in meeting the parking calculation:
a. Parking spaces required for Non-residential Land Uses may be located off-site
and/or on-street provided it is within this District's boundaries.
b. Parking spaces :required for Residential Land Uses can be located up to 100' from
the residence it serves.
c. Residential visitor parking requirements can be satisfied on-street and by
utilizing rnquired non-residential parking spaces located within 600' of the
residence it serves, provided the minimum number of non-residenlial parking
spaces are still met.
d. A street or alley may be used for maneuvering directly into or from any parking
space located wholly or partially outside the public right-of-way. This is not
applicable on MS&R designated streets as provided in the City of Tucson Land
Use Code Soc. 3.2.14.3.
Bicycle Parking requirements for each Land Use Group will be increased over the
normal requirements of the Land Use Code. 1he bicycle parking spaces will be
determined by calculating the standard number of bicycle spaces (based on
normally-required Land Use Code vehicle parking spaces) and adding 40% to
determine the number of bicycle spaces required. Bicycle parking will consist only
of Class ll bicycle parking spaces.
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whether it serves to make a strong connection with the land, particularly in
relation to accentuating natural land forms, .respecting natural drainage
pattenrn, providing for dmrnatic views, or fostering native plant growth;
• whether it respects the climate, particularly in terms of utilizJng the energy of
the sun, natural breezes and natural rainfall to foster human comfort; and
whether it serves to regenerate the natural (including human) envimnment
and to integrate natttral systems with human productive endeavors.
Secondarily, interpretations of these pla!1!1ed area development district regulations
pertaininz to land use and performance criteria shall be made in accordance with
the Development Agreement in existence between the City of Tucson and the
developer.

3.8.4 Procedures for Interpretation of PAD Regulations
This Planned Area Development implements the Development Agreement adopted
by Mayor and Council on July 1, 1996, by Resolution #17346 and as subsequently
amended. Interpretations of these planned area development district regulations
shall be made in accordance with Cily Planning administrative procedures as
contained in the Tucson Land Use Code.
·
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G

IMPLEMENTATION AND ADMINISTRATION

G- 1

PURPOSE AND lNTENT .
This section is intended to provide the regulatory procedures designed to
guide the implementation for the PAD Districts through the implementation
md administration of the project. The provisiom below shall apply to all
property intended for development under the Civano Master PAD.

G-Z

/

EXTENT OF THE PAD DISTRICT TO SUPPLEM£N'r OR SUPERSEDE ADOPTED
CI1Y ZONING REGULATIONS

The Civano PAD Districts supplement and supersede existing zoning on the
property as defined within this document. W!!ere th<::xeJs.a.conflic.t.he,tween
the Civano Master PAD and the LUC, the Development Compliance Code,
the Development Standards or individual Civano PAD Districts, the Civano
.Master PAD shall govern. The Civano Master PAD shall not govem in any
/'- conflict with the Revised IMPACT System Standards, the Revised
//
Memorandum of Understanding or the Article lIT of the Development
Compliance Code, applicable building code.s or other applicable regulations.

The regulatory developme11t sta11da.rds defY11ed wHhin each i11dividual PAD
District define all regulatory standards that will supersede existing
regulations within the LUC. lf an issue, condition or situation arises that is
not specifically covered within the PAD District, the LUC, Development
Standards, or other City regulations shall apply, with the exception of
Section 2-10.5 of the Tucson Development Standards, which with the
adoption of this PAD, shall be retroactively eliminated and no longer utilized
for any area included within the PAD District.

G-3

FINANCIAL ASSURANCES
Financial assurmces for the development of the Master PAD will be in
compliance with the procedures set forth in Section 1-04, Subdivision
Assurance Procedures of the Development Standards.

G-4

AMENDMENT PROCEDURES
The follo,ving provisions are intended to provide criteria for the
determination of non-substantial changes and substantial changes to the
PAD Districts. In addition, this section is intended to define amendment
procedures applicable to non-substantial and substantial changes proposed
to the PAD Districfa.

G-4.a. PAD Amendments
Amendments to the PAD Districts as represented within this document may
become necessaiy from time to time for various reasons to respond to
changing market or financial conditions, lo update the PAD's to reflect new
development conditions, and/ or to respond to the requirements of potential
users or builders on the property. Amendments to the approved PAD
170
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Dish·icts may .be requested by the Master Developer, other developers, a
property owner, or property Q\.vner's agent. Unless otherwise requested
within the application, any proposed change .vill not affect development
units or parcels not included in the proposed amendment. Only the contents
of the specific amendment req uest may be considere<l and acted u pon by the
City's Civano Project Manager, Development Services Director, Zoning
Examiner or Mayor and Council.
1

When changes or modifications to the PAD Districts are necessary or
appropriate, proposed a.-rnendments or modifications shall conform to the
following requirements:
Insubstantial Change
The Civano Project Manager may a llow insubstantial changes to the PAD
Districts adminish"atively, provided that snch ch anges are not in conflict
with the overall intent as expressed in the Master PAD or individual PAD
District documents. The following items shal1 be considered as insubstantial
changes:
.,

Changes in configuration of individual development units or
development pm·cels to include modifications to boundaries, division
of larger parcels, or combinations of parcels by a maximum of 20%,
as long as there is not net loss of open space and no net increase .in
the total number of units allowable within the Development Unit;
• Changes to the community infrastructure, such as drainage, water
and sewer systems which do not have the effect of increasing or
decreasing development capacity in the Master PAD, nor change the _
overall intent of the Master PAD;
&
lmy analogous interpretations of the list of permitted, exception,
secondary and accessory uses of the property set forth in the PAD, as
determined by the Development Services Director;
e
Changes in residential densities not to exceed and increase of 10% of =the maximum allowable in each Devel9J.Jment Unit, provided tl~
increase does not cause in increase in the total allowable unit count
within the PAD;
• Minor modifications or adjustments to intrusions, encroachrneuts, easements, roadway alignments or open space areas, so long ~ the
modifications-fall within the general range of target densities for the
PAD and there is not net reduction in open space areas;
fl
Minor modifications to the location and size of trails and pedesh'ian
paths, so long as the modifications meet the general intent of the
Plan;
·
e
Minor adjustments and/ or substitutions to the development
standards ·within fue PAD fhat do not impact the general health,
safety and welfare of the residents of the .City;
" Combination of sub-distrkts within fhe Payilions PAD for purposes of
par.king calculations.
o
Any other items not expressly defined as Substantial Changes in LUC
Section 2.6.3.11.B.3.

Substantial Changes
Substantial changes are changes to the PAD's as defined in LUC Section
2.6.3.11 .B.3.

Amendment Procedures
The PAD's· may be amended thrnugh the process set forth in LUC Section
2.6.3.1 l.B.4 for substantial changes or LUC Section 3.6.3 .11.B.5 for
insubstantial changes, as determined. by the sl"andards set forth above.
G.4.b. Inter_pretations
On occasion, it may be necessary t:o request formal and informal
interpretations from the Zoning Administrator related to the implementation
and/or interpretation of the PAD Districts. These circumstances may relate
to interpretation of project intent, uses, development standards related to
provisions of the LUC or to interpretations of intent of narrative contained in
the PAD Districts. It is anticipated that interpretations to these provisions
may be made in oral or written fonn to the Civano Project Manager upon
request of the Master Developer or property owner.
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Section 7
Design Guidelines
for Commercial
Property
And Civano Center
May 2016

1) PURPOSE:
A. These Design Guidelines (the Guidelines) have been developed pursuant

to the Amended Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions
(CC&R's) for the Community of Civano. (The Declaration), first recorded on
November 3, 1998, as Docket number 10915, Page 639, official records of
Pima County, Arizona, and as amended or supplemented from time to time.

B. These Guidelines adhere to the Civano Master Plan, The Declaration
of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for the Civano 1
Neighborhood Center Condominiums, as Docket number 12562,
Page #6279, official records of Pima County, Arizona, and as
amended or supplemented from time to time and the Amended
Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions of The Civano
1: Neighborhood 1, recorded on January 4, 2000, as Docket number
11206, page 2132, official records of Pima Count, Arizona, and as
amended or supplemented from time to time.
C. These Guidelines are written pursuant to the Second Amendment to
the Amended and Restated Declaration of Covenants, Conditions
and Restrictions and Easements for Civano: The Tucson Solar
Village, recorded on May 6, 2005, as Docket number 12547, Page
2820, official records of Pima County, Arizona.

(

D. The Guidelines are binding on all owners and tenants of the Civano
Center (the Center), and other commercial properties as designated
by the CC&R's and the Neighborhood 1 PAD, a portion of the master
Civano PAD (April 2005).
E. The Guidelines shall be administered and enforced by the Civano 1,
Neighborhood 1 HOA Design Review Committee (DRC), or by a
subsidiary Center Design Review Committee (the CDRC) which the
DRC, with Board review and approval, may designate. In the latter
instance, at least one member of the DRC shall sit on and be a voting
member of the CDRC.
F. The Guidelines may be amended from time to time in an effort to
enhance The Center and other commercial properties. It is the
responsibility of the Owner and tenants to obtain and review a copy
of the most recently revised GUIDELINES documents.
G. The Purpose for the Guidelines is not to create conformity, but to
create a harmonious architectural approach. The DRC will
encourage creativity in design, innovative use of materials, and
unique methods of construction so long as the result is consistent
with The Community of Civano overall philosophy.

f>~ge )2

2) GUIDING PRINCIPLES:
A. These Guidelines are written in keeping with the original planning
goals of Civano plan which promote building community and
connecting with each other. The Civano plan is designed to
encourage face-to-face meeting and interaction by creating gathering
places, meeting areas, cafes, and a mix of uses.
B. The Center's mission is to contribute to the sense of community and
provide a gathering and meeting place for the Civano neighbors by
building a welcoming environment with offices, health facilities, retail
businesses and more. The beautifully landscaped and terraced
Center will become a gathering place for causal meetings, concerts
and other special events.
C. These Design Guidelines seek to harmonize all man-made structures
with the natural habitat of its site and to take full advantage of the
benign desert environment.
D. The Center maintains a sustainable design that includes a cool
tower, alternative energy efficient building materials, energy efficient
windows, and water harvesting. All reasonable efforts shall be made
to maintain and enhance these elements as the Center evolves.

3) GENERAL DESIGN CONCEPTS
A. Entries and Doorways
(1) It is important that the main entrance to a building is clearly
identifiable. It is the primary point of arrival and should be treated
as such.
(2) One or more of the following methods should be incorporated in
the entrance design:
(a)

A change in wall or window plane or wall articulations
around the door projecting beyond the door.

(b)

Placement of art or decorative detailing at the entry.

(c)

A projecting element above the entrance.

(d)

A change in material or detailing.

(e)

Implementation of architectural elements such as
flanked columns or decorative fixtures.

(f}

Recessed doors, archways, or cased openings.

(g)

A portico or formal porch projecting from or set into the
surface. Changes in the roofline, a tower, or a break in
the surface to the subject wall.

(h)

The design of upper floor entries along the street
frontage should compliment and be in scale with the
main building frontage.

(

8. Windows and Doors

Page
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(1)

At the street level, windows should have a scale and and
level of detail that is harmonious with pedestrian activity
and the general adjacent streetscape. The framing provides
opportunity for color variation and detail.

(2)

Clear glass is recommended on street level to create
interesting interior shop views for pedestrians. Heat gain
can be limited by implementing awnings, recessed
storefronts, polarized glass, or professionally applied UV
film. Reflective and mirrored is prohibited. Tinted glass
above 70% is strongly discouraged, and must be submitted
for review and approval.

(3)

The line established by uniform storefront heights helps to
establish a sense of scale for pedestrians.

(4)

Windows and doors should be in scale with the building
elevation on which they appear. Recessed openings,
windows and doors provide depth and can help break up
the apparent mass of a large wall.

(5)

Windows may be combined with wall planters at their base
or a base material that has color and texture such as
ceramic tiles, brick, river rock, or raised wood panels.

(6)

Operable windows are encouraged to provide natural air
circulation and allow interchange between indoor and
outdoor spaces.

(7)

Well-designed storefronts, including windows, doors, wall
composition, colors, and materials are important to create a
sense of entry and pedestrian scale.
All proposed exterior window and door treatments shall be
reviewed and approved by the DRC, or it's designee, if one
should be created

(

C. Awnings and Umbrellas
(1)

Awnings add color, variety of scale, and pedestrian
protection from the elements. They may also create a space
for identification signage.

(2)

Awnings, as well as signage, help to clearly demarcate
building entries and help orient pedestrians.

(3)

Awnings with imprinted signage are encouraged. Lettering
style and size should be in scale with the awning and
adjacent awnings subject to applicable sign codes.

(4)

Awnings should be high enough so as not to inhibit
pedestrians, but in no case should the lowest part of an
awning be lower than 6'-8" from grade.

(S)

Awnings should not dominate the facade, but should be in
scale with the rest of the building.

(6)

Awnings, if lighted, should be lit with architecturally
interesting and appropriate fixtures such as goosenecks.
Up-lighting is prohibited. All light elements shall be
screened from view.

(7)

Awnings should be placed within vertical elements when
the facade of a building is divided into distinct structural
bays.
All proposed awning treatments shall be reviewed and
approved by the DRC, or it's designee, if one should be
created

(8)
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D. Arches, Porches and Covered Walkways
(1)

Buildings that contain multiple tenants are encouraged to
utilize pedestrian connection elements such as arcades
and internal courtyards.

(2)

Covered walkways provide a visual and protective linkage
between uses.

(3)

These walkways may occur at building street frontages,
between buildings, from buildings to parking lots, and
within parking lots.

(4)

Covered walkways associated with buildings should utilize
materials that relate to that building in material, scale and
color.

(5)

Freestanding walkway covers associated with the Center
and other commercial properties should have a similar
design made with similar materials so as to be easily
recognized throughout the Community as being part of the
Center. Suggested materials include finished metal framing
combined with decorative screens as the "canopy," or
wood framing with living materials.

(6)

Walkways that are "enclosed" by buildings provide an
opportunity for pedestrian scale wall treatments such as
mura_ls, alcoves, or vines.
All proposed exterior Arches, Porches and Covered
Walkway treatments shall be reviewed and approved by the
DRC, or it's designee, if one should be created

(7)
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E. Colors
Variety and artfulness are encouraged in the selection of exterior
colors for commercial buildings in the Center area, so there is no
preemptive restriction on color choice. The following guidelines
are intended to promote well-a coordinated color palette that
integrate with the other exterior features of buildings.

(

(1)

Buildings should keep a balanced color palette between
base colors and "brighter" or "darker" accent colors on
each building.

(2)

Colors should be used that reduce sun glare on wall planes
by using flatter, muted colors (e.g., avoiding bright whites).

(3)

Door and window trims, awnings, and wall tiles provide
opportunity for color that adds interest and visual texture
to storefronts or building bases.

(4)

Trim Color of should be coordinated with the wall colors.

(5)

Colors should be coordinated with existing adjacent
buildings.

(6)

Colors should coordinate with any natural or unpainted
materials used on the facades such as river rock, pressure
treated wood, terra cotta, tile, brick and stone.
All proposed exterior color treatments shall be reviewed
and approved by the DRC, or it's designee, if one should be
created.

(7)
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F. Sides and Backs of Buildings not facing public rights of
way:
(1)

Murals, trellises or vines and espaliers are encouraged for
large expanses of walls at the rear or sides of buildings to
soften the building and create visual interest.

· (2)

Marquee display cases may be provided between buildings
in pedestrian linkage areas to include things like theater
movie posters, upcoming civic events, retail events (such
as sidewalk sales or book signing), art displays or shows.

(3)

Wall mounted lighting should be provided between
buildings to ensure security. All such lighting shall be
down-lighting and have their lighting elements shielded.

G. UTILITARIAN AND SERVICE ASPECTS OF BUILDINGS
Utility and service areas should be part of the early building design
process rather than an afterthought at the construction document
phase.

(1)

Screening of Utilitarian, Mecanical, Communication
and other Equipment.
a. Service, utility, and loading areas should be
cc1refully designed, located, and integrated into
the site plan. These critical functional elements
should be designed in an effort to minimize their
impact on public viewsheds. Screening should be
used to mitigate their visual impact, and noise
pollution from service, utility and loading areas.

H. Trash Enclosures

I.

(1)

Every building or group of buildings should provide a trash
enclosure that is capable of handling the refuse generated
by that site, and visually screen trash collection from public
rights of way, and gathering areas.

(2)

Recycling bins should be integrated into the enclosure.

Disabled-Accessible Ramps and Railing
(1)

The Center and other commercial properties shall comply
with access requirements as defined by the City of Tucson
and other applicable code authorities.

(2)

Guardrails shall complement the architectural style of the
building.

(3)

Ramps shall be integrated into the overall site design to
help create functional or unique spaces.

J. Exterior Utility Panels
(1)

Where feasible, utility service areas, such as electrical
panels, should be placed within enclosures that are
architecturally integrated into the building design. In all
cases they shall be painted the same color as adjacent
walls.

K. Fire Apparatus
(1)

Access for fire apparatus should be part of the planning
process so as not to disrupt the visual integrity of a project.

L. Roof Drainage
(l)

Gutters and downspouts on the exterior of the building
should be decorative or designed to integrate with the
building facade. Owners are encouraged to incorporate
cisterns to harvest and store water for irrigation.

M. Mailboxes
(1)

Common mailboxes, when used, should be located close to
the project entry, and to the degree allowed by the USPS,
the design of the box enclosure should be similar or
complementary in form, materials, and color to the
surrounding buildings.

(2)

Mailboxes should be located in alcoves away from heavily
traveled pedestrian ways.

N. LIGHTING
(1)
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Effective lighting provides safety and direction for vehicles
and pedestrians, visibility and security for businesses,
while enhancing architectural building and landscape
details. These guidelines apply to on-site lighting for
parking areas and to outdoor lights associated with the
Center. Light types may include pole lights, spotlighting,
wallmounted sconces, and parking and landscape lighting.

However, in all cases the lighting element of a fixture must
be shielded from sight.
(2)

An illumination plan and photometric analysis must be
submitted with architectural and site plans for review and
approval. This plan shall provide data for each light source.
The purpose of the plan is to ensure that adequate lighting
is provided without excessive general illumination or
overlapped illumination in areas.

(3)

Sensitivity to the mix of residential and commercial uses
should be considered in choosing light sources, lighting
direction, intensity and footcandle power. Lighting should
be designed to provide ambiance, safety, and security
without unnecessary spillover or glare onto adjacent
properties. This is particularly important for the residential
users who may be located on a second or third floors
above a commercial use.

(4)

The quality of light, intensity of light, and the type of bulb or
source should be carefully addressed, and shall address
the guidelines of the Pima County "Dark Sky" Ordinance.

(5)

Spotlighting or glare from any site lighting should be
shielded from adjacent properties and directed at a specific
object or target area. Exposed bulbs are prohibited.
Lighting that is timed to automatically cut on and off at
appropriate times is preferred.

(6)

Light fixtures should be designed or selected to be
architecturally compatible with the main structures of.

(7)

Low-voltage lighting conserves energy and shall be used in
the landscape whenever practical.

(8)

Colored lights (other than yellow lights as found in some
Tucson streetlights) are prohibited except in temporary
holiday displays.

(9)

The height of light poles should be appropriate in scale for
the building or complex and the surrounding area.

(10)

Landscape lighting can be used to accent walkways and
entries and/or seating areas and specimen plants/trees.

(11)

Indirect window display lighting is encouraged to create an
interesting and friendly atmosphere. [FURTHER
CLARIFICATION REQUIRED]
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(12)

(12)
Neon lighting and signage: [FURTHER
CLARIFICATION REQUIRED.

'(13)

All proposed exterior lighting treatments shall be reviewed
and approved by the DRC, or it's designee, if one should be
created

0. LANDSCAPE/HARDSCAPE
In general, xeriscape landscaping, with a variety of shade trees and
colorful understory, should be used in all landscape plans for The
Center.

(1)

'J ,

~ C
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Plant Materials and Layout
(a)

Use of native and low water use plants in
conjunction with efficient water systems for the
establishment and maintenance of a droughttolerant landscape is strongly recommended.

(b)

Appropriate artwork and sculpture are encouraged
to be incorporated into landscape designs.

(c)

Use of window boxes for upper stories is
encouraged to provide color- spots at higher
elevations, but plants must be accessible for
maintenance and all window boxes shall be
attached safely and securely.

(d)

Plant material is useful for softening structural
edges, but should not be used as a mask to justify
poor building design.

(e)

Trees and shrubs should be located and spaced to
allow for mature and long-term growth.

(f)

Planters should be planted primarily with plants
that are low maintenance.

(g)

Accent planting should be used around entries and
key activity hubs.

(h)

Formal planting designs and color-spots are
encouraged in courtyards and plazas and in tree
wells along the street frontages.

(i)

Trees should be used to create an intimate scale,
enclose spaces, provide shading and frame views.

However, their placement must respect long-range
view corridors.
(j)

Planting is encouraged to soften the impact of the
screening of less desirable areas (e.g., trash
enclosures, parking areas, storage areas, loading
areas, and public utilities) from public view.

(k)

Seasonal shading from trees and shrubs should be
considered when developing planting schemes for
courtyards and streetscapes.

(I)

The irrigation systems should be designed to apply
water slowly to achieve deep watering and to
reduce runoff. Drip systems are required in all
areas except for irrigation of turf (which is
discouraged as a landscape element) and small
ornamental planting.

(m)

Deciduous trees are encouraged because they
provide solar buffers during summer while
providing fall color, seasonal flower and other
desired effects.

(n)

Plants to be avoided include (i) short lived plants
and those particularly susceptible to disease and
(ii) large expanses of single plant varieties due to
their unchanging appearance and loss of
landscaping once struck with disease. [Comply
with Civano 1 Neighborhood 1 Recommended and
Prohibited Plant lists.]

(o)

Water harvesting for irrigation is strongly
encouraged.

P. SIGNAGE
(1)

(
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A sign program shall be required for each tenant in the
Center, as well as an overall signage program for the
Center as a whole. Sign programs shall, at a minimum,
include:
(a)

Sign dimensioning.

(b)

Maximum and minimum area limitations.

(c)

Guidance regarding materials, and colors.

(d)

Guidance as to Font types, styles, and colors.

(2)

Signs reflecting the type of business through design,
shape, or graphic form are encouraged.

(3)

The method of sign attachment to the building should be
integrated into the overall sign design chosen.

(4)

Signs should coordinate with the building design,
materials, color, size, and placement.

(5)

Signs should not cover windows or important architectural
features.

(6)

Sign variety, within the overall Sign Program for the Center,
is encouraged among different users.

(7)

Flush mounted signs should be positioned within
architectural features, such as a panel above the storefront;
on the transom; or flanking doorways.

(8)

Flush mounted signs should align in mounting height with
others on the block so as to maintain the existing pattern.

(9)

Internally-illuminated sign cabinets are strongly
discouraged.

(10)

Hanging signs attached to buildings that project
perpendicular to the building should be a minimum of 8'
from ground level to the bottom of the sign.

(11)

Signs that project from buildings shall comply with the
overall Center signage program, and Tucson signage
ordinances. Signage that reflects purpose of a business by
incorporating symbols or logos of the business, are
encouraged.

(12)

(13)
(14)

(15)
(
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DELETED

Signs incorporated on awnings should only be located on
the valance.
DELETED

Lighting of all exterior signs should be directional to
illuminate the sign without producing glare on pedestrians,
autos, or adjacent residential units.

(16)

All proposed exterior signage treatments shall be reviewed
and approved by the DRC, or it's designee, if one should be
created

Q. SUSTAINABILITY.
Designers should look to the standards of the US Green Building
Council's Leadership in Energy Efficiency (LEED) Green Building
Rating System certification system for guidance on design practices
that can contribute to sustainability. In addition, designers should
address the performance standards for meeting the performance
objectives of the Civano PAD. However, because the performance
standards were developed with residential rather than commercial
projects in mind, it is acknowledged that not all of the performance
standards will be applicable, and those that are applicable may be
adapted in light of the commercial nature and particular uses of the
project.
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Section 8
New Construction
Review Requirements

New Construction in Civano Neighborhood 1
If you are contemplating doing any of the following, then this section of the Design
Manual is important to you:
• You are planning new construction of any type on vacant land.
• You are planning new construction of any type of parcels where existing
structures have been demolished and removed.
• You are planning new construction additions attached to existing structures, or
standing alone on lots with structures already on them; provided that the new
construction addition is greater than _ _ __sf. [NOTE: the size of what will
be considered "new construction" will he defined by the Board after review and
consultation with the Master Association and Master Developer./
The following documents are required for a new construction review:
a. A full set of architectural drawings showing floor plans, elevations,
sections and details as required to adequately describe the structure.
b. A fuJl pennit set of structural drnwings, stamped by a registered structural
engmeer.
c. A full permit set of slab drawings with details, stamped by a registered
structural engineer.
d. A foll permit set of mechanical/electrical/plumbing drawings.
e. All utility easements required, if any.
f. A fully detailed site plan showing landscaping, materials, etc.
g. A completed and stamped Energy Analysis showing that the proposed
structure meets the requirements of the Civano IMPACT Standards, and
complies with the Tucson Sustainable Energy Code or its successors.
h. Demonstration that the construction has a solar hot water, or another
approved "solar device".
1.
Letter listing ways in which the design addresses the IMPACT Goals. See
the additional information below.
All new construction must comply with the requirements of the Civano PAD, and the
Neighborhood 1 PAD contained therein. These are the basic zoning document for
Civano. See Section 6 for more information on the Neighborhood I PAD.
All new construction must also demonstrate its compliance with the Civano IMPACT
standards. The IMP ACT Standards are a set of six goals with performance criteria
agreed upon by the City of Tucson and the developers of Civano as a way of
implementing and measuring the attainment of the environmental and other goals
associated with Civano. A copy of the full IMPACT standards is found in the
Appendix of this Design Manual. Your designer should become familiar with the
details of how to achieve the specific goals of the IMPACT energy reduction goals. A
quick overview summary of the IMPACT goals is noted below. This smmnary

should not be considered as definitive, but rather is meant to provide you with a broad
overview of the practical implementation of the IMP ACT goals; which are:
1. Reduce building energy demand significantly beneath metropolitan Tucson
baseline levels .... A simplified summary would be to have your building
certified to pass the Civano Model Energy Code ( 1995 Revision); pay special
attention to incorporation of solar energy-both passive and active; and
consider how your landscaping can help mitigate solar heat gain. Paying
attention to how your new construction is designed to take advantage of
winter sun, while being protected from the summer glare is a big part of
achieving this goal. Incorporation of solar devices for hot water generation-a
signature element of Civano-is another.
2. Use on-site photovoltaic and/or solar thermal power generation .... Thls goal
will be most likely met on individual structures by ensuring that your design
allows for the incorporation of solar devices and PV instaHations on roof tops,
and ensuring that such devices will not be block from the sun.
3. Reduce potable water consumption significantly below Tucson baseline
levels, and use non-potable water. ...for landscape irrigation. The availability
and use of the reclaimed water system in Civano helps achieve this goal, as
does a careful consideration of using xeriscape and water harvesting
techniques in landscaping. Information on how to find out more about water
saving techniques is found in the Appendix to this Design Manual. The use of
water saving devices in the home also helps achieve this goal.
4. Reduce landfill-destined solid waste ... .This goal encourages the use of
recycled materials in your new construction design, and ensuring that
recycling of waste is easily done. A mindful attempt to minimize and
properly dispose of construction waste is also a focus of this goal.
5. Improve air quality by reducing auto dependence ....Civano is a pedestrian
friendly community, and its many amenities are easily (and best!) accessed by
walking or bicycling. New construction designs can demonstrate how they
support this goal by demonstrating their connection to walking paths and
sidewalks; and how they support the existing non-vehicular systems of
Civano.
6. Create one job within Ci..vano fo everyiwo dwe11ing units. This is the most
complex o- -the IMPACT goals. and one that an individual lot owner cannot
really affect. F owever, home- asedousinesses are a big part of achieving this
goal, and Civano's zoning allows for home-based businesses, as well as
mixed-use construction. Refer to the section on the Neighborhood 1 PAD.
Don't be intimidated by the IMP ACT goals! Think about the reasons you want to
build in Civano, and what you like about this Community. Then describe what you
are doing to support and even enhance that.
Another document that you will need to understand and refer to is the Memorandum
of Understanding between the City of Tucson and the developers of Civano. The
MOU is an attempt to provide concrete ways to achieve the IMPACT goals noted
above . Section 5.3 of the MOU is the key one in terms of the review and approval of

2

new construction in Neighborhood 1 ofCivano. It is found on Page 14 of the MOU.
Your application for new construction will go more smoothly to the degree that you
reference design features in your proposed new construction to show how they
address the criteria listed in Section 5.3.
The full text of the MOU is found in the Appendix of this Design Manual.
Please refer to the New Construction Application Form which follows this section. It
will help guide you in how to explain how your new construction submission
addresses the issues of the IMPACT standards and the MOU Section 5.3.

Who reviews this documentation? The City of Tucson's Development Services
staff wiJl review all of your documentation as part of the building permit process.
You should note that a buildi1Jg perm it will not be issued unless you have obtained an
approved review from the Civano Design Revie"v Conm1iltee.
The Board has certified a group or design professionals who have demonstrated a
thorough understanding of the requirements and goals for buildings in Civano. You
wiU be required to submit your docwnentation for new construction to one of these
ce1tified profossionals fm review. They will pass on their recommendations to the
Design Rev~ew Committee and to the Board. More information about this process and
the certified review rofessionals can be obtained through the HOA office.

Is there a fee for the new construction review process'! Yes, there is and you
sho'ttld consult the Civano HOA office for information on this.
Please contact the Civano 1 Neighborhood 1 HOA office at 520-546-3862 to obtain
the appl~cation form for New Construction. The HOA office may also be reached via
email at: hoa@civano I .com.

3

New Construction Application Forthcoming
Temporary placeholder
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APPENDIX

A. APPLICATION FORMS:
a. General Lot or Home Improvement Application
b. New Construction Application (NOTE: Will be developed)
B. IMPACT SYSTEM STANDARDS
C. MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING: City ofTucson/Civano
Development
D. MASTER CIVANO PAD: HOW TO GET A COPY
E. Civano 1 Neighborhood 1 CC&R'S: HOW TO GET A COPY
F. HELPFUL CONTACT INFORMATION
a. City Of Tucson Department of Planning and Development Services
b. City Of Tucson Development Services Personnel Knowledgeable about
Civano

A. Application Forms

Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNERNAMB:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .J.,OT#_ __
DATE OF SUJlMlTIAL:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

1. Design Review Committee (DRC) approval is required whenever a
CHANGE, MODIFICATION OR IMPROVEMENT is made to the
exterior of a home or lot in Civano. In order to assist the Committee in
the approval process you are required to provide specific information
so there are no delays. 1

2. The Committee has provided the following IMPROVEMENT or
MODIFICATION SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST to assist you in your
Application Request to ensure that your review and approval is a
smooth and quick process.

=====================---========---=============
Please initial each box acknowledging that you have
read the information and provided the required
documentation, materials and information with your
submittal.

□

NAME, LOT, DATE and PAGE# are on ALL pages of applications.

D I have noted how I would like to be contacted:
•

Email: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

Phone:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

Mall: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D The following is a detailed description of the Improvement or modification I
would like the DRC to review and approve: (attach additional descriptive
sheets as necessary.)

1

In accordance with the AMENDED AND RESTATED DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND
RESTRICTIONS FOR CIVANO I: NEIGHBORHOOD I dtd 1/04/20CXJ.14. 7 Obligation to Obtain Approval and 2012
Civano 1 Design Review Manual dtd 11/07/2012.11. Guidelines.
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Clvano I Neighborhood l
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNERNAME:=~--------~LOT#_ __

DATE OFSUBMIITAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Planned Completion Date. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D I have included all Plans and specifications for all construction modifications
showing materials, height, width and paint color(s), photos, material/fabric
samples.

D I have included the Site plan for the lot, showing the modification in its
proposed locations along with all other improvements on the lot (house,
driveway, pool, etc); (all pertinent info for antenna.).

D I have noted the Building orientation (relative to desired solar, wind and
shade patterns).

D I have included information on all building materials (relative to insulation,
thermal mass, absorptive and reflective qualities).

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT if painting is to be conducted I will include a
Civano 1 Neighborhood 1 Paint Submittal checklist with all required
documentation.

D I have noted the Location and type of plant materials (relative to shading

and solar access and wind patterns and compatibility with indigenous,
drought-tolerant species). If plants are a part of the Modification, see the
Landscaping Guidelines.

D I have included any Active and passive solar design strategies;
D I have shown all landscape passive water harvesting design to Include
swales, berms, etc.
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Civano l Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 l'ROVJSlONAL IMl'ROVE.\l:ENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNERNAME:~~--------~LOT#_ _~
DATE OF SUBMITTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D I have included documentation of energy usage projections Which are in
accordance with the Association standards for all building and site-related
energy and water consumption and conservation. (See Revised Civano
Impact System, Building Energy Demand and Energy and Water Use
Documents on www.civano1.com).

D I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT if an improvement affects drainage patterns I
must submit plans that will show proper drainage after installation of
Improvement.

0 I ACKNOWL.EDGE THAT I have conducted the required governing
document review and have Included a copy of my Planned Area Land Use
District. All Applicants, BEFORE submitting applications, must review the
following documentation to ensure that all improvements, modifications, and
modifications meet the Civano requirements as outHned in the Clvano
governing documents. All Applicants must include a copy of their Planned
Area Land Use District which can be found In the Design Review Manual on
the HOA website. Documents noted in the following paragraphs will help
you determine which Civano district you reside in and what requirements are
particular to your individual Civano District. Please Note that Clvano North
Ridge should refer to the City of Tucson Land Use Codes. All required
documents (with the exception of the City of Tucson Land Use Code) can be
found on the HOA website at www.civano1.com. See "Documents" on left
hand side.

D Civano Planned Area Development (PAD), Revised April 7, 2005;
D Civano 1 Neighborhood 1 CC&Rs and Design Guidelines and all
subsequent Amendments;

D Clvano Revised Memorandum of Understanding, December 8, 2003.
D Civano Revised Impact System, December 8, 2003;
D Civano Revised Development Plan, December 8, 2003.
D Planned Area Land Use Districts, Exhibit 40, pg 163, 2016 Community of
Civano Neighborhood One Design Review Manual.
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Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNER NAME: ~ ~ - - - - - - - - ~ W T # : _ __ _
DATE OF SUBMITTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

D Center District, Article 3.3, pg 154, 2016 Community of Civano
Neighborhood One Design Review Manual.

D General District, Article 3.3.2, pg 155, 2016 Community of Civano
Neighborhood One Design Review Manual.

D Neighborhood Edge District, Article 3.3.3 pg 157, 2016 Community of
Civano Neighborhood One Design Review Manual.

D Villas Lot Layout, Article 3.3.3.1, pg 159, 2016 Community of Civano
Neighborhood One Design Review Manual.

D City of Tucson Land Use Codes (North Ridge)
□ I HAVE INCLUDED 3 NEIGHBORS' SIGNATURES:

The Design
Review Committee, during the review process, will consider the impact of
owner-installed architectural modifications on neighboring views and open
space corridors. (Signature form at last page of submittal.)
•

If your architectural modification Is to build a new structure or other
feature projecting from the original footprint of your existing home or
building, you are required to secure, on the Application, the
signatures of the owners of the immediately adjoining and opposite
properties. Signatures are mandatory in this situation and
application will not be accepted if they are missing.

•

In accordance with CINI CC&Rs, paragraph 4.8, such signatures will
serve to notify your neighbors of an impending architectural change
and will certify that the bordering homeowners are aware of the
projected architectural change and have the right to attend the
Design Review Committee meeting and to offer comments.

•

Neighbors' Signatures DO NOT signify approval or disapproval of
your project. Approval or disapproval will come from the Design
Review Committee.

•

As a definition, the "original footprint' includes the foundation of your
home or structure and any attached garage. A non-connected
garage, although not In the "original footprint," will be taken into
consideration by the DRC, if appropriate. Any attached concrete
pad, such as an open patio, Is not considered within the "original
footprint" unless you may be proposing to cover or enclosure such
Page4of 10

Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 20.16 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNER NAME:
.•..• _LOT#_ __
DATE OF SUBMITTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

pad that would then visibly project into a neighboring view or open
space corridor. "Projections" are not limited to add-on structures, but
may Include awnings and other possible temporary or permanent
appendages.

HELP AND ASSISTANCE:

0

I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT On occasion it may be necessary to request
formal and Informal interpretations from the Zoning Administrator related to
the Civano PAD Districts (see Civano PAD, pgs 154-159 and Exhibit 40, pg 163)
or the City of Tucson Land Use Codes. These circumstances may relate to
interpretations of the provisions of the City of Tucson Land Use Code or to
interpretaUons or intent of the narrative of the Civano PAD. These questions
may be oral or in writing and shall be to the Civano Project Manager, by the
DRC or the property owner. The Civano Project Manager is John Beall and
can be contacted by calling 520-837-6966 or John.Beall@tucsonaz.gov.

D I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT all documents and references noted in this
Application may be found on the Civano Homeowners' AssoclaUon website
at: www.civano1.com. Further assistance may be obtained by contacting
the Civano Homeowner Association Manager at 520-546-3862.

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT

I have reviewed the following information in
the 2012 Community of Clvano Neighborhood 1 Design Review Manual in
order to determine what Civano district Is applicable to my Lot or Parcel and
what restrictions apply to my project, such as Land Use Regulations;
Perimeter Yard Requirements; Building coverage; Building heights;
perimeter wall information and wall height information.
•

Planned Area Land Use Districts, Exhibit 40, pg 163

•

Center District, Article 3.3, pg 154

•

General District, Article 3.3.2, pg 155

•

Neighborhood Edge District, Article 3.3.3 pg 157.

•

VIiias Lot Layout, Article 3.3.3.1, pg 159

RESOURCE WEBSITES:

D Civano Homeowners Association Website: www.civano1.com
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Civano l Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNERNAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _LOT#_ __
DATE OF SUBMIT'l'AL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

D Civano 1 Neighborhood 1 2016 Design Review Manual:
www.clvano1.com (Documents - left hand side of home page)

D Civano PAD:

www.civano1.com
(Documents - left hand side of home page)

D Pima County Land Use Codes:
https://www.tucsonaz.gov/pdsd/land-use-code

D Pima County Zoning Code Quick Summary Guide:
http://www.webcms.plma.gov/cms/One.aspx?portalld=169&paqeld=688

53

APPLICATION REVIEW:

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I am required to attend the Design Review
Committee application review unless the Association Manager has been
notified that I will not be attending due to scheduling conflicts or for personal
reasons. I will be notified of the date and time by phone call, email or mail
by the Association Manager.

D I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT if I am submitting an application for NEW
CONSTRUCTION I may be required to pay a fee for the review process.

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT if I am submitting an application for NEW
CONSTRUCTION the DRC will determine if I am required to submit my
documentation to one of the design professionals who have been certified
by the Board to have a thorough understanding of the requirements and
goats of building in Clvano. 2 (Call the HOA Office at 520-546-3862 for more
information.)

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I will receive a formal notification of the
decision by the Design Review Committee.

' 2016 Community of Civano Neighborhood One Design Review Manual Section 8 New Construction Review
Requirements.
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Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNER NAME:
LOT#

DATE OF SUBM=ITT=A~L~,-----------'

---

0 I UNDERSTAND AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT when it is determined

by the DRC that plans meet the intent, spirit, goals and concepts of the
Revised Master Development Plan and the Civano Planned Area
Development or subsequent amendments thereto and all governing
documents, it shall approve said plans In writing. With the DRC's written
approval, these plans may then be submitted for final review and approval
by the appropriate governmental agency. Nothing herein shall be deemed
to inhibit discussion or preliminary review and approval processing with
appropriate governmental jurisdiction prior to obtaining the DRC's approval

-0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I am solely responsible for obtaining all
required permits and approvals from applicable public agencies such as
county or city. All improvements are subject to all appropriate permits and
Inspections.

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT it shall be my sole responsibility to comply with
all applicable government regulations, ordinances and procedures and to
adequately coordinate such required governmental reviews with these
Guidelines.

LIABILITY:

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT neither the Association, the Board nor the

Review Committee (nor any member thereof) shall be liable to the
Association, any owner or any other party for any damage, loss or prejudice
suffered or claimed on account of the approval or disapproval of any plans,
drawings or specifications, whether or not defective; the construction or
performance of any work, whether or not pursuant to approved plans,
drawings and specifications; the development of any Lot or Parcel; or the
execution and filing of any estoppel certificate or statement, whether or not
the facts are correct. (See Master Declaration paragraph 4.9, and Master
Declaration First Amendment Rerecorded, paragraph 5, CINI CC&Rs, paragraph
4.11 and Clvano 1 Guidelines.)

APPEALS:

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT Any homeowner aggrieved by a decision of the
DRC may appeal the decision to the Board in accordance with the following
procedure (see Master Declaration, paragraph 4.10 and CINI CC&Rs, paragraph
4.12):
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Clvano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNER NAME:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,, __ ,LOT#,_ __
DATEO.F SUBMITTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

•

Homeowner must submit a letter by registered mall to the Board
detailing the reason for the appeal within 10 working days of receipt
of the DRC decision,

•

The Board of Direct01S shall review the decision at the next
scheduled homeowner's association meeting and either approve it,
reject it or modify it.

•

Homeowner to receive Board's decision through US Postal service
within 5 days of the Board's decision,

•

The decision of the Board is final and binding and shall modify the
decision of the Review Committee to the extent specified by the
Board.

AGREEMENT TO COMPLETE IMPROVEMENTS:

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT, by my signature and date, that I have read,
understand and agree to all requirements as outlined in this application, I
agree to complete all improvements as outlined in this application within the
time specified. I further acknowledge and understand that failure to
complete the improvement within the specified time may constitute a
violation of the Civano 1 governing documents and I could be subject to
violation notice and fine.

0 I UNDERSTAND AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT If the improvement
project on my Lot or Parcel Is not in compliance with all Civano governing
documents and the City of Tucson permitting requirements, the DRC may
recommend that the Association levy a Reimbursement Assessment on the
homeowner and lot in accordance with CINI CC&Rs 8.6.

D I AGREE to allow a member of the Design Review Committee and/or the
Association manager upon the exterior of the Applicant's lot for inspection of
improvement on a mutually agreed upon time. (See CINI CC&Rs,
paragraph 4.14)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND ACCEPTANCE:

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE, UNDERSTAND AND AGREE. by my ~ignature, to
all requirements of the DRC Design Review submittal and governing
documents as outlined above.
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Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST

OWNERNAME: _ _ _ _ _~~-----LOT#_ __
DATBOF SUBMITTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.

D I ATTEST that this improvement project Is in compliance with the
requirements as outlined in the Civano Master PAD and the applicable
Civano Area Planned Land Use District. In the case of a North Ridge
applicant, the improvement project shall be in compliance with the Clvano
Master PAD and the City of Tucson Land Use Codes.

□ I ACKNOWLEDGE that applications must be submitted by the last
business day of the month to be Included on the following month's agenda.
The design review committee (DRC) meets the second Thursday of each
month. No exceptions will be made to this requirement.
Submit application to:

Civano Manager
10501 E Seven Generations Way, #109
Tucson, N. 85747
520-546-3862/520-546-6795 (fax)
Email:
hoa@clvano1.com

ORC FOLLOW UP ON APPROVED APPLICATIONS

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE that as a final step In the review process, the HOA

Manager will ensure that the actual modifications or improvements
have been completed In strict compliance with the approved final applicatlon
as recorded In the official minutes of the design review committee and malled
to each applicant.

D I ATTEST. by my signature, that I am the owner of the subject property.
Homeowner(s) Signature & Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DATE OF COMPLETION OF PROJECT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Neighbor Signature Form

Signatures of adjoining and opposite property owners are required when a proposed
alteration/Improvement is submitted. This signature does not constitute approval or
disannroval. This sionature Is confirmation that the neiohbor Is aware of the orolect. This
HOA MEMBER/NEIGHBOR:
'I have read this Improvement Application• and "I wish/do not wish (cross-out one) to attend the
Design Review Committee (DRC) meeting when this Application is reviewed.'
r unable to attend the meeting a written comment (for or against) may be forwarded either by
mail or email to Cadden Community Management before the last business day of the month to
be attached to this application for review at the DRC meeting.

My name:
My address:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ My Lot#_ _ __

HOA MEMBER/NEIGHBOR:
'I have read this Improvement Application' and 'I wish/do not wish (cross-out one) to attend the
Design Review Committee (DRC) meeting when this Application Is reviewed." If unable to attend
the meeting a written comment (for or against) may be forwarded either by mail or email to
Cadden Community Management before the last business day of the month to be attached to
this application for review at the DRC meeting.

My name:
My address:

----~----~~~---My Lot#_ _ __

HOA MEMBER/NEIGHBOR:
I have read this Improvement Application• and 'I wish/do not wish (cross-out one) to attend the
Design Review Committee (DRC) meeting when this Application is reviewed.' If unable to attend
the meeting a written comment (for or against) may be forwarded either by mail or email to
Cadden Community Management before the last business day of the month to be attached to
this application for review at the DRC meeting,

My name:
My address:

- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - M Y ~ O t # _ _ _ __

LAST PAGE
THANKYOUI

Civano I Neighborhood I PROVISIONAL MAY 2016 PAINT
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST

OWNER NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS:
Lot number:_ _ _(to be filled in by Owner)
Date of submittal: _ _ _(to be filled in by Owner)

1. Design Review Committee (DRC) approval is required whenever a
CHANGE is made to an exterior home color in Civano. 1 In order to
assist the Committee in the approval process you are required to provide
specific information so there are no delays.
2. When a home is repainted the SAME EXISTING COLOR, the HOA
requires that homeowners provide a color chip, the brand of paint and the
LRV (no higher than 64).
3. The Committee has provided the following Paint Submittal Checklist to
assist you in your Paint Application Request in order to ensure that your
review and approval is a smooth and quick process.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ACKNOWLEDGMENT (Initial each box)

□
□

I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT DOCUMENTATION TO INCLUDE PAINT CHIPS AND LRV FOR
ALL REPAINTING OF HOMES, WHETHER EXISTING COLOR OR PREAPPROVED
COLORS FROM 2016 PAINT PALETTE, MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE HOA MANAGER.
I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED BY THE LAST

BUSINESS DAY OF THE MONTH TO BE INCLUDED ON THE FOLLOWING MONTH'S
AGENDA. THE DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE (DRC) MEETS THE SECOND THURSDAY
OF EACH MONTH. THERE WILL NO EXCEPTIONS TO THIS REQUIREMENT.
SUBMIT APPLICATION TO:

Civano Manager
10501 E Seven Generations Way, #109
Tucson, Al. 85747
520-546-3862/520-546-6795 (fax)
Em a i I : hoa@civano1 .com

□

1

I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT AS A FINAL STEP IN THE REVIEW PROCESS, THE HOA
MANAGER WILL ENSURE ACTUAL COLOR CHANGES HAVE BEEN COMPLETED IN
STRICT COMPLIANCE WITH THE APPROVED FINAL APPLICATION AS RECORDED IN
THE OFFICIAL MINUTES OF THE DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE AND MAILED TO EACH
APPLICANT.

In accordance with the AM ENDED AND RESTATED DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND

RESTRICTIONS FOR CIVANO I: NEIGHBORHOOD I dtd 1/04/2000.1[4.7 Obligation to Obtain Approva l and 2012 Civano
1 Design Review Manual dtd 11/07/2012. 1[1. Guidelines.
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Civano I Neighborhood I PROVISIONAL MAY 2016 PAINT
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST

OWNER NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS:
Lot n umber: ___(to be filled in by Owner)
(to be filled in by Owner)
Date of submittal:

□

GARAGE: - - - - - - -

□

BRAND:

□

LRV:

□

DOOR:

□

BRAND:

□

LRV:

_ _ __ _ _ _(no higher than 64)

_ _ _ __ _ _

(no higher than 64)

PICTURES

□

PICTURES OF HOME AND SURROUNDING HOMES INCLUDED.

NEIGHBORS' SIGNATURES

□

I HAVE NOTIFIED THE FOLLOWING NEIGHBORS OF MY PAINT SUBMITTAL AND OF THEIR
RIGHT TO ATTEND THE MEETING AND/OR SUBMIT COMMENTS TO THE HOA MANAGER.
(Neighbors to be notified of the submittal/meeting live across from home and on either s ide.
Neighbors' signatures do not signify approval/disapproval of project. DRC meet s 2nd
Thursday of the month. Please call HOA Manager to verify date of meeting.)

□ SIGNATURE/LOT
---------#/DATE
□ SIGNATURE/LOT
---------#/DATE

□ SIGNATURE/LOT
--------------#/DATE
=====================----========---========-----=======---------==----===========
HOMEOWNER(S) SIGNATURE & DATE:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DATE OF COMPLETION OF PROJECT: _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Page 3 of3
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B. IMPACT System Standards

Civano Reyised IMPACT Svstem for Sustainable Develqument

CITY OF TUCSON GUIDELINES FOR
DEVELOPERS AND BUILDERS

THE REVISED IMP ACT System
(Integrated Method of Performance and Cost Tracking)
December 8, 2003
Re-Approved May 2016

Civano ReYis.ed J.MPACT Svstem for Sustainable Develooment
.
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CITY OF TUCSON GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPERS AND BUILDERS

THE REVISED IMPACT SYSTEM
(Integrated Method of Performance and Cost Tra~king)
The L.\1PACT System (as revised herein and subsequently referred to as the "Revised IMPACT

System") establishe;;:s a process and standards for organizing resource efficiency goals and
stakeholder cooperation for sustainable community development and for measuring progress
toward Ll-tose goa.!s over time. The original h\1PACT System was adoptec! by the Mayor and
Council of the City of Tucson (the "City") on October 2, 1995. It was intended to create a
cyclical process that:
"'

Is grounded on metropolitan Tucson baseline conditions that are normaliy
docu.-nent~d a;,.d periodically updated by community organizations.

"

Is responsive to community policy priorities that will change over time.

oee

Uses performance targets and specific requirernen~ that exceed baseline conditions
·without detrimental cost penalties.

•

Uses collaboration among stakeholders to reach cQmmon goals.

+

Measures dev@lopment performance arid costs to evaluate target achievement.

•

Enables revisions as baseline conditions improve, and as new targets become
technically and economically feasible.

Since the adoption of the original IMPACT System Standards1 the development of Civano began
with construction of dwellings and the Neighborhood Center in Neighborhood 1 and certain
commercial properties. Development of Civano has been under the overall guidance of the

Master Developer which has included several entities. While all Developers under the
Deveiopment Agreement and all developers of Civano iemain subject to the Revised IMP ACT
System Standards and th Revised Memorandum of Understanding, ·t is necessary to have a
single entity that is responsible for coordinating.._eompliance with requirements and the perio<lic
monitoring and reporting functions. TheM~ Developer fi.tlfills this roU.
Res£(lnsibility for administering the Revised LVJ>ACT System, p:artitularly those t.riat may be
implemented as construction requirements, will lie principally with the ~velopers of Civano
during the constrnction and build out o.f the project. Achiev_em~nt .of the long range goals
however will r~st pnmarily with the residents as imp lemented by the Civano Community
Association ("CCA''). The CCA is the non~profit corporation created pursuant to the Amended

Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for C ivano: The Tucson Solar Village, recorded
November 2 1. 199&, at Docket 10915, Page 639 •Of the Pi.ma County Records (the "Civano
CC&Rs"), for the purpose of ad...TTl.inistering the CC&Rs, as described in the Civano Master Plan,
adopted by ASLD on Mar,;;h 5, 1992, as amended by City Ordinance No. 8971, dated October

(AOOOS?87. OOCl4 !
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Ciwzno Revised IMPACT S~ stem for Sustainable Development
1

20, i 997 (the ''Master Plan"). The CCA membership wiH include all owne rs of property wit.hin

Civano.
A key component . of t}ie original 1MPACT System was a Memorandum of Understanding
("MOU") addressing implementation and monitoring that was executed on June 26, 1998,
pursuant to the Civano Development Agreement adopted on July l , 1996. A Revised Civano
Development Agreement and Revised MOU (the "Revised rv-iOU") were subsequently prepared,
the _primary signatories of \.Vhich v,,m be The Commuriity of Civa.no, LLC, an. Arizona limited
!!ability compa.'1y, Case Enterprises Inc., a Connecticut corporation, and Pulte Horne
Corporation, a rvEchigan corporation (the "Deveiopers") and the City. The definitions in the
Revised Civa..ri.o Development Agreement shall apply herein. Entities or orgarizatior1..s tbat may
~is; in t.li.e implementaci.on of the Revised IMPACT System include;
*
,..

Arizona Department of Cor:nmen.:e Energy Office
Pima County \Vastewa~er Management Department

"'

Tucson Electric Power Company ("TEP'')

"'

SouL~west Gas Corporation ("S \VG")

VJ<

.Pima Association of Goverrunen:ts (''PAG") Transportat-ion Planning Division.

The Revised. MOU provides for annual or biannual review of goals and accomplishment, to
ensure that both the standards and . the review process remain current and feasible. The stated
policy of the City is that Civano maintain high standards for resource efficiency, and serve as a

model for other developments in the United States and worldwide.
The Revised IMPACT System and the Revised MOU clarify and implement the "1991 Rezoning
Conditions'' established by City Zoning Ordinance 7697, adopted October 7, 199 1, (as
subsequently amended) and wiH guide the City's revie\.v of subdivision and development la.n...'i
and 'uiti· building perm.it applications. These .euldelines have been developed through
participation of the organizations listed above., along wi t.½. many other interested parties.
The City is committed to achieving the original performance targets over time and does not

intend to :!ccept lower perfonnanc.e levels in the initial Memoranda of Understanding.
Subsequent amendments to the original MOU and lMPACT System (including th.is Revised

IMPACT System) will reflect the performance targets and goals th.at are shown by experience to
be technically and economically feasibl.e,
One of the results of the iD..!_tial development of Neighborhood 1 in Civano is the City's adoption
of the Sustainable Energy Standaro. This standard has been developed from the Civano Model
Energy Code (as defined herein) which has been imp&ementec;! to a,cbieve compliance with the
IMPACT System Standards in Neighborhood I. The Sustainable Energy Standard provides a.
higher standard for energy conservation for all development in T ucson and. is applied to a ll City

projects. The Civano Modd Energy Code and Sustainable Energy Standard, as adopted and as
amended in tile foture, wiH continue to be implemented as a baseline for development in Civano.
Where there is a conflict benveen these ~o standards, the standard that prnvides the greater
energy conservation shall apply.

5
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Civatto Revised IMPACT S~stem for Sustainable Developme1tt

The monitoring of performance and updating of baseline data and performance requirements is
important to the future bYild out of the remaining portions of Civano. The Master Develooer
shall be responsible for collecting, preparing and disseminating monitoring reports and updating
data during the construction phase ofCivano. All developers of Civano are required to cooperate
with the Master Developer by providing th-: information and documentation necessa.ry to
complete timely monitoring reports. Periodic monitoring reports. shall be prepared through the
completion of 7 5% of the residential properties, and a final report shall be prepared upon the
completion of 95% of the residential property. Subsequent monitoring shall be conducted by the
CCA in its discretion.
In conclusion, the Revised IMPACT System balances the risks of advanced building methods
with the rewards of market support for cooperating designers and builders. The City will 9rovide
broad and continuing assistance to H1e Developer and bui!ders whc mak.e Civano tl succcssfu.t
mode-! of sustainable development. The following sections summarize performance standards for
each resource area. The City will continue to develop information and resource materials to
describe these standards in greater detail. The City will implement these standards on a
performance basis, so that any reasonable means of achieving the minimum threshold will

generally be acceptable. This will foster innovation, variety, and competition among those
involved in this dynamic undertaking.

(
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BUILDING ENERGY DEMAND

Goal
Reduce building energy demand significantly beneath metropolitan Tucson baseline levels with
passive and active solar thermal use, and efficient design and construction techniques and
eguipment. Toe o.rigina! Civano target called for 75% saving~ of al! types of energy u.se.
The Civano Advisory Committee has determined that is not feasible for City agencies,
developers, and builders to affect individual consumption of energy through equipment like
lamps, computers, and other household appliances. Therefore, the goals described below have
been reformulated to address energy use through the building shell, and .heating and cooling
systems only. These create the largest energy demands in a building, and are the least
susceptible to correction after construction; they can also be eva.luated in advance through the
building permit process. The initial standards will thrn; reduce residential energy demand by
65% and commercial energy demand by 55%, through improvements to the '>hell, heating and
cooling systems. Individual energy conservation will be promoted throughout Civano, but is not
included in these calculations.
Metropolitan Baseline

Analysis of l 990 baseline conditions (when the Civano performance targets were established)
reveals that single-family residential use was approximately 64,000 8Tils per squai-e foot pg
year. A qvano Model Energy Code (the "Model Energy Code'') was prepared in 1990 and
revised in J995 to provide developers and buildea with energy demand standards in shell,
heating and cooling systems that will reduce residential consumption to 20,000 BTUs per square
foot per year. -Figures for commercial use vary widely, and are thus not listed here. However,
commercial energy demand will be ~uced by 55% through the 1990 Model Energy Code.

( .•

!!erformance Targets and Specific Reouirements
Based on computer modeling of· potential efficiency measures, the following maximum total
"energy budgets" are proposed for the indicated Civano building types. The Model Energy Code

describes methods of reducing energy demand by the following percentages:

Reduction
Single-family residential
Multi-family residentlal
Commereial

1990

1995

65%
65%

50%
50%

55%

1

2

2

These performance targets have been expressed as "energy budgets" to give builders maximum
flexibility in using different approaches to reach the targets. Toe attached Table A shows how

0

one method, Prescriptive Standards, will achieve that goal. Builders can .also use computer

2
5
?

models or analysis of bull ding components to effect the .same level of savings.
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BUILDING ENERGY DEMAND

Addilionally, there are several specific requirements for all Clvano development
All structures shall be designed and constructed to comply with the Civano Model
Energy Code/Sustainable Energy Standard as adopted and as it may be amended.

All structures shall be designed and constructed so that there is minimal obstruction of
solar light for adjacent pmperties at the level of a roof of a single story building
constructed at the established set back.
All structures must incorporate some beneficial solar application. While solar devices are
encouraged, passive· solar design which is demonstrated to reduce energy demand will
also meet this requirement.
Landscape and bardsca,pe coloration and/or vegetation ls to be used to reduce
microclimate temperatures adjacent to buildings. The average reflectivity of all major
exterior surl'aces must be 05 or greater on the albedo scale.

Implementation ResoonsibilitiS$
The Implementation MOU will provide for the following roles:
Dewt!operslbuilders. Layout ofstreets and lots, and design and construction of exterior
spaces and buildings, to achieve the perfonnance targets and specill.c requirements.
Energy analyses will have to be prep~ with development and building plans to
document predicted tatget compliance, These enalyses can be hand calculated or
prepared with computer models, such as those 11$ed in the Arizona Home Energy Rating
System, or comparable software,
Civano Community Association Design Review Committee ("DRC"), Review. and
approval of building plans and energy analyses. The CCA DRC will want to specify the
fomi in which it receives energy analyses; and the specific calculation proc«lures and
computer models it considers appropriate for use. The CCA DRC wUI alllO promote
en,:,rgy consei-vation in the use'.of household appliances and other consumer equipment, to
create an e!hic o f ~ eomrervation in personal behavior.
City Development Services JJ)epartment. Review and approval of development and
building plans (per the i99 I Rezoning Conditions and the Civano Model Energy
Code/Sustainable Energy Standard).
TEP and SWG. Provision of tedmica.l guicwnce to developers/builders. Both utilitie$ are
considering the t}'J)e and extent of guldaace that may be offered in the future.
Monitoring

The Monitoring MOU will provide for the following:

Baseline Updating. Updating responsibility legally lies with the City I),lvelopment
Services Deptlrtment th,:Qugh future amendments to the building code and the Civano

1

2
2
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CivanoRevised liMPACT System

BUILDING ENERGY PEMAi'i'D

Model Energy Code/Sustainable Energy Standard. Conversion of code and standard
construction practice to an updated baseline in the futm-e will be done in coordination.
with the CCA DRC and the University of Arizona.

(

Ci,;ano Performance. TEP and SWG analyses of building energy use and costs;
University of Arizona detailed monitoring of specific buildings; and database
maintenance by the Master De'veloper.
TABLE A

Comparison ofSelected Prescriptive Code Speci.ications
Dittli. lor M£C?~ aZhen. and -Good Ctllib Hpptled by Tue)Ort .€ltc,tr1c P(m'er -<;q,w~-n,y

COMPONENT
Ceiling insulation

MEC'92

AzHERS·

R•25

R-30
R-19

Sid,;waJI insulation

R• I I

Smb perimeter insulation

l-fone

Glo,:ing area limit; U,""1ue
Exterior doors
Heating system .,mclency

CQOliug .symms - split
• single package

TEP Good Conts
R-30
R-19
None
IS%, U-0.64

R-5, 2' deep
15%, U-0.58

U-0..385
80%AFUE

U-0.S
80%

9.4 EER
9.S EER

78%AFUE

10.0 SEER

!2.0 SEER

9.7SEER

12.0 SEER

CIVANO
R-38
R-19

"°"""'

R-5, lo
ortooclns, "' I' boiow gndo. ·
Slidift1 sc.:&lc: .oo limit~ .are-. btU i.tp:r
.-.:m require~ U.ifllues, Flit cumpk,
if glaiing ~ IS% otfioo, ""'•
US0.52
IN).$ (lM '"""' by I!'!"')
Boild.,. _ bo ~ II,, opli.,.m

---.;.-'"f'l'lkdot

-

IO¾dlicial<:y. W ~ and n.:i,imwmcot,l!PA""'hlllco :oa,danls.

12.0 SEER.
12.0SE!lR

~ve.systf:ndaaly in ~b~
..;11,i,_lil,., Sl:dngtlffll6;j,ccl!kd,
AJ.....,.;..l«m'°"""'must ll<hieYe
efficl,ooy oqool lO Qll\""1lionll l<dir.ology

.....ion_ ... ..,,_footor

~,_,,,,

Exterior duct wulation

R~.2

R•5

R-5, ducts lllll$I
be sealed

0,5$ EF

D..56EF

-electric

0.89EF

0,90EF

-heat pump

:ti8EF

2.ll8 EF

Water heating - gas f"ire<t

-,

1Ui.S, dll®l must be seated

-

M;,;<lol.oryoolu-llo:o!lng<:omp.,ltnl.
i... pm,ary- of hoot.
ltct,,,,q, ~ p,!1Diittl,i i-tQ
~ hwt .ri()ft tor tlftt, s.\lnfflfflffl1
-

~

eon..-

,._.., '"'"'·

1
'2
2

0

2
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ClvtmoRl!YisedJMPACT System

BUILDING ENERGY SUPPLY

(

Use on-site solar photovoltaic (PY) and/or solar thermal power generation, and comparable
natural gas innovations to provide needed eleetric and thermal supplies.

Metropolitan Bueline

Al the time of the originlll IMPACT System, there were no grid-connected solar power
installations currently operating in the Tucson area or advanced natural gas technology
installations such as fuel cells. There were, howevt'ir, about 50 non-grid coMected solar PY units
(approximately l 00-500 watts each) installed on individ\lal homes and infrastructure throughout

Tucson.
As of 2001, Tucson Electric Power ("TEP") estimates that there may be between 10 and 30 gridconnected solnr power insmllations in the TucSQn ar,,a. TEP has no statl.stfos for the current
number of non-grid connected units.
·

Performance Targets

( .··-

'

Because of the high costs projected by TEP for solar PY to the year 2000, i.nitial PY use ln
Civano will likely be limited to a small demonstration installation. A timetable for phasing-in
wider use of PVs as economios improve over time will be established between TEP and CCA
within the terms of the Revised MOU and consistent with TEP's state-approved "ln.tegrated
.Resource Plan." Solar thermal power facilities will be treated in the same manner,

In addition to solar electricity, consideration will be given tQ demQttsirating advanced natural gas
technologies sUch as fuel ci:lls, which can produlle both electricity and thermal energy.
Consideration will also be given to di$trict heating and cooling ("DHC") ofilie Village's highdensity core areas. DHC can be produced with sol11r energy, natural gas and/or electricity, and
c.an. be significantly more efficient trum individual single-bullding ~cooling systems.
IqmlementatiQn Rqponsibilities ·

The hnp!ementation MOU will provide for the following roles;

Developers/builders. Land set aside, design and construction of buildings that are
compatible with supply technologies being offered in Civano. In particular, roofs must
be constructed to accommodate solar equipment.

..
1

r:l

CCA DRC. Review and approval of development and building plans to ensure
compatibility with energy supply technologies.
City. Cooperation with technology demonstratioti projects, e.g., solar PY powering of

on-site municipal .~tlights or pumps.

2
0
3

2
i,:-

,.,,

.J

TEP and SWG..

Construction and operation of technology demonstrations, and

specifically for TEP, a long-range goal to install grid-connected PY and/or comparable
renewable technologies when determined to be cost-effective under its "Integrated

1m1u

9
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Civano Revised IMPACf System .

(

Resource Plan" (an exception would be grant funding that could reduce PV costs in
advance of market economics). TEP, SVlG and/or another party should also consld<,r
operation of a DHC system in Civano's core area.
·

Monitoring
The Monitoring MOU will provide for the following:
Baseline Updating, Responsibility for updating the baseline wiU lie with the City's
Development Services Department in consultation with the Master Developer, TEP and

SWG.
Civano Performance. TEP and SWG documentation of supply technology performance
and costs, possibly with University of Arizona monitoring assistance. The Master
Developer will be responsible for database maintenance.

r.
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WATERVSE

Reduce potable water consumption signifkantly below metropolitan Tucson baseline levels; and
use non•potable water, such a~ reclaimed water, graywater, or rainwater harvesting for landsca_p,;

i~ation.
Metropolitan Baseline

In l 991, the average annual residential potable water use in metropolitan Tu,;son was
approximately 114 gaUQ,OS per p~rson per ,i~y. Of that arnoun:~ the a'f'.erage interior potable
water use was approximately 80 gallons per person per day, and the balance was consumed l;,y
exterior uses such as landscape imgation and evaporative cooling. During summer months., the
exterior landscape water usage generally eqU,1ls or exceeds interior use, Nonresidential use was
approximately 40 gallons per person per day. ·
In 2000 (based on a population of 623,017 for metropolitan Tucson), the average llt\ll.W!I
residential potable water use was approximately l !3 gallons P4=r person per day. Of that amount,
the average interior potable water use was 68 gallons P¢l' person per day. Nonresidential use was
estimated at 36 gallons per perSon per day.
Perl'or~ee Targets and Specific: Requirements
The following perfonnance targets will apply to CivanQ development;
{{~\

Resid,ential potable water interior use of 53 gallons per person per day, and a
nonresidential potable water interior use of 15 gallons per-employee per day (subject to

case•by,case review of businesses with above average water requirements, e.g.,
restaurants). See attached Table B for water use by fixture, including coolers. This
results in a 54% reduction of residential interior potable water use, and a sul;,stanlfal
redU<;-tion for commef\;fol use of potable water. (Exact COlll!IWrcial reductions cannot be
estimated due to lack of current data 011 commercial usage by employees.)
·

Water budgets will be established for each household, according to Arizona Department
of Water Resources guidelines for a maximum of 28 gallons of water per petBOn per day
for exterior uses. Private swimming pools will be discouniged, but if installed shall be
required to have pool covers installed and may be heated only by solar devioes.
The following specific requirements will also apply to Civano development:

1
2

Site clearnnce for residentlal Jots will be limited in order to preserve desert vegetation and

maximize natutal drainage. A significant portion of =ach building site Dlll$t remain as
existing: natural desert vegetation, with any significant plant species specifically
protected. The exact requirement will he negotiated after drainage and other engineering
studies have been completed.

City xetiscape landscape standards set forth in LUC Section 3.7.2 shall apply to all new
development, Including all singfe.fam\ly residences and duplexes, and to all yards and
landscapable areas.
l M005987 .DOC/4 f I 0
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WATERUSE

All landscape irrigation will be accomplished with non-potable water, including
reclaimed waler, graywater systems, water harvesting systems or other alternative
irrigation systems not dependent on potable water. The City's reclaimed water service or
rainwater harvesting/graywater equipment or other alternative irrigation strategies not
dependent on potable water will be provided at au Civano properties.

All nonresidential space conditioning system QOO!ing towers rated a,t one hundred tons or more of
coo!ing capacity will comply with State water conservation standards.

impiementation Responsibilities
The {mplementation MOU will provide fur the following roles:
Developers. Construction of community pools early in each phase of development, to
discourage c-0nstruction of private pools. Compliance with site clearance standards
described under Specific Requirements.

Reclaimed water will be utilized in common areas and for nonresidential uses.
Re:iidential uses will utilize recl:funed water, rainwater harvesting systems or graywater
systems or other alternath·e· irrigation system not dependent on potable water, as
permitted by applicable state and City regulations. Plans sball identify the nori;potable

Water source for irrigation.
Builders. Design and construction of building.s in compliance with the perl'onnance
targets and specific requirements. ·

DRC. Review and approval of developer/builder plans.
City Dtvelopment Services De[J(lrtment. Review and approval of building plans (per
Ordinance 7697 special conditions). Landscape and grading plan reviews will also be
coordinated at this stage.

City Water Department. Continued implement'Mion of'water conservation programs, and
use of Civano to demonstrate advanced conservation teclmiques,
Monitoring

The Monitoring MOU will provide for the following:

1

Department.

2
2
0

Civana Performance. City Water Departm.ent analysis of Civano water consumption;
Univer:sity of Arizorui. detailed mol!Horing of specific buildings; and CCA database
maintenance.

2
5

Baseline Updating. Responsibility for updating the baseline will lie with the City Water

3
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TRANSPORTATION

(
Improve air quality by reducing auto dependence through: 1) internal Civano circulation via
walking, biking, electric cart and other alternative energy-saving transportation methods; and
2) by reducing external vehicle miles traveled (VMT) below metropolitan TUC$0n baseline
levels.

Metropolitan Baseline
Metropolitan Tucson 1993 baseline transportation demands are summarized in the following

Table C.
Spedfic Reg1>.irements
Significant reductions in auto dependence wiU be problematic at the outset of Civano
development because of the project's distance from major employment and aetivity centers; and
the likelihood that proximate commercial services will be very limited at start-up. Moreover,
SunTran's tri.!nsit plan th.rough 2003 does not contain a bus route serving Civano. Therefore,
instead of estabHshing .auto mode shift or VMT reduction targets it is recommended that the
following specific requirements be set;

Incl11Sion of commercial services within walking/bicycling distance of Neighborhood
One homes.
Extension of.one or more bw mutes to Civano as soon as practical.

Ensure that a pedestrian and bicycle-friendly built environment wjll be essential at the
outset of development. Therefore, each development phase will provide for a majority of

through streets (versus oul-de-sacs); and construction of a system of sidewalks or bike or
multi-pUipOse paths; and nonresidential uses will have orientation and access emphasis
on pedestrian /bicycle linkages rather than auto linkages.
Implementation Re9pomlbUitie.,

The Cmplementation MOU will provide for the following roles.:

Developers. Develop land-use i:nix and density, and internal drculation system, to
minimize internal auto travel. The Neighborhood One deve!oper(s) will have to include a
nonresidential component; and aU developers, regardless of phase, will have to construct
a pedestrian/bicycle clrculation system.
Builders. Design and construct buildings and sites mth emphasis on pedestrian, bicycle,
and transit access; also provide electric cart charging facilities.

CCA DRC. Review and approve developer/builder plans.

2
0
3

2
5

8

SunTran. One or more bus routes (preferably express lines) should be e.xtended to the
Village as soon as practical. Also, consideration should be given to siting the proposed
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Civa110 Revised IMPACT System

LAND USE BALANCE

Create one job within Civano for every two dwelling units.

Metropolitan Ba,ieline

The City Planning Department indicates that very few development projects in metropolitan

Tucson have had a mix of housing and employment located on the same site. Rita Ranch ls an
example of the very limited !ype of mixed-use development to date in the community.
Specific R,equirement
A minimum :ratio of 300 sq. ft. of nonresidential floor area (equivalent to work space for a
typlcai office employee) wiU be constructed for every two dwelling units built This ratio may
be Mhieved through the total pl311I\ed development of Civano in the Civano Master Plan and as it
may be amended. Credits will be allowed for homes co~cted with built-in dedicated office
space. This requirement is alw consistent with the transportation objective of planning for
commercial and othet employment uses at the outset of Civano development

Implementation RespottsibiliiJes
The Implementation MOU will provide for the following roles:

Developerslbi.ilders.

Planning, development and/or construction of residenti!I] and
Design cl'
nonresidential w;es In ratios that achieve the specific requirement.
. telecommunications 1,:;1pacity to enable expansion of fiber optics or similar il:lfrastructure
to all commerdal and home office locations. Initially, this may <;onsist of placing conduit
to allow expansion of telecommunications capabilities as the population at Civano grows

and demands such services.
CCA DRC. Review and approval of developer/builder plans.
City Office of Economic Development and Greater Tucson Ecoiwmic CQuncil.
Commitment to actively w:ruit employers for location in Ci'\lll.no.

City Planning and State Land Departments. Consideration of land•use designations that
increase employment opportunities ·and ~rvices in the vicinity of Civano.. Goal
achievement will be strengthened to the extent that the general vicinity becomes

1

recognized as an employment center. As .noted earlier, this ttend is alxeady underway at

2

Rita Ranch and the University of Arizona Science and Technology Park.

2

G
Monitoting

3

The Monitoring MOU will provide for:

2
5
8

Baseline Updating. Responsibility for baseline updating will lie with the City Plamring
Department

I
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LAND USE BALANCE

Civano Performance. .CCAsurveying ofCivano employment versus dwellings built.

1

2
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HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

Goal
The average wage of Civano jobs should enable employees to afford the average cost of Civano
housing.

Metropolit,in Biueline
According to the Tucson Chamber of Commerce, in 1993 the average price of a new home in
metropolitan Tucson was $109,000, and the average rent for a new apartment was approximately
$550 per month.
According to statistics compiled by the City's Comprehensive Plamung Task Force, the average
sales price for a single family home (both new and resale) as of May 2003 was $193,5~1- Th¢
estimated monthly rental for a two-bedroom apartment for 2004 is $707.
Perforlllanee Target

The Civan.o Master Plan cites a range of single-family dwelling prices of $99,000-134,000; and
apartment rental rates of $400-670 (these are 1989 estimates escalated to 1994 dollars). When
compared to the baselines, the Civano price range implies apartment affordabUity, but suggesb
difficulty in home affordability for lower wage groups, e.g., retail/service employees,

6Jii):
\,. :·; ·
i

A widely-used macket share goal fot low and moderate-income housing is 20% of the dwellings
in new projects. Therefore, the CCA DRC will ensure that at least 20"/o of the eventual total

number of all dwellings are priced for low and moderate-income households (defmed by HUD as
80% or less of the local median household income); and that the affordable housing include all
dwelling types built in Civano. This goal will be reviewed periodically, but the exact percentage
ls anticipated to vary year-by-year. It is reasonable to e,qie,::t appro:d.m.ate confonnance with the
goal at the stages when 25%, 50''/o, and 75% of all residential units have been b1lilt and occupied,
to ensure that the goal is achieved at I00% completiQn, However, developers and buiJde.rs will
be lliforded some flexibility within those intervals.

Implementation Respon,ibilitle,
The Implementation MOU will provide for the following roles:
Developers/builders. Design, construction and marketing of residenees in accordance
with the affordability target to the extent that assistance is available from public agencies,
foundations, md other somces to finance and construct affordable housing.

1

2

CCA DRC. Review and approval of developer/builder p.latlS.

2
0
3

City Community Services Department. Assistance to developerslbnUders that may
participate m low and moderate-income housing progr.uns. Other non-municipal
organizations ,;an also assist developers/builders with these programs, such as Chicanos
Por La Causa, Habitat for Humanity, and !he Tucson Urban League.

5
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Civano Revised IMPACT Svstem .

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

Monitoring
The Monitoring MOU will provide for:

Baseline Updating. Responsibility for base!in<l updating lies with the City's Community
Service.s Department
Ci11ano Performance. CCA surveying ofCivano employees who reside ort site.

I
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CIVANO IMPACT
SYSTEM
REVISED MEMORANDUM OF
UNDERSTANDING ON
IMPLEMENTATION AND
MONITORING PROCESS
First Approved December 8, 2003
Re-Approved May, 2016

(

C. MEMORANDUM O:F UNDERSTANDIN(;

Revised Civano Memorandiam of Understanding

. D~ember 8, 2003

CIVANO IMPACT SYSTEM
REVISED MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
ONIMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING PROCESS

(

December 8, 2003
The parties to this Revised Memorandum of Undetdamling (the "Revi~d MOU") are
the City of TUC$0n (the "City") and The Community of Civano, LLC (the
"Developer"), Case Enterprises Development Corporation, a Connecticut Corporation
(Case), and Pulte Hornes, Inc., a MicJ:l•'}An
corporation (Pulte Homes)(
coll~tively the "Developer" or "Developers"). The Community ofCivano, LLC was
the l!lllSter developer for the mtial development of Civano. The City and the .
Developers entered into the Revised Civano Development Agreement on Detember
8, 2003, which established Pulte Homes as the Master Developer. The terms and
definitions in the Revised Civano Development Agreement apply to this Revised
Memorandum of Undemanding (the "Revised MOU").

l.i) GOAL

The goal of the Civano project is to create a:mii(ed•use eommunity that attains the
highest feasible standards of sustainability, n:source conservation and development of
Arizona's most abundllnt energy resoutee -solar- so that it becomes an intematioml.
model for sustainabh: growth. The State of Arizona through the Dtlplll'tmmt of
Commerce,~ Office provided significant financial support for the early
plannlng and design of Ci'fflllO. Thi, fimding was provided at, Civano.'s inception
explicitly in support. of the demonstration of the use of solar enwgy as a guiding,
organizing principle of commU!lity development,
Another major goal of CiVBDQ is to foster creativity and innovation in tmrc:onstruction
of Civano. Bstaklisbing clear performano;e achievement levels and ·then allowing the
Developer, designers and builders flexibility in the method of achieving the standards
best advances this goal,
The sustainable grt>wth objectives of Civano have been amplified. and txpandt4. in the
Civano Neighborhood l Planned Area Development, adopted by City Ordinance No.
8970 dated Octobet 20, 1997, as revised on Octobet 12, 1998, and sub&equently
renewed (the ''Neighbomood 1 PAD"), to include the goals of Building Community,
Comiecti.on with the Land, Respect for Climate~ llegencratioa.
The goal of the this R.evised MOU is to confirm the strategies for ,ustainable
development, energy conservation, and ecOl!Olllic .t'easib.ility of the design and
technologies used to implement and monitor the rcsoutee conservation and other ,
project goals set forth in the Civano IMPACT System. adopted on October 2, 1995
(the "IMPACT System"), as refined in tb.e Revised and Restated Civano IMPACT

(

'·

Systtmt adopted on Dec:em.ber 8, 2003 (the ..Revised IMPACT System"), al1 of which
contribiate to lhe basis of the Civano Project The IMPACT System and Revised,
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IMPACT System establish baseline standards, "Performance Targets" and "Specific
Requirements'' to a()bieve t h e ~ conservation and other project goals.
2,0 BACKGROUND

The City, in cooperation. with the Arizona State Land Department ("ASLD"), the
Metropolitan Energy Commission; and with significant input from the public,
established the general development guidelines for Civano in 1991. These were
implemented through a planning process, the adoption of conditions upon the sale of
the state trust land (the "State Land Patent Conditions''), and conditions adopted as
part of the rezoning of the property by the City under Ordinance No. 7697, dated
October 7, 1991, amended byOtdinance No. 8971 dated October 20, 1997 (the.
"Rezoning Conditions"), and as further rumnded by the adopted of the Neighborhood
I PAD. These conditions in<:luded resource and ene1:gy conse.l'W.tio:n targets as well
as community planning targets such as preservation of open space, and encouraging a
greater mix ofuses.

The City adopted the IMPACT System. to defme and administer the resource
conservation goals and to maintain Civano's p<:1sition on the leading edge of
. sustainable development. The IMPACT System and Revised IMPACT System as
adopted (and aS may be subsequently amended) clarify the City's policies and ·
requirements for the Civano Project:

CITY OF TUCSON OUIDELINES .FOR DEVELOPEl!S AND
BUILDERS: THE IMPACT SYSTEM (Integrated Method of
Perfonnance and Cost Tracking)
The IMPACT System is a means of organizing msoun:e
efficiency goals and stakeholder cooperation for sustainable
community development and for measuring progiess toward
those goals OV1'f time. It is intended to be a cyclical proces$
that:
•

•

I& grounded on metropolitan Tueson baseline
conditions that are. normally documented and
periodically updated by community
organmtio1JS.
I& responsive to QOlllmunity policy priorities that
will change over time.

• Uses perl'onnance targets and specific
reqwmnents that exceed baseline condition$
without detrimen1al cost pcnaftles.
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• Uses coUaboration among stakeholders to reach

(

common goals.

• Measures development perfonnance and cost$
to evaluate target aduevement'.

• Enables revisions as baseline conditions
improve, and as new targets become technically
and economically feasible .

•••••
While the initial responsibility for meeting the Revised IMP ACT System
Slandatds will lie with the Developer and the builde~, responsibility for
administering the Revised IMPACT System ovet time will lie principally with CCA•
.The CCA is'the non-pro.fit corporation created pin'Sllant to the Amended Covenants,
Conditions, and Restrictions for Civano.: The Tuoson Solar VU!age, .=rded
November 21, 1998, at Docket 1091 S, Page 639 of the Pima County Reco«ls {the
"Clvano CC&Rs'') for the ·pwpose of administering the CC&R.s, as described in the
Civano Master Plan, adopted by ASLD on March 5, 1992, as amended by City
Ordinance No. 8971, da.ted October 20, 1997 (the "Master Plan"). The CCA
mc:mbe!'Ship wiU include all owners of property within Civano .

.. ...
·•

The tMP ACT System clarifies the R=ning Condi.lions 1lnd will guide the
City's review of subdivision and development plans and initial building permit
applications. ·
·
·

The City of Tucson is committed to achieving the original performance targets
for Clvano over time and does not intend to aceept lo~ perfoammci: levels in the
initial Memoranda ofUndetstandlng. ·

•••••
.The IMPACT System established batleline standards and "PerfolIIUlllCe Targets" and
"Specific Requirements" to acldeve the conservation Jnd su.dJ!inability gows. These
Performance Targets and Specific Requirements are eoliectively refa1ed to as the
"IMPACT System Standan:ls. ''

f

The City subsequently entered into the Civano Development Agreement (the
"Developmellt Apenicnt', in July 1996 to reafflim the goals and principles of
Clvat!O to provide the framework for cooperation between the Cify and the Developei
in the development of Civano. The Development Agmmient required the~ to
negotiate a Memorandwn ofUndersianding to address the !mplementation and
4
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monitoring aspects of the IMPACT System Standards that underpin the Development
Agreement.
The City and the Developer have subsequently entered ·into the Revised .Development
Agreement to reflect the initial goals, propasals and agreementti forCivano, the.
progress made over time, and the modifications, clarifications and revisions to the
initial goals,. proposals and agreements as the parties have deerned necessary and
appropriate. The implementation and monitoring te.sponsibilities described in this
Revised MOU update, clarify and supplement those u,, the·original MOU and
IMPACT Symem and paoillel the <ihanges in the Revised DevelopJ?Crit Ag!'eement.
The Ne.ighborhood I PAD was adopted by the :Mayor and Council to :further guid¢ the
initial development. The Neighbo\ihood 1 PAD, along with the original md Revised
Development Agreement, the Rezoning ConditioQS and State Land Patent Conditions,
provide the framework fQr developing Civa.no as a leading sustainable develppment
The parties re.cogni:ze that implementation of the IMPACT System Standardii and
achievement of the Civano Perfonnance Tmgets will requir<! a multifaceted approach. .
While some of the Perfomw,ce Targets a:rc appropriately addressed by compliance
with Specific Requirements for planning, development and constructio.n phases.
Other Perfo.nnance Targets are necessarily dependent upon the actions and conduct of
future residents of Civll11() and must~ assessed over time. Initially implementation
of the Specific Requirements will Involve.the review and certification of compliance
by the City and by the Developer. .
·
·

e:",,1
\; ':!" ·

As Civano develops it is anticipated that the parties will have additional iaformation
trom adv~ces in technology, :and the monitoring of the impleinentation of the
Revised IMPACT System may aife<;t future implemen,tation strategies, requirements
and rnethodologifJS. It is also anticipated that as Civano develops, the residfflts will
begin to actively participate in the slY!ping and i.mpl.ementation of the PerfoI1llllllCe
Targets and Re~ IMPACT .System through their actions and through the C:CA.

3.ll

0tlTLINE OF PROCESS

3.1. Sustainable Denlop111eat

u a ·Procm

The term "sustamable developmenc'' bas .been defined as "a process of <ihange in
whieh the use of resources, the dinlction of investment, the orientation. of
technological development, and institutional change all enhance potential to meet
humm needs both today and .tomorrow. ''1

1
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Conceptually, the IMPACT System. Standards are the measuring sticks OD whieh all
actions are based and by wbkh petformance will be measund. In addition to m ~
Specific Requirements and moving toward achievement of all the established
1$•1Sralnoi,k ~ I : AGuide to OorC-F.- u.-N>l.icmt WOii(! Commls$iotion:e.w!m-u4
llndopmat 191ft
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Perlbrmance Targets, perfo.nnance must include success in the marketplace. lt .is
undezstood that the success of Civano will require the good faith conuni~ent and
diligent actions by all parties concerned. This approach requires an integrated,
flexible response to meet the mandated targets and requirements., This process will be
supported and documented by continued monttodng and evaluation of'its
effective.ness.

(

.....__ _ _ _ _ _ Refnune Performance Target _ _ _ _ __,

3.2. Relationship of Plan Rmew to.Monitiuing and Evaluation

.

The und.erlying principle, as o ~ above, is that compliance 'llmh the perf'onnance
targets .as described herein will be demonstrated by the eonstrgction and sub$equent ·
use ofsite improvements and the developinent of related programs. Buildings, $ite
improvements, and related programs will be designed to meet ot exceed the lMPACT
Systems Standards. The Developers and lndlvid~ builders ooooot be sanctioned,
however:, ifactua! ~ does not meet standards where the pe130nal behavior
of occupams aft'ec1s how buildinsa fun<:tion. Plan !'mew will U!B1.lre that, in ·
ac40tdance with Section 7, initial development and comtruction meets Speoific
Requirements applicable at that stage. Subsequent moni~ of perfoimance in
accordance with this Revised MOU will provide !he basis for determining the aucccss .
in meeting the Revised IMPACT System Standards as well as the basis for improving
future conservation and s~ility strategies and standatd3.
3.3_; Impact System Evalulliion Committff Estab!ished
An IMP ACT System .Evaluation Committee {the "Civano IMPACT Conunlttee") is
het;.:by establisb.ed to include a minimum of one rcpraentaliv. of the Master
Offlloper, one representative designated by the C i t y ~ who will 3CX'Vl: as the
Project Manas« mt one CCA repu,sentative :selected by the CCA. Commencilig
lmum:y I, l 999, the Cfvano IMPACT Cnrnrnittee will meet at least every six months
to Rview !he Revised IMPACT System Monitoring ReportJ to track ptogte$$ and
compliaru:e with the Revised IMPACT System Sw,.dazds, identify issues of concem,
and seek solutions to problems encountered, «11 in a manner eoosi$tent with the
·success of the Civano Project.
·

(

The parties shall further seek the cooperation of the University of Arizoru1, the State
of Arizona ~ e n t ofCommetee, Energy Office, Tucson Electric Power, other
utility companies, ffier1Y providers, envhQnmental experts. environmental engineers
and similar independent agencies .fur the monitoring. evaluation and proposed
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revisions of the ba:lellnes and Revised IMPACT System Standards, statwi of Civano
compliance to date and strategies for improved implementation of the Revised
IMPACT System.

(

3.4. The lMl'ACT System Monitoring Report
The IMPACT System Monitoring Report f'Monitoring Report'? shall be a public
status report prepm'd by the Master Developer to document the suci;ess of Clvano in
achieving the Revised IMPACT System·Standards, supplemented with telated
infurtnatlon from the City and publicly available i:nfQnnation concerning the resout'Ce
conservation base.lines and Perfonmmce Targets, The Monitoring Rep;ms shall be
submitted as described in the Revis.ed Tu:velopment Agrtement.
.Following ls a format fut the Monitoring Report which. includes not only pri>i!feSS
toward meeting the Performance Targets, but also is des!gne4 to provide information .
for public policy changes which would support grcater resource conservation and
sustainable development. The Monitoring Report will also provide general pl/,bUc
information relatfve to the Civano commllllity development process iind progress. It
B.ball include the following infonnation with ~ data submitted by the
Developer:

3.4.l. Overall goals, objectives and strategies, including buildel' and buyt:r
education for resource conservation practices consistent wi,tb, the .
IMPACT System Standards.

the built development to date, in ~ation lo the
overall plans for de'll!!lopmcnt.
·
·

.JA.l, Site layout, showing

3.4.3. Description of anticipated near•tmtn proje<.~.
3,4A. Projected timetables and tnile$t0n= for completion of anticipated .
projects.
3.4"5. Status of building and occupancy relative to. paricing (Parking
Inventory and Mooitoring Program), pedestrian ways, and landscaping
(con<:~ plmming framewodc).
3.4.6. Progress to daui, and teeommend«l smttegies, toward meoting
baseline IMPACT System Standards in the following areas:

1

2
2

0

• reducing fossil•fuel energy 1.1se from gas, electricity and gasoline;

3

• developing solar energy resoutCCS;

2
6

reducing potable watei; usage;

0
0

•

• · reducing building ~ ;
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• reducing so!i.il wastes;
• reducing auto travel and resultant air pollution;
• . creating a balance ofjobs and housing;
•

creating affotdable housing, meeting needs of on-site working
population; and

•

demonstrating the economic feasibility of resource conservation
and sustainable development as a model fur growth in Civano.

3,4,7. Resulting lmkages to central and inner clty redevelopment

the City will provide supplemental information to be attached to the Monitoring
Rbport which includes a $1tU.s mport on progress toWa:l'd meeting the ·City's strategies
and responsibilities enumerated in this Revised MOU.
The t'onn of the Monitoring Report will be written, with appropriate graphlcs, for
wide distribution.

3.5. Periodic: Review

r.~il
..

Commencing two (2) months after tn. initial Monitoring R.i:pprt and ~uing
~ as de$c::ribed in the .R.e:vifld Oevelopn:tent Agreement, the City and the
Civano IMPAC'.l' Committee shall coosider whether any am.endmonts to this Revised
MOU are neoeweyto achieve the niaximum practical wmp~ with the Revised
IMPACT System. Standard$. This $ball include nn'iew of the ~'IC!ines established ln
the ReVWld IMPACT System,the method~ of monitoring and establishing
CQalpliance, the stratep:s and Specific Requirements wbichare appropriate to
achieve compliance, the integration of new technology and other matters which are
appropriate to maintaining the .l'lllle of Clvmo ll!l a leading demonstratil)l!. o f ~
coDSCtV\ltion ~ w-ainahllity. Where it ls d ~ . that an amMdn:Jcmt to thl:I
.Revi$ed MOU is ~roprlate, the parties $ball proceed in accordance with Sec:tlon 8
herein.

4.0 JOINT CITY AND COMMVNrrY OF CIVANO STRATEGIES AN])
RESPONSIBILlTlES

4.1. Description .of.Joint Strategi• .ad· ResponsibUiti.es

·In n:i:ogmtion of the need for cooperation in achieving tbe goals descm'bed in: the
bvised IMPACT ~ystem.. as may be revised mim time to time, and this Revised
MOU, the City and the Developer 1.l!ldmtand that the following ~ e s and
reiponsibililies are important to .the success of Civano as s, sumini,ble ~mmunity:

(· .
'
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4, 1.l. Building plans, development plans, ~pecific pla!U! and similar requestll
will be prepared, submitted and reviewed in a timely and complete
manner.

•'.

(

4.1.2. The CiVan() Model Energy Code!I'ucson Sustainable Energy Standanl
will be reviewed and considered by the Clty and the Developer for
periodic updating as new or improved technologies b«ome available.

4.l.3. The parties will explotc: with the Arizona Department of Commerce,
Energy Ofike and.other .appropriate agencies, the initiation-of
programs to fur!hll!' encoui:a@e, develop, Wje, and monitor the
beneficial applicatiom of solar energy.
Grant funding should be putsued to undertake studies and analysis of
the role oflandscaping and coloration in building and paving cooling
strategies.
·
4.l .5. Street standards will be reviewed to determine the appropriate methods
to significantly reduee the "uroan heat island'' effect, incllldillg the
effeet of reducing paved $ud'aces, integratiJ!g landscaping for shading
ofpedestrian, bicyde and automobile parking arus, and aUowmg
alternative, kss heat-absorbing paved sudaces In a manner "Omistent
with public liafety and handicapped acce:ssib_ility requimnents.

~

4.l.6. The parties will coopel:llte on demonstmion projects involving the
private and public uses of develop.Ing ttclmology; e.g., solar
photovoltaic po-werillg of~tial homes and of on-site ml.Ulicipal ·
streetlights or pumps, including pursuing gram$ and •other i\.tndlng for ·
miewab!e technology demonstration projects.
·
4.l. 7. The patties will explore the in$tallation of filuatio.n S}'Sten:1$ for
reclaimed water to meet AOEQ standards for fidi body contact and to
pennit use of reclaimed water for vegetables to be consw:ned raw. The
parties shall iiuthet txplOfe obtaining the adoption of any necessary
revisions to existing st.andatds to perm.it these uses,

4,1.8. The patties will c0opcrate to designate and provide garbage and
recyi:ling pick-up to all W!e$, including nndtifamily and commercial, in
conformance with City plans and designs incorporated in the ·
Neighborhood 1 PAD and development plans.

1
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4.l.9. The City will consider the designation of the proposed Civano

2

recycling center u a "neighbQrhood. recycling center" within the City's

overall

program.
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4.l ,10. The parties will explore the use of Civano as a pilot site for
demonstrating new programs and advanced recycling and composting
techniques.

4.1.U. The parties will cooperate io fonnitlate an overall so.lid waSte plan for
Civano particularly as it relates to waste redi;u;tion and diversion goals.
4.1•.12. The parties will cooperate to develop a tr.insit plan for Civano and the
Surm®ding area, including expl<iring with the State of Arizona
· Department of Transportation,. the City's Department of
TtMSpOrtation and other~ property owuers, a tral!SpOrtation
conidor plan for Houghton Road.
·
4,1.lJ. The parties will eooperate with the Greater Tucson Economic Council
and other agencies to ~tively recruit employw:s for location in Civano.

4,1.14. The City will consider lanq•use dllsignatioos in the vicinity of Civano
that incorpome mixed uses, complement Civano, and encourage
sustainable development
4.1 .15. ·~ partiflS will explore programs to provide assistance to
dcM;lo~ts/builders who ])at!icipatc in low and nrodetate-income
housing programs.
4J..16. The partii:s will cxplO!'il the application of the landsc;ape and xmscape
requkements set forth in the Citys Land Use Code, Section 3.7.2 to all
uses in Civano .and to all lot ams consistent with the goals of the.
Master Plan alld will further explore the intepation of Pffl(U)a! and
community garde.ns, orehards and food p!'Oducing landscaping into
lhese~ents.
·
4.1.17. The parties will coopem,e to devdQp a plan for the ~ . Ri fell)mk
which intesrates adja<:ent_planned open~ and ~ o n ~ in.
Civano.

4,1.18. The partie.s will coopctate to develop standards which more effec:tively ·
utilize lllltUral drainage~ and private open space ~ for water
harvesting and :retention, in Ortter to encourage .l'lative plant growth,.
reebageaquifetsand tedw:ethe magnitude of flood flews and etOSion
hazards.
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4.1,19. The parties will cooperate in a n,anner collSistent wjth the Revised
IMPACT System and the Revi$ed Oe'velo~t ~ e n t to $:hieve,
the goals of this ttevised MOU.

5.0 . SPEcmc PROCEDURES FOR IMPu:MENTATION
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5.1. Mastel" Developer Requirements Prior to lssuance ofRt.sidential BuUding
Permii3

(

The Master Developer shall:.
5.1.1. Maintain Development Design Guidelines (the "Design Guidelines'?
(as ihey may be amended) to assure that provisions are .made to meet
the Revised IMPACT Syslern Standards. The CCA may, in
C-OOI'dination with lhe Master Developer, lllll¢lid the Oesign Guidelines ·
in accordance with lhe CCA governing documents.

s.1.2. .Maintain the Certification Committee as a part of!he Design Review
Committee ("DRC") {as provided in the Clvano CC&R.s). The
Certification Committee shall include a ORC repreilenlative, a licensed
arohitect, or a licensed engineer, and a CCA representati~.
5.1.3. Establish exterior water budgets, monitor water <:OIJ$UlllPtion, and
develop a contingency program to achieve com.plianee with the
budgets If water conservation targets are not met. Utilize City•
provided mciaimed water in landscaping for common areas and non•
residential uses, and PI9vide rairtwater bffi'esting, graywater s ~ .
or othe!- alwmative imgation systems not dependent on potable water·
in msidential 11$C3.

s.1.4. Establish provisions for utili:2ing non-potable water for .all outdoor
imgation systemS and for utilizing effident and effective, non-pooling
drip inigation systems fur a l t ~ - This provision shall not
require the use ofzecl.aimed water in gard,;ns for the production of raw
v¢getables for human consumption unless such use ls. approved by the
State of Arizona.
·

s.1.s.

Establish interior water budgets, monitor water oonsurnption and
develop a ccmtingency program to advance compliance with the

-

budgets if water consumption tafgets are not met for each building,
and design the plumbing 11yi;t.ems ~ythat Will reduce the
interior use of water in nmdential strllcturell to S3 gallons per person
per day and to 1.S gallons per person per day in non-n:sideritial
lltruCt:UreS. The guidelin!i$ shall specify the flllllllltt .in whicl! water use
has been calculated and the prlru:ipal measures to be taken to ~ t

these budgets.
5.2. Ana Planning, Subdivtiiion and Pblnned Al"ea Development Remw
Certain ~ t s apply io development in a broader context thao. the
spe:citioations for a single stru<:tl.lrt or lot or a ~ c point in time. ~ must be

:reviewed with consideration for the prog!'eSS in existing development as well as the

]I
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prospective development as set forth in the Master Plan. City development decisio.ns
on the Civano project, which will be viewed in this broader context, are rezonings,
planned area developments ("PADs"), specific plans, subdivision plats, development
plans and amendments thereto, not including plans applicable to a single family lot.
Interpretation of compliance wilb these ·requirements shall be analyzed in the same
m.i.nner in which the Tucson General Plan, existing area plans and neighborhOOd
plans are applied to prospective development. Any dispute regarding these
interpretations may be li!Solved pummnt to Section S.4.
General planning amis, not .including plans applicable to a single family residential
lot, such as development plans, subdivision pill!$, rezonings and PADs s1laU be
designed to .meet the following R~ised IMPACT System Standards, as~ble for
the scale of the project, in addition to .alt other applicable code requirements. · The
City shall revi~ all such plans in accordance with ,Section 7. Compliance shall be
consistltilt with the Master Plan.and lllllY take into account future development as
provided for in the Master Plan.
·

Monitoring Reports that document wmplianoe with the Revised IMPACT System
shall .be prirna facie evidence ofprior compliance, Any dbpute regai:ding these
iutexp.ie1a1ions .may be resolved putsuanl to Section 5.4.
S.2.l. Land may be designated and set aside by the Developer for the design
and CODStruCtion of demonstration proj~ $$ more fully described In •
Section 6.0, whicll are compatible with the technologies being off=d .
byCivano. ·
·
5.2.2. Site design and grading plans shall limit site cleamnce on 1"1:Sidential
Jots to p ~ existing desert vegetation and maximize oatural
drainage in·a .manner consistent with the grading plans approved with
the Master Plan and any appt0ved PAD or specific plan,. The exaet

~uimnent forp~on of existmg desert vegetation shall be
detctnlined . . completion of dnunage and mgineering studies.

5.2.3. Location of a c:omniunity pooi to be constructed early in the
.development of each. phase or neighbodlood (as tb.ose W(l:D.! are used
in the Master Plan) by the Dev~lope:r and/or individual buildei1 ln .an
attempt to diacourage c o ~ of private pools,
5.2.4. Inclusion of commercial services and other mixed uses with msidentia.l
developments, consistent with the adopted Master Plan and
~otly-adopted PA.Os or 5l'C0ific plans, to ptovide access from
.residences to cominerclal or employinent a,eas by walking. bicyc.ling
or similar .dtematives to automobile wie.
·
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5.2.S. Provision of a central location for a«css to city bus routes or
altemati.ve tnlli.3it sb\lttle services, consistent with the adopted Master
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Plan and subsequently adopted PADs or specific plans. Consideration
by the City and Sun.Ttan of the extension ofbus routes to Civano
during the development of each Phase or Neighborhood or, as one of
several poi,sible alternatives, a shuttle,service to the nearest Sun Tran
ex.pre$$ route and/or park and ride lot.
5.2.6. Provision of a pedestrian and bicycle-built environment, which is
consistent with the requirements to provide access to disabled persons.
Each deveb>pment phase will provide for a majority of!hroUgh streets
(versus cul-de.sacs), construction of a system of sidewalks or bike or
multi-purpose paths and nonresidential uses whioh have orientation
access and emphasis on pedestrian /bicycle linkages !'lither than auto
linkages.

.

'

5,2.7. Provision for recyclable materials pick-up areas consistent with
i,:quirements of the City.Solid Waste .Department.
5.2.8. Provision of a minimum ratio of 300 square feet of non-residential
· floor area for every two dwelling u.niis constmoted. This requirement
may be d.cterm:ined based upon the full development of Civano In
accordance with the Remed Development ~ n t and Revised
lMPACf Syi;tem .standards.
5.2.!). Design of telca>mmunications capacity to enable the ~ o n of
fiber opties_or similar infrastructure to all commeJ:Cial and home office
loeatloll$. This may be met by providing conduit capabilify during
construction.
'

5.2.10. ldentification of the provision for 20% oftbe dwelliugs to meet the
goal for affordable housing as defined in the IMPACT System
Standards to the extent that assistance is available from pul)lic
agencies, foundations, and othet so\11:CeS to finance a n d ~
affordable bol.!sing, The construction of affordable housing shall be
reasonably uniform throughout the development ofCivano. The
Civano development as a whole shall appromawy conform with the
20% requirement at the time 500 residential ctwellillffunits have been
constructed, at the time 1,000 dwelling units have been oonstrw:ted, at
the time 1,250 dwelling units have hccn constructed, llnl4 at full
buildout of Civano.
5.2.II. Extension of reclaimed water lines to all common areas and
nonresidential ases. Buildens ofrcsldential units will provide
reclaimed 'Water, ot l"Binwater harvesting, or graywater, or other
altemative irrigation system to unit buyers. Exposed hose bib$ for
reclaimed water $hall be discouraged and if used shall be clearly
identified prior to sale of the property,

,
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S.2,12. Functioning systems using redaimed water, graywater,orrainwater
harvesting or other alternative irrigatiQn system. not d«pendent on
p<>table water shall be provided for all lattdscape inigation except that ·

S.2.13.1 the limited use of potable water for personal and community
gardens producing vegetables to be consumed raw will be
allowed within the overall landscape desfgn until it is
determined that such use of non-potable water is safe.
S.2;13.2 potable water may be used for temporary and periodi<:
flushing of the reclaimed s)'l!tl!m if necessary to a$Sure
efficient operation of irrigation •ms, upon,notifa:ation to
and consent by the City, which consent shall not be ·
llilffllSOnably withheld.

$.2.13, All ~ping which is required for public streets adjacent to
.residential properties shall be limited to drought tolerant plants as
· estliblisb!Xi by City Development Services.
S.3. Building Plan Requirements and Review
All plan submittals fur building permits ~I be ®termined in 81:C!mianqe with
Section 7 to .meet the following requirements in addition to ~ other applicable codes,

5.3.1. All bllikling permit appti~ons shall be certified in accordance. with
Section 7'.0 as complying with the following: ·
S.3.l.1 Residentilll building plans shall provide a certitication that
the pliln$ as submitted provide for a total energy \!$0 through
lhe building $hell, heating and cooling ~ (".building
enetgy use; of at leaat a 65% tednction for each dwelling
liiom the 1:990 Model~ Code annual emqy use
beseline. equivalent to a S0"/4 teductfon from.~ 1995 Model
· ioergy.Codeannual en«gyuse baseHne, commencing at the
time of lmtiai residential occupancy. The certifieati.on shall
be in the form attached lleteto as Exhibit.2.
S.3.1.2 Non-residential building permits shall provide a certifl.catiim
that the plans as Sllbmiited provide f'or a total ene:gy use
tluougjl. the building •n, ~ g lll'.ld cooling systemS
("building energy 11$0") of at least a 55% reduction for each
· structure from the amwal energy use by a comparable nonresidential structure in 1990 as ~lished by the Model
~ Code. The ~cation shall identify the 1990 level
used, the method ofd ~ that lsvel and the source
material documenting that level. The energy conservation
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shall commence at the time of initial occupancy, The
certification shall be in the form attached hereto as Exhibit 2.

/~ .

S.3.1.3 Building plll.llS shall identify the manner in which the
proposed structures will be designed for the use of solar
energy_ through the orientation fur passive heating and
cooling purposes, consistent with CiVanQ's goals.

5.3.1.4 Plans ~ball incorporate some beneficial use of solar energy to
reduce the energy demand$ from heating, cooling and interior
water heating. SQl.af devices such as currently found in
A.R.S. § 44• 1761 shall qual.ify as beneficial uses solar

energy will satisfy this requitement,
S.3.1.S

of

Landscape and ~ p e coloration and/or vegetation shall
be used to reduce: the microclimate t e m ~ adjacent to
the structures. The av«age :reflectivity of all major landscape
and lwd!ieape surfaces mUSt be O.S or greatex on the albedo

scale or result in equivalent energy savings.
S.3.1.6 De.scribe a program that .identifies proeedures f o r ~
· construction materials for recycling during eonmuction 2!1,d
for the use of recyded construction materials in construction.

5.3.2. S:!nlctura1 calculations demonsttatmg that the roof will support solat
photovoltaic; solaf ·themlal power ~ o n and solar water heating
systems of sufficient size for the potential uses of the bui~.
5.3.3. Location and installation of plumbing stubotUs for solar hot water
heaters .shall be required and shown on all residential and commercial·
buiJdi:ogs,
S.3.4. All structures shall be constructed so that lheze is minimal obstruction
· of solar light for adjacent _propertie$ at the level of a roof of a single
story building (fifteen (15) feet). constructed at the legally permitted set
back from the property line, ·
·

5.3.S. Where reclaitned water, graywater, or other alternative inigation
systems are to be installed, two Wllkr supply systems shall be mown:
one for potable·~ and one for reel.aimed or other non-potable water
for landscaping or similar exte:m.µ uses. Ptovisit.ms inay be made for
Illirlwa.ttr harvesting and/or pywarer use for landscaping 1n
.conformance with existing codes.
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5.3.6. Non-residential space conditioning system cooling towers rated a:t one
hundred tons or more of cooling capacity shall comply with ADWR
water conservation requirements.
5.3.7. Solar thennal water heaters or other devices or technologies which
achieve equivalent energy savings in the heating of hot water shall be
included on all model homes for demonstration purposes and as
options on all other homes.
5.3.8. Plans shall provide for built-in recyclable separation features and
storage of hazardous materials.
5.3.9

plans for each structure shall identify some recycled material used in

the construction of the structure.
5.3.10 All structures shall minimally comply with the Civano Model Energy
Code/Sustainable Energy Standard as adopted and as it may be
amended.
5.4. Expedited Review of lnterpretation:s
The City will establish a review committee for the resolution of .all interpretive or
technical disput~ in accordance with Section 6.2.l of the Revised Development
Agreement (the ••Interpretive Review Committee''). The Developer or the City may

submit any matter to this Interpretive Review Committee for a determination as to
whether the matter is one of interpretation or whether there exists an established
requirement which is subject to an established admini:<ttrative appeal procedure.
Where the matter is one of intetpreta:tion. the Interpretive Review Committee shall
detennine the interpretation to be applied. The Interpretive Review Committee shall
consist of a desig:nee of the City Manager, a designee of the City Attorney's office
and a designee of the director of the department or departments whi~h is/are
J,"esponsible for the review and/or enforcement of the piatter being submitted. The
Interpretive Review Committee shall reach a decision on the matter or shall state the
reason why a d~cision cannot be made within five working days of the submission.
The Developer may appeal (a) any such decision or (b) the Inte.tpretive Review
Committee's failure to reach. a decision within five working days to the City Manager
pursuant to Section 6.2 of the Revised Development Agreement. The Developer
agrees to comply with any decision that is not appealed to the City Manager within
five working days of the decision.
6.0 DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
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The parties recognize that development of innovative designs and technologies_for
resource conservation and use of solar energy are important goal.s of Civano. In order
to encourage such innovation, the Developer may set aside a limited number of
residential or commerc:ial lots for construction of demonstratio.n buildings. Such
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buildings shall not be subject to the requirements of Sections 5.2 and 5.3 at the time
of initial planning or permit review but shall provide descriptions of the manner in
which these requirements wiH be met. Such designated structures shall be reviewed
after one year for_compliance with the resource conservation requirements of the
Revised ItviPACT System. Toe buildings shall not be sold or otherwise conveyed to
private parties other than the Developer, unless such buildings are certified as set
forth in Section 7 to comply with the resource conservation requirements of the
Revised LMPACT System Standards and the requirements of Section 5 .3. Such
demonstration buildings may be leased or otherwise occupied without certification of
compliance. If in compliance with the requirements of Section 5.3, the demonstration
projects may be marketed to private parties. The Developer shall provide a notice
that a building was constructed pursuant to this section to any prospective user or
purchaser prior to the use, lease or sale of the structure to the public.

7.O CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE
The parties recognize that the Revised IMPACT System includes both Pe.rformance
Targets to be reached ovet time, as provided in Sections 3 and 4, and specific
resource conservation requirements, as provided in Section S, which establish
minimum thresholds for performance and which are to be met commencing with the
initial development of Civano in order to establish progress toward achieving the
Perfonnance Targets. The Developer agrees to establish this compliance through the
Monitoring Report and compliance with Specific Requirements as set forth below..
7.1. During the initial development ofNeighborhood 1 of Civano, and thereafter
during the development ofCivano until changed by mutual agreement of the
.£..._
arties,, the Developer shall provide to the City a certification based upon
information provided to it by a professional chosen by the Developer that the
plans subject to the certification ate in compliance with the conservation
requirements set forth in Section 5.3.1. The form of the certification is attached
as Exhibit 2.
7.1.1. The.City may audit any such certification and may request in writing
supporting documentation from the Developer. The Developer shall
provide such documentation within fifteen ( 15) days of receipt of the
notice. If it is determined by the City based upon such an audit that
the conservation requirements of Section 5..3. l have not been met for
one or more buildings, the City shall notify the Developer and the .
applicant submitting the building plan(s) in \.vriting of the specific
matters which a.re not in compliance ~the "Noncompliance Notice").
1.1.2. The Developer shall have thirty (30) days from th~ date of the NonCompliance Notice, unless the time is extended in writing by the City,

to either cure the non--compliance or to submit a plan to correct the
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noncompliance (the "Cure Statement"), which is acceptable to the

City. The City shall have fifteen (15) days from receipt of the Cure
{A0005764.IX)Cl5 J
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'Statement to either accept or reject the Cure .Statement as submitted or
to request further infonnation or actions. The parties may thereaft~
continue to seek a mutual reso!'Ution.of the p,obh:m.
7.1.3. If the City rejects the cure as proposed by the Developer pursuant to
Section 7.1.2, the Developer lliAY submit to the City a suppl¢tnental
plan for curing the non--eompliance (the ''Supplemental Compliance
Plan;'). If a Supplemental Compliance Plan is submitted, no further
action shall be taken regarding the non.eompliance for at least forty•
five (45) days. By submitting the Supplemental Compliance Plan,. the
Developer agrees that all requests for perm.its which contain a
aubstantially similar non-compliance problem will be put on hold
pending .final resolution of the issue.
7.1.4. If the City and the Developer are unable to .resolve diffet'enees
regarding the Noneomp.liance Notice and the Cure Statement within·
sixty (60) days of the dat• ofthc:t Noncompliance Notice, or differences
regarding the Supplemental Compliance Plan within forty-five (45) ·
days of the submittal of the Plan, the matter may be submitted by the
City or by the Developer to the City Manager for final resolution as
provided in Section 6 of the Revised Development Agieement.

7.l.S. A Cil:J,' audit .ofa plllll shall not delay the processing or approval of the
plan.
.
7.1.6. Upon issuance of the Noncompliance Notice, 1he City may delay
w.uance ofpennits for the plan subject to the notice md all other plans
which contain fl\c same poumtial noncompliance problem until the
question of Cl)fflpliance with the requirements of.&:ction S.3.1 is
resolved. The City shall include notice that issuance of permits will be
delayed in :the Noo.compliaru::e Notice.
7.1.7. lithe partlt:$ qree that a plan is not in compliance pursuant to
Sections 7.1.l and 7.1.2 or the City Manager detennines that the plan
is not in compliance pursuant to Section 7.l .3, the City may deny the
issuance of permits to the proposed stnicture ~ any other structuRs
which would not be in CQmpliance for the same reason. In
detmni.ning whether to deny the issuance 9fpermits the City shall
consider the materiality of the ®ncompliance, the Developer's ability
to correct the problem With respect to future buildings; the nu,mber of
. building which wol.lld not be in compliance if permits were issued, the
()()St of curing the noncompliance in the proposed plan.and the
tlnancial cost to the builder or developer which would result from any
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7.1.8. If the City determines that the certification pursuant to Section 7.1 has
resulted in a material noncompliance with the requirements of Section
5.3 .1, the City may require that future review and approval of
compliance with one or more of the requirements in Section 5.3.l shall
be determined by the City Development Services Department rather
than by the Developer.

,"

! .

7.2. During the initial development of a Phase or Neighborhood of Civano, and
thereafter during the development of Civano until changed by mutual agreement
of the parties, the City Development Services Department shall, pursuant to its
standard procedures including the availability of independent third party review
as provided in the 1994 Uniform Administrative Code, Section 103, where·
appropriate, determine compliance with all Specific Requirements set forth in
Sections S.2 and 5.3 oth~r than the requirements of Section 5.3 .1, subject to
review by the Interpretive Review Committee and appeal to the City Manager as
provided in Section 5.4 of this.Revised MOU and Section 6 ofthe Revised
'Development Agreement.
7 .3. The parties recognize that the goal of Civano is to integrate e.nergy and resource
conservation principles, standards and teclmologies into the stanqard practices
and procedures of the City. Thus the parties anticipate that as experience is
gained over time with the irnpiementa:tion of the Revised IMPACT System, the

parties will be able to develop less burdensome compliance review procedures
Without any reduction in th.e progress toward achieving the-Performance Targets.

8.0 AMF;NJ>MENT ·
T'ne parties mny periodically review this Revised MOU to ensure that it continues to
promote the energy and resource cor...servation and sustainable development goals of
Civano and may amend this Revised MOU by mutual agreeme.n t or as-set forth herein
to achieve the Performance Targets and Specific Requirements of the Revised
IMPACT System Standards and to meet changing circumstances as Civano
development proceeds.

If, on ihe basis of the Monitoring Reports, the analysis and recommendations of the
Civano IMPACT Committee, ot independent information which has been reviewed
by the Civano IMPACT Committee, either party determines that development is not
progressing toward full compliance with the.Revised IMPACT System Standards in a
satisfactory mann~r, it may notify the other party in writing of its intent to amend this
Revised MOU and/or the Revised IMPACT System. The City ~haU provide a copy of
the notice to the A..rizona State Department of Commerce, Energy Office. The parties

shall then negotiate in ·good faith to establish appropriate amendments to ensure
compliance with the goals and requirements of the Revised ThifPACT System. AJJ.y
amendment shall consider the economic impact of the proposed requirement upon the
devefopment of Civano and the investment of pubiic funds and grants in this
development. If the parties are unable to mutually agree upon amendments within
lAOOOS764,DOC/Sl
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sixty (60) days, they shall discuss any issues wiLl-i. the City Manager, and the City
Manager may> as provided in Section 6 of the Revised Development Agreement,
resolve such issues and impose amendments which he deems reasonably necessary to
achieve the goals of the Revised IMPACT System.
Any amendment to this Revised MOU shall not apply to any application for
development approval, including PADs and rezonings, subdivisio~ plats,
development plans and building permits, that has already been submitted for review
to the City prior to the notice of the intent to amend thls Revised MOU, unless such
development approval expires pursuant to existing code provisions. The parties.shall

provide notice of any amendm:ent to thi= Arizona Oepartrm:nt of Commerce, Energy
Office. Any such amendment shall be in writing. Amendments to the Revised
IMPACT System Standards shall be approved by the Mayor and Council.

Any application by Civano for n change of the Master Plan. the Rezoning Conditions
or the co~ditions of any PAD which are adopted by _the Mayor and Council
subsequent to the signing of this Revised MOU shall supercede any requirement
herein.
9.0 REMEDIES

,

-.··
•,

.

.·

The Monitoring Report, Periodl-c Evaluation and Specific Procedures for
Implementation set forth in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 5 above shall be the only portion of
the Revised. MOU which shall be subject to the remedies provided in Secti-0n 8.8 of
the Revised Development Agreement. In addition to these remedies, the City shall
not be required to issue any building perm.it ..yhich does not conform to City codes,
existing and future ~oi:fic pl~ aod zoning and the req~irem~ts which are includ~
in Section 5, Specific Procedures for Implc:mentation. as set forth herein or as
amended or revised pursuant to Section 8.0. ·

·

10.0 NON-WAIYER OF COMPLIANCE

Except as may be expressly agreed in writing, any det:ision by the City approving
further dcvdopmc:ot without complete compliance with all requirements and targets
shall DOt constitute a waiver of any future application of requirements or Performance
Targets as set forth in this Revised MOU or in the Revised IMPACT System
Standatds.

Signed this

8 ki day of J)eµrnber : ioo~-

THE COMMUNITY OF CIVANO, LLC

Judith L. 'Kilroy
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CITY OF TUCSON
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PULTE HOME CORPORATION, a
Michigan ~orporation,

STATE OF ARIZONA

)

County of Pima

)
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D. Master Civano PAD: How to Get a Copy
A copy may downloaded in PDF form by going the www.civanol.com and looking under
the "Document Section" and then under the "Civano Community Concepts" section. The
Master Civano PAD can be found there. The Civano 1 Neighborhood 1 specific section
of the PAD is found on Pages 127-173.

E. Civano 1 Neighborhood 1 CC&R'S: HOW TO GET A COPY
A copy of the CC&R's can be downloaded from the Civano Neighborhood 1 web site.

I

F. Helpful Contact Information

c. City Of Tucson Department of Planning and Development Services:
201 North Stone Avenue
Tucson, AZ 85701
520-791-5550
d. Development Services Personnel Knowledgeable about Civano:
1. Michael St. John:
1. Email
2. Phone Number

Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNER NAME:-----· . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .LOT#_ __
DATE OF SUBMITTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1. Design Review Committee (DRC) approval is required whenever a
CHANGE, MODIFICATION OR IMPROVEMENT is made to the
exterior of a home or lot in Civano. In order to assist the Committee in
the approval process you are required to provide specific information
so there are no delays. 1
2. The Committee has provided the following IMPROVEMENT or
MODIFICATION SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST to assist you in your
Application Request to ensure that your review and approval is a
smooth and quick process.

==================================================
Please initial each box acknowledging that you have
read the information and provided the required
documentation, materials and information with your
submittal.

□

NAME, LOT, DATE and PAGE# are on ALL pages of applications.

D I have noted how I would like to be contacted:
•

Email: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

Phone:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

Mail:

--------------------

□ The following is a detailed description of the Improvement or modification I
would like the DRC to review and approve: (attach additional descriptive
sheets as necessary.)

1

In accordance with the AMENDED AND RESTATED DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND
RESTRICTIONS FOR CIVANO I: NEIGHBORHOOD I dtd 1/04/2000.14. 7 Obligation to Obtain Approval and 2012

Civano 1 Design Review Manual dtd 11/07/2012.11. Guidelines.
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Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNER NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ LOT#_ __
DATE OF SUBMITTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Planned Completion Date., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D I have included all Plans and specifications for all construction modifications
showing materials, height, width and paint color(s), photos, material/fabric
samples.

D I have included the Site plan for the lot, showing the modification in its
proposed locations along with all other improvements on the lot (house,
driveway, pool, etc); (all pertinent info for antenna.).

D I have noted the Building orientation (relative to desired solar, wind and
shade patterns).

D I have included information on all building materials (relative to insulation,
thermal mass, absorptive and reflective qualities).

□ I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT if painting is to be conducted I will include a
Civano 1 Neighborhood 1 Paint Submittal checklist with all required
documentation.

D I have noted the Location and type of plant materials (relative to shading
and solar access and wind patterns and compatibility with indigenous,
drought-tolerant species). If plants are a part of the Modification, see the
Landscaping Guidelines.

D I have included any Active and passive solar design strategies;
D I have shown all landscape passive water harvesting design to include
swales, berms, etc.
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Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNER NAME: ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - ~ L O T #_ __
DATE OF S U B M I T T A L : ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -

D I have included documentation of energy usage projections which are in
accordance with the Association standards for all building and site-related
energy and water consumption and conservation. (See Revised Civano
Impact System, Building Energy Demand and Energy and Water Use
Documents on www.civano1.com).

D I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT if an improvement affects drainage patterns I
must submit plans that will show proper drainage after installation of
improvement.

0

I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I have conducted the required governing
document review and have included a copy of my Planned Area Land Use
District. All Applicants, BEFORE submitting applications, must review the
following documentation to ensure that all improvements, modifications, and
modifications meet the Civano requirements as outlined in the Civano
governing documents. All Applicants must include a copy of their Planned
Area Land Use District which can be found in the Design Review Manual on
the HOA website. Documents noted in the following paragraphs will help
you determine which Civano district you reside in and what requirements are
particular to your individual Civano District. Please Note that Civano North
Ridge should refer to the City of Tucson Land Use Codes. All required
documents (with the exception of the City of Tucson Land Use Code) can be
found on the HOA website at www.civano1.com. See "Documents" on left
hand side.

D Civano Planned Area Development (PAD), Revised April 7, 2005;
D Civano 1 Neighborhood 1 CC&Rs and Design Guidelines and all
subsequent Amendments;

D Civano Revised Memorandum of Understanding, December 8, 2003.
D Civano Revised Impact System, December 8, 2003;
D Civano Revised Development Plan, December 8, 2003.
D Planned Area Land Use Districts, Exhibit 40, pg 163, 2016 Community of
Civano Neighborhood One Design Review Manual.
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Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNER NAME: - - - - - - - - - - ~ L O T #_ _~
DATE OF SUBMITTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Center District, Article 3.3, pg 154, 2016 Community of Civano
Neighborhood One Design Review Manual.

D General District, Article 3.3.2, pg 155, 2016 Community of Civano
Neighborhood One Design Review Manual.

D Neighborhood Edge District, Article 3.3.3 pg 157, 2016 Community of
Civano Neighborhood One Design Review Manual.

D Villas Lot Layout, Article 3.3.3.1, pg 159, 2016 Community of Civano
Neighborhood One Design Review Manual.

D City of Tucson Land Use Codes (North Ridge)
□ I HAVE INCLUDED 3 NEIGHBORS' SIGNATURES:

The Design
Review Committee, during the review process, will consider the impact of
owner-installed architectural modifications on neighboring views and open
space corridors. (Signature form at last page of submittal.)
•

If your architectural modification is to build a new structure or other
feature projecting from the original footprint of your existing home or
building, you are required to secure, on the Application, the
signatures of the owners of the immediately adjoining and opposite
properties. Signatures are mandatory in this situation and
application will not be accepted if they are missing.

•

In accordance with CINI CC&Rs, paragraph 4.8, such signatures will
serve to notify your neighbors of an impending architectural change
and will certify that the bordering homeowners are aware of the
projected architectural change and have the right to attend the
Design Review Committee meeting and to offer comments.

•

Neighbors' Signatures DO NOT signify approval or disapproval of
your project. Approval or disapproval will come from the Design
Review Committee.

•

As a definition, the "original footprint' includes the foundation of your
home or structure and any attached garage. A non-connected
garage, although not in the "original footprint," will be taken into
consideration by the DRC, if appropriate. Any attached concrete
pad, such as an open patio, is not considered within the "original
footprint" unless you may be proposing to cover or enclosure such
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Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNER NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
LOT#_ __
DATE OF SUBMITTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

pad that would then visibly project into a neighboring view or open
space corridor. "Projections" are not limited to add-on structures, but
may include awnings and other possible temporary or permanent
appendages.

HELP AND ASSISTANCE:

D I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT On occasion it may be necessary to request
formal and informal interpretations from the Zoning Administrator related to
the Civano PAD Districts (see Civano PAD, pgs 154-159 and Exhibit 40, pg 163)
or the City of Tucson Land Use Codes. These circumstances may relate to
interpretations of the provisions of the City of Tucson Land Use Code or to
interpretations or intent of the narrative of the Civano PAD. These questions
may be oral or in writing and shall be to the Civano Project Manager, by the
DRC or the property owner. The Civano Project Manager is John Beall and
can be contacted by calling 520-837-6966 or John.Beall@tucsonaz.gov.

D I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT all documents and references noted in this
Application may be found on the Civano Homeowners' Association website
at: www.civano1.com. Further assistance may be obtained by contacting
the Civano Homeowner Association Manager at 520-546-3862.

0

I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I have reviewed the following information in
the 2012 Community of Civano Neighborhood 1 Design Review Manual in
order to determine what Civano district is applicable to my Lot or Parcel and
what restrictions apply to my project, such as Land Use Regulations;
Perimeter Yard Requirements; Building coverage; Building heights;
perimeter wall information and wall height information.
•

Planned Area Land Use Districts, Exhibit 40, pg 163

•

Center District, Article 3.3, pg 154

•

General District, Article 3.3.2, pg 155

•

Neighborhood Edge District, Article 3.3.3 pg 157.

•

Villas Lot Layout, Article 3.3.3.1, pg 159

RESOURCE WEBSITES:

D Civano Homeowners Association Website: www.civano1.com
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Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNER NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. LOT#_ __
DATE OF SUBMITTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Civano 1 Neighborhood 1 2016 Design Review Manual:
www.civano1.com (Documents - left hand side of home page)

D Civano PAD:

www.civano1.com
(Documents - left hand side of home page)

D Pima County Land Use Codes:
https://www.tucsonaz.gov/pdsd/land-use-code

D Pima County Zoning Code Quick Summary Guide:
http://www.webcms. pima.qov/cms/One.aspx?portal Id= 169&paqeld=688
53

APPLICATION REVIEW:

□ I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I am required to attend the Design Review
Committee application review unless the Association Manager has been
notified that I will not be attending due to scheduling conflicts or for personal
reasons. I will be notified of the date and time by phone call, email or mail
by the Association Manager.

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT if I am submitting an application for NEW
CONSTRUCTION I may be required to pay a fee for the review process.

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT if I am submitting an application for NEW
CONSTRUCTION the DRC will determine if I am required to submit my
documentation to one of the design professionals who have been certified
by the Board to have a thorough understanding of the requirements and
2
goals of building in Civano. (Call the HOA Office at 520-546-3862 for more
information.)

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I will receive a formal notification of the
decision by the Design Review Committee.

2

2016 Community of Civano Neighborhood One Design Review Manual Section 8 New Construction Review
Requirements.
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Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATIOc'<
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNERNAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~LOT#________
DATE OF SUBMITTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

□ I UNDERSTAND AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT when it is determined
by the DRC that plans meet the intent, spirit, goals and concepts of the
Revised Master Development Plan and the Civano Planned Area
Development or subsequent amendments thereto and all governing
documents, it shall approve said plans in writing. With the DRC's written
approval, these plans may then be submitted for final review and approval
by the appropriate governmental agency. Nothing herein shall be deemed
to inhibit discussion or preliminary review and approval processing with
appropriate governmental jurisdiction prior to obtaining the DRC's approval

0

I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I am solely responsible for obtaining all
required permits and approvals from applicable public agencies such as
county or city. All improvements are subject to all appropriate permits and
inspections.

0 I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT it shall be my sole responsibility to comply with
all applicable government regulations, ordinances and procedures and to
adequately coordinate such required governmental reviews with these
Guidelines.

LIABILITY:

□ I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT neither the Association, the Board nor the
Review Committee (nor any member thereof) shall be liable to the
Association, any owner or any other party for any damage, loss or prejudice
suffered or claimed on account of the approval or disapproval of any plans,
drawings or specifications, whether or not defective; the construction or
performance of any work, whether or not pursuant to approved plans,
drawings and specifications; the development of any Lot or Parcel; or the
execution and filing of any estoppel certificate or statement, whether or not
the facts are correct. (See Master Declaration paragraph 4.9, and Master
Declaration First Amendment Rerecorded, paragraph 5, CINI CC&Rs, paragraph
4.11 and Civano 1 Guidelines.)

APPEALS:

DI ACKNOWLEDGE THAT Any homeowner aggrieved by a decision of the
DRC may appeal the decision to the Board in accordance with the following
procedure (see Master Declaration, paragraph 4.10 and CINI CC&Rs, paragraph
4.12):
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Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNERNAME:
DATE OF S U B M I T T A L : ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

Homeowner must submit a letter by registered mail to the Board
detailing the reason for the appeal within 10 working days of receipt
of the DRC decision.

•

The Board of Directors shall review the decision at the next
scheduled homeowner's association meeting and either approve it,
reject it or modify it.

•

Homeowner to receive Board's decision through US Postal service
within 5 days of the Board's decision.

•

The decision of the Board is final and binding and shall modify the
decision of the Review Committee to the extent specified by the
Board.

AGREEMENT TO COMPLETE IMPROVEMENTS:

0

I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT, by my signature and date, that I have read,
understand and agree to all requirements as outlined in this application, I
agree to complete all improvements as outlined in this application within the
time specified. I further acknowledge and understand that failure to
complete the improvement within the specified time may constitute a
violation of the Civano 1 governing documents and I could be subject to
violation notice and fine.

0 I UNDERSTAND AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT if the improvement
project on my Lot or Parcel is not in compliance with all Civano governing
documents and the City of Tucson permitting requirements, the DRC may
recommend that the Association levy a Reimbursement Assessment on the
homeowner and lot in accordance with CINI CC&Rs 8.6.

D I AGREE to allow a member of the Design Review Committee and/or the
Association manager upon the exterior of the Applicant's lot for inspection of
improvement on a mutually agreed upon time. (See CINI CC&Rs,
paragraph 4.14)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND ACCEPTANCE:

0

I ACKNOWLEDGE, UNDERSTAND AND AGREE, by my signature, to
all requirements of the DRC Design Review submittal and governing
documents as outlined above.
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Civano I Neighborhood I
MAY 2016 PROVISIONAL IMPROVEMENT or MODIFICATION
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
OWNER NAME: _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _.LOT#.. _ __
DATE OF SUBMITTAL: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D

I ATTEST that this improvement project is in compliance with the
requirements as outlined in the Civano Master PAD and the applicable
Civano Area Planned Land Use District. In the case of a North Ridge
applicant, the improvement project shall be in compliance with the Civano
Master PAD and the City of Tucson Land Use Codes.

□ I ACKNOWLEDGE that applications must be submitted by the last
business day of the month to be included on the following month's agenda.
The design review committee (DRC) meets the second Thursday of each
month. No exceptions will be made to this requirement.
Submit application to:

Civano Manager
10501 E Seven Generations Way, #109
Tucson, AZ. 85747
520-546-3862/520-546-6795 (fax)
Email:

hoa@civano1.com

DRC FOLLOW UP ON APPROVED APPLICATIONS

D I ACKNOWLEDGE that as a final step in the review process, the HOA
Manager will ensure that the actual modifications or improvements
have been completed in strict compliance with the approved final application
as recorded in the official minutes of the design review committee and mailed
to each applicant.

D I ATTEST, by my signature, that I am the owner of the subject property.
Homeowner(s) Signature & Date:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DATE OF COMPLETION OF PROJECT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Neighbor Signature Form

Signatures of adjoining and opposite property owners are required when a proposed
alteration/improvement is submitted. This signature does not constitute approval or
disapproval. This sianature is confirmation that the neiahbor is aware of the proiect. This
HOA MEMBER/NEIGHBOR:

"I have read this Improvement Application" and "I wish/do not wish (cross-out one) to attend the
Design Review Committee (DRC) meeting when this Application is reviewed."
f unable to attend the meeting a written comment (for or against) may be forwarded either by
mail or email to Cadden Community Management before the last business day of the month to
be attached to this application for review at the DRC meeting.
My name:
My address:

_________________ My Lot#_ _ __

HOA MEMBER/NEIGHBOR:

"I have read this Improvement Application" and "I wish/do not wish (cross-out one) to attend the
Design Review Committee (DRC) meeting when this Application is reviewed." If unable to attend
the meeting a written comment (for or against) may be forwarded either by mail or email to
Cadden Community Management before the last business day of the month to be attached to
this application for review at the DRC meeting.
My name:
My address:

_________________ My Lot#____

HOA MEMBER/NEIGHBOR:

I have read this Improvement Application" and "I wish/do not wish (cross-out one) to attend the
Design Review Committee (DRC) meeting when this Application is reviewed." If unable to attend
the meeting a written comment (for or against) may be forwarded either by mail or email to
Cadden Community Management before the last business day of the month to be attached to
this application for review at the DRC meeting.
My name:
My address:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ My Lot# _ _ _ __

LAST PAGE
THANK YOU!

Civano I Neighborhood I PROVISIONAL MAY 2016 PAINT
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST

OWNERNAME:
----------ADDRESS:
Lot number: _ _ _(to be filled in by Owner)
Date of submittal:
(to be filled in by Owner)

1. Design Review Committee (DRC) approval is required whenever a
CHANGE is made to an exterior home color in Civano. 1 In order to
assist the Committee in the approval process you are required to provide
specific information so there are no delays.
2. When a home is repainted the SAME EXISTING COLOR, the HOA
requires that homeowners provide a color chip, the brand of paint and the
LRV (no higher than 64 ).
3. The Committee has provided the following Paint Submittal Checklist to
assist you in your Paint Application Request in order to ensure that your
review and approval is a smooth and quick process.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ACKNOWLEDGMENT {Initial each box)

□

□

I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT DOCUMENTATION TO INCLUDE PAINT CHIPS AND LRV FOR
ALL REPAINTING OF HOMES, WHETHER EXISTING COLOR OR PREAPPROVED
COLORS FROM 2016 PAINT PALETTE, MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE HOA MANAGER.
I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED BY THE LAST
BUSINESS DAY OF THE MONTH TO BE INCLUDED ON THE FOLLOWING MONTH'S
AGENDA. THE DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE (DRC) MEETS THE SECOND THURSDAY
OF EACH MONTH. THERE WILL NO EXCEPTIONS TO THIS REQUIREMENT.
SUBMIT APPLICATION TO:

Civano Manager
10501 E Seven Generations Way, #109
Tucson, AZ. 85747
520-546-3862/520-546-6795 (fax)
Em a i I: hoa@civano1 .com

□

I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT AS A FINAL STEP IN THE REVIEW PROCESS, THE HOA
MANAGER WILL ENSURE ACTUAL COLOR CHANGES HAVE BEEN COMPLETED IN
STRICT COMPLIANCE WITH THE APPROVED FINAL APPLICATION AS RECORDED IN
THE OFFICIAL MINUTES OF THE DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE AND MAILED TO EACH
APPLICANT.

1

In accordance with the AMENDED AND RESTATED DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND
RESTRICTIONS FOR CIVANO I: NEIGHBORHOOD I dtd 1/ 04/ 2000.114.7 Obligation to Obtain Approva l and 2012 Civano

1 Design Review Manual dtd 11/07/ 2012. 111. Guidelines.
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Civano I Neighborhood I PROVISIONAL MAY 2016 PAINT
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST

OWNER NAME: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS:
Lot number: _ _(to be filled in by Owner)
Date of submittal:_ _ _(to be filled in by Owner)

Please INITIAL each box that applies to your paint project
acknowledging that you have provided the required
documentation, information and materials with your
submittal.
PAINT PROJECT IS EXISTING COLOR

□

DATE APPROVED: _ _ COLOR CHIPS/LRV ON FILE (circle one): YES NO
(Does not need neighbors' signatures, pictures or DRC review. Must include
colors/brand/LRV if not on file at HOA Office. If not sure please call 520-546-3862.)

-·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------REVIEW OF 2016 APPROVED PAINT PALETTE

□

I HAVE REVIEWED THE PREAPPROVED COLORS IN THE 2016 PAINT PALETTE LOCATED
IN THE HOA MANAGER'S OFFICE PERTINENT TO MY APPLICATION AND HAVE
DETERMINED THAT ITEMS SUBMITTED DO REQUIRE DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE
APPROVAL.

PAINT PROJECT IS NEW COLOR

□

COLOR CHIPS ATTACHED

PAINT LOCATION & INFORMATION:

□

BODY:

□

BRAND:

□

LRV:

□

TRIM:

□

BRAND:

□

LRV:

_ _ _ _ _ _(no higher than 64)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _(no h igher than 64)
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Civano I Neighborhood I PROVISIONAL MAY 2016 PAINT
SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST

OWNER NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS:
Lot number: ___(to be filled in by Owner)
Date of submittal:
(to be filled in by Owner)

□

GARAGE: - - - - - - -

□

BRAND:

□

LRV:

□

DOOR:

□

BRAND:

□

LRV:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _(no higher than 64)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _(no higher than 64)

PICTURES

□

PICTURES OF HOME AND SURROUNDING HOMES INCLUDED.

NEIGHBORS' SIGNATURES

□

I HAVE NOTIFIED THE FOLLOWING NEIGHBORS OF MY PAINT SUBMITTAL AND OF THEIR
RIGHT TO ATTEND THE MEETING AND/OR SUBMIT COMMENTS TO THE HOA MANAGER.
(Neighbors to be notified of the submittal/meeting live across from home and on either side.
Neighbors' signatures do not signify approval/disapproval of project. DRC meets 2nd
Thursday of the month. Please call HOA Manager to verify date of meeting.)

□ SIGNATURE/LOT
---------#/DATE
□ SIGNATURE/LOT
---------------#/DATE

□ SIGNATURE/LOT
---------------#/DATE
===========================================--====================--===============
HOMEOWNER(S) SIGNATURE & DATE:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DATE OF COMPLETION OF PROJECT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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